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"Akira's power will

change the world."
Why Fighter's Megamix on Sega Saturn
is the best 3D fighting game on console
REVIEW, pages 68-69.

PLAYER'S GUIDE, Freeplay pages 10-15.
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here are some issues which surround video
games that will never die, it seems. Chief
among them is Invariably cost, and the UK

especially is hit hard in this respect. But how much
does price affect your buying decision? After handing
over £60-70 for something so magnificent as Mario 64,

does the price point still hurt or do you consider this

fair for a superior game? On the other hand is it possi-

ble that Sony are setting themselves up to look

'cheap' by reducing the cost of hardware and the
hottest new software releases?

Perhaps price wouldn't be an Issue at all if players

always felt they were getting value for money. Many of the

top Sega releases for Saturn are exceptional in that respect
- especially arcade conversions such as Virtual On, which
give as good as they take from any level of player. Sports

titles are always popular because of (potentially) unlimited

replay value. FIFA sells no matter what, perceived as value

jTMmages

Occasionally, at separate times throughout the month, one or more of the CVG team
wake up in the middle of the night in a cold, coid sweat! There's something jus! not

right, that's the problem. Well it's getting bad for our health, so now is the time to put

things right! We need you to cast your vote for one. more, or all of the following to happen.
Please make our gloomy world a happier place to "be'.

37-39 Miu. Harbour
Isle of Doss
London E14 91Z

SW>;j!>VJ;i3WAVi
Pac-Man's powerful bright colours,

funky music, and spacey sound effects

will remind the UK of what being psychi-

cally linked to an electronic box is

all about. We need Namco to

install custom Pac-Man
cabinets in every pub.

club, and leisure cen-

tre up and down the

country.

Address all Pac-Man pleas

on a postard to: MY HEART
BELONGS TO PAC-MAN!

iiJJOA'J "JO <£iVl3
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You think Quake World is impressive.

Imagine Star Wars Universe. LucasArts

could establish a server, allowing fans

to create their own worlds that people

could visit in their X-Wings, A-Wings. or

even TIE Fighters. Don't know how
we're going to decide who's Han Solo,

Luke Skywalker and the rest but...

Anyway, if Star Wars Universe is worth
thinking about to you, send your post-

cards to this address: GEORGE YOU
JUST GOT TO USE YOUR FORCE

0-P1.AYER MO
SATURN AND N

yX) How STUPfD will It be II

console versions of Quake
don't feature a two-player/net-

work option? The answer is

'REALLY STUPID'! Of course

we don't doubt that the one-

player experience will have

enough of you excited, but

not nearly as much as it would

if the deathmatch situation is

made an option.

Let Lobotomy know how much they

need to care about this, by address-

ing your postcard to: SOLO QUAKE
DON'T MAKE MY HEART ACHE



Usually the highest we feel confident awarding a

game. Ranks among the best in its field, or

surprises us with elements of well implemented

originality.

Something you may want to own. as opposed to

renting out for a couple of days.

Here is a quality, entertaining game to -

tastes. Good, but not great.

Unlikely to be especially original, or overflowing

with exciting features - there are better

examples available. Or else this is a clumsy

attempt at a new concept.

Almost a flat-liner, it's so lifeless.

You'll be wanting to exchange this for something

else straightaway. Save yourself the bother by

ling In the first place.

J:

VIDEO GAMES
ID BECOME A
RECOGNISED

?'j,'-VJ

Becoming skilled at competi-

tive games like Quake. Virtua

Fighter, and Rage Racer takes

a lot of practice. There's a

marked difference between a

'pro' and a novice. If video

games were to become a

recognised sport, this could

lead to more meaningful cov-

erage on TV and a better

image all round.

i? Bad idea? If you

think Video Games should

become a sport send a post-

card to this address: I'M A

CONTENDER FOR THE GOLD
MEDAL

ISfj-'iW.

Where the h<

this?! Don't Capcom
realise thi

Of CDs featuring

Bionic Commando,
Ghosts and Goblins,

Forgotten Worlds,

rndo, Ghouls And
Street Fighter. Final

loads more. Every

games player in the

would LOVE
this. You know it

Capcom!
J Al postcards

campaigning

for a Capcom
retro collec-

tion, to this

address;

CAPCOM
COME BACK!
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CHALLENGE (

IN THE UK?
Calling all the hottest videogames players in the UK! CVG in association

=i with HMV is looking for champions to honour with huge rewards!

tarting next month, the incredible

HMV/CVG Challenge begins! It's

the biggost event to hit the UK
;e CVG, and is

your id

Very s

holding prelimir

best players on the i

The winners will be t

expenses paid trip to London for a
' n at HMV's flagship games

i - Level One, Oxford Street! There
"'"" the ultimate games

d the victor will

is isn't a

PLAY THE HOTTEST
VIDEO GAMES BEFORE
THEY ARE RELEASED!

[H

i

'inIii *<; .
>! II' I

,
ftiiMMigfii

. «*«
running series intended to

those who don't know how _ _

games can be! At some stage YOU
become a local hero, and find yourself
being celebrated in the number one UK
video games magazine.

THE HMV/CVG CHALLENGE IS COMING SOON!
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CHALLENGE GAME N0.1 REVEALED NEXT MONTH!



I NEWSO
I [TAMAGOTCHI'ATTACKS!]

2

Q One screen and three buttons.
That's the world's biggest craze!

The name, translated
From Japanese, means
'egg watch' or

Moveable egg'. A weird
name for a weirder gadget!
Taking the form of a 5cm
tall egg-shaped keyring,

Tamagotchi features a
miniature LCD screen on
which you can hatch and
nurture your own creature
- a hyper interactive

digital pet!

Tamagotchi's appeal lies in

the amazing versatility of your cyber

offspring. Using three buttons you

And, with Tamagotchi launched in tru

US and UK this month, its creators

Bandai - who were behind the

previous Power Rangers craze -

expect to sell 10 million by the end
of this year!

Incredibly, Tama-

gotchi's popularity took

,

Bandai completely by

surprise - to the extent

where they actually made ,

loss of two billion yen last year

(instead of their forecast Y22 billion

profit), mistakenly increasing the

production of expensive action

figures when cheap pocket toys

suddenly became the fastest growing

sector of Japanese toys! Now Bandai

is using the popularity of Tamagotchi

| THE VIRTUAL PET CRAZE HITS UK!

have to look after it as you would

any real pet - feeding it, administer-

ing medicine when it's ill, punishing

it, playing with it, even scooping

away its poo! The creature has
simple Al, bleeping to tell you when
it needs attention, getting unhappy
when neglected, and dying if you

don't take care of it!

Since the toy was launched in

Japan in November last year, it has

been the country's no.l toy, the

initial production run of 750,000
selling out before Christmas, with

the total now clear of three million!

to entice shareholders - giving them
the toy in the hope it keeps them
loyal after the October merger with

Sega!

The full extent of Tamagotchi

fever in Japan cannot be exaggerat-

ed! Although originally aimed at high-

school girls and primary school kids,

the toys are now sought after by

everyone from office secretaries to

middle-aged businessmen. It's an

urban myth now, that important

board meetings are halted so

executives can feed their virtual

pets. There are even Tamagotchi

creches, to ensure your digital baby

isn't neglected during working hours!

And, with new batches selling out as
soon as stores take delivery,

they're selling on the street

for more than 30 times
the retail price of 1,980 yen

(£10)! Bandai are now putti

out ads asking the Japanese
public not to pay ludicrous black

market prices, but to be patient a;

they increase the toy's production

five-fold.

e \f-vTl

iprecedented demand
has led to a new criminal element in

Japan. Teenager girls have been
known to snatch Tamagotchis from

^ around the necks of passers-

by. And in February, police in

Yokohama, south of Tokyo,

arrested four 14-year old boys

for the theft of a Tamagotchi,

following a pursuit involving several

patrol cars and a police helicopter!

TAMAGOTCHI IS RELEASED
NATIONWIDE ON MAY 12th

3 MILLION ALREADY SOLD IN JAPAN!

[THE TAMGOTCHIUJimid FAMILY!]
When you get a phenomenon of this

magnitude, spin-off products are

guaranteed! And the Tamagotchi

range is growing!

Since thf

initial batch (in

four colour

variations) was
released, Bandai

have since brought

out five new
designs in Japan,

followed by

Tamagotchi 2 in

which you breed a

dinosaur. At the

recent Tokyo Toy Show,

they also revealed the new
Tamagotchi 3 series. Three new crea-

ture variations - Angel Gotch (an

angel), Morino Tamagotch (a bug)

and Umino Tamagotch (a fish).

The renewed popularity of the

Gameboy in Japan (due solely to ^
Pocket Monster- an RPG in which i >o X*r

© All-new Tamagotchi 3! Notice
the themed colour-casings!

you breed your own creature

bizarrely enough) has also given

rise to Gameboy Tamagotchi. A
more involving version of the —*

LCD pet, although we've yet to

find out what happens when you

q Tamaplchi - the digital pet
mobile phone. We want 'em!

switch your Gameboy off!

However, the

most extravagant

piece of Tamagotchi

merchandise just

released in Japan is

the Tamaplchi - a £200
mobile phone with an

onscreen digital pet! What's more,

you can even send your Tamagotchi

down the phoneline to a friend (if

they have a Tamaplchi too) arid get

them to look after it!

Of course, copy-cat devices

have surfaced too. And in a bid

/ to clamp down on 'fake'

Tamagotchis, Bandai are bring-

ing a Tokyo detective, Hideo

Yamazaki, to Britain.

Yamazaki dealt with counter-

feit Power Rangers and Turtles

during their heights, and they hope

he'll track down the source of any

fakes, so legal action can be taken!



THE BIRTH OF A CRAZE!
Tamagotchi is the brainchild of one Aki Maita. an employee

in Bandai Japan's toy division. Exploring ideas about combining pets

and toys, she became influenced by the popularity of miniature

electronic gadgetry such as cellular phones and pagers, and came

up with the idea of the hyper interactive digital pet!

From there, it took two years to create the concept and another

again to program it. Surprisingly, she says the most difficult part of

the development process was designing the egg-shaped casing.

Bandai put together 30 different prototype designs and polled high

school girls in Shibuya, Tokyo's main shopping and entertainment

district. The simplistic, stylised look of the on-screen creature is

intentionally clumsy-looking, designed so that young kids can et

draw and adore their own pet.

When Maita presented the finished Tamagotchi to Bandai's

sales division, they found it unattractive and raised concerns over its

appeal to the targeted youngsters Since its unanimous success

tJiough, they're now pleading for an increase in production numbers!

HOW GOOD A PARENT ARE YOU?
The brilliance of Tamagotchi is how many different forms it can grow

many of these you get when you start breeding you

TWISTED TAM-

G0TCHI\MS\
We've a few schemes on how to hav!

'kicks' with your Tamagotchi. Try these

for size. Incidently, if you have any ideas

of your own, or breed new kinds of crea-

ture or have any care queries, send them

to us. Who know we may even start a

Tamagotchi Q+A! Bandai also have a

Tamgotchl helpline on 0181 747 9033
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ire gonna have to feed your pet if

you want to sell it. Not too fat though.

BREED 'EM FOR

PROFIT!
That's right. Buy some Tamagotcfi/s.

nurture them into pedigree pets and then

sell 'em off for a profit. Hahahaaa, stinkin'

little beggars!

Q Ho ho ho. Dead at five years old.

But let's see if we can do it quicker!

I
KILL 'EM CONTEST!

lisife^m

Start up a new Tamagotchi at the same
time a friend does and then see who can

kill theirs off first. Aw c'mon, since when
did a digital watch have feelings?

TAMAGOTCHI EXPLAINED!
Actually bringing up a Tamagotchi is harder than you'd think, and there's where the -

fun lies! Depending on any number of factors you could end up with anything from a well-behaved, *«

regularly crapping bird-like thing, to an impatient overweight sperm! Here's a crash course on digital $
pet carel

1

o
'^^V

NUTRITION

i are two types of food
;

should be giv „

e time. However, you

I good behaviour witf

mindful though, to<
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64-BIT SEGA CONSOLET
TO FEATURE 3DFX? J

With speculation rife about
Sega working on a new

console, latest evidence points
to the possibility that It could
feature 3DFX hardware!

In April the 3DFX company filed a
report to the Security and Exchanges
Commission (the US equivalent of our Stock
Market), asking permission to be turned into

a public company. In simple jargon this

means they want to sell shares of the
company to the public. Naturally, in order to

draw interest from potential

investors, 3DFX needs to sell

itself to its best capacity, and as
such revealed some incredible

information on its current projects.

Among them is a reference to the
company's Banshee project, a new
high-performance single chip 3D/ 2D graphic

accelerator intended for PC and coin-ops.

However, the most fascinating reference was
to their involvement with Sega. As quoted by

says "Voodoo Graphics

technology is also the
graphics architecture for

the 3D media processor

chipset that the company is

developing for license to Sega Enterprises Ltd

for use in Sega's next generation consumer
home game console." A indication of some
definite involvement with a new Sega console!

We've spoken to Orchid (who distribute

the 3DFX board in the UK) about this

of events and they can neither

confirm or deny the information,

because they know nothing about
it! Sega however, openly admit
they've talked with 3DFX, as

they have many other companies with

regard to licensing new technology. However,
they stress that any finalised plans about any
future Sega console are way off, assuring us
that no news will emerge in this year or even
this financial year. In conclusion, they stated
that anyone expecting an announcement i

le the

:

irder to ^^^ tur

U^J^* the

Next Generation Online, the report to the SEC this year's E3 is going to be disappointed!

r

Sony's cool black PlayStation

the Yaroze - which lets home
programmers create their

PlayStation games is now
available. Sega are soon to

follow them by releasing the

Saturn Basic in Japan, again let-

g already competent programmers
use the Saturn's hardware to

create games. It's not

yet clear whether it'll

be released any-

iere outside of

pan, but even if it

does it's likely to be
pretty expensive, as

the Yaroze costs

upwards of £700. On top of that,

you need a PC to connect it to, plus

some experience in programming (or

a big instruction book). Details

about this home development
package are a bit sketchy right now,
but we'll tell you more when we've
followed this story up.

64DD WILL HAVE MODEM!

In our Freeplay rumours this month, we
mention the possibility of the Nintendo 64DD

add-on having a phone-link. Now there's more
Information to substantiate that possibility. The
word of Nintendo Company Ltd president,
Hiroshl Yamauchi himself!

In an interview with a weekly Japanese magazine,
he talks of how the 64DD "will allow users to replace
the original characters in their games with new ones
via modems and later, satellite communications. This
is one reason why we chose to continue using
cartridge as a medium, instead of CD-Rom which
cannot be written over."

With online gaming clearly the next step for main-
stream gaming, the idea of a one-to-one phone link-

up facility for the 64DD would seem perfect sense,
adding new appeal to the N64 add-on. An option that
Sega too is exploring with its NetLink. However, the
concept of actually adding new sections to console
games via a modem is also an exciting idea. And one
that Nintendo are already implementing with their

Satellaview link-up for the Super Famicom in Japan,
Gamers can actually download new sections of Zetda
3 which are slotted into the game. A feature like this,

with the huge writeable cache of 64DD has awesome
potential, especially with DD Zelda currently set for

release next March!

KING OFFIGHTERS '96

CORRECTION!
You may have been a tad

confused, even dismayed, by

last month's Saturn review of King Of
Fighters '96, seeing as half the

comment was missing and the

game only scored a Four. We
apologise for this confusion, the

result of a printing error beyond
our control. In an effort to

redeem ourselves, we'd just like

to say that in the conclusion of Yas

Hunter's comment he said his only

'quibble' was that the guard cancel

effect had been toned down since KOF Jj

'95, meaning some of the better tac-

tics and techniques have disappeared.

Aside from that though, he described ;

KOF 96 as one of THE fighting games
J

for beat 'em up gurus, and different

enough from KOF '95 to warrant

consideration. And as our contents

page revealed, yes it is a High F
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intendo (A is the new

machine on the block, and

the mailbag has gone crazy

with opinions either for or against.

This is a telling period for dedicat-

ed players who may already have

shelled out for a PlayStation or

Saturn. So we're interested in what
you have to say on this subject,

having given N64 the time to form
a qualified opinion. Also it's nice to

know that our April Fools gags

suckered so many readers. There

are far too many boys out there

who wanted the naked Lara Croft

thing to work. We're embarrassed

for you, we really are. Don't forget

that a software prize of your

choice goes out to the sender of

the Star Letter each month. So

always remember to include the

name of the game and system with

your mail.

HURRAH! HURRAH!

HURRAH!
Dear CVG,

Three cheers for Nintendo for making not only

the best games machine ever but also the best
game ever; Mario 64. If I was to review it I would
give it 99%. Everything about it oozes with quality.

The graphics are coloured and detailed. The sound
is excellent, especially the speech of Mario. And
as for the gameplay, it's as perfect as a video
game will ever get. There are loads of simple
moves to do, the ideas are excellent and original

from racing Koopa, to turning into a T-IOOO and
taking a baby penguin to its mother. The game is

huge and it will be staying in my IM64 for a long

time. Shigeru Miyamoto should be bloody proud of

such an excellent game. And if there is anyone
who doesn't own it, go out and buy it fools!!!

Andrew Martin, Woking, Surrey

CVG: Ahh, the voice of a satisfied

games player is always a pleasure to

acknowledge. The world needs more
Andrew Martins.

ANOTHER BORING

LETTER
Dear CVG,

The_re*s something I

I don't understand.

Mario is a great

game. A 'Revelation'.

You called it that your-

selves, and I agree

(I own it too). So how
come on the month
you got it it was your

third favourite game I

of the month behind Quake and NiGHTS. You
may as well have forgotten about it since. Only
Jaime voted it the best game of 96, and that

was joint with SF Alpha 2. Why is Quake always
first on your most played game list since then? I

wouldn't think there was anything wrong with you
liking Quake more than Mario 64, but if you do
prefer it then why is Mario the
revelation? Of course I may be completely wrong.
Dan Miller, Chester

/^mgt cv& Mario 64 is a revelation, as It

\%*- K changes so much of what we previ-^*" ously expected from video games. As
a one-player experience it has no peers. But as a
group of people who spend a lot of time playing
video games, the CVG staff find the competition
element ofgames more appealing. This is why
Quake and NiGHTS are so popular. The Score
Attack feature in NiGHTS is almost endless, so
is always a fun challenge. Quake death matches
take up too much of our time.

SPICE GIRLS SHOCKER
Dear CVG,

First of all, congratulations on your excellent

magazine. It is by far and away the best source
of information on video games money can buy.

Now that the formalities have been done I'd like

to get on with what I've really written to you to

say: ARE YOU BLIND?!!! How dare you put Mel C
in front of Victoria in your CVG survey of the
Spice Girls. I almost died when I saw this! Have
you seen the state of Mel C? I've seen better

looking camels than the thing you placed in

front of the sexiest woman on the face of the
Earth. Her nose curls up to such an extent when
she smiles that even pigs get jealous. I'm sure
that there are many people who like Emma and
Gerri and that's fine but Mel C. There's nothing
wrong with any of the others it's just that I can't

think of any one sane person on the face of this

planet who would find her even slightly more
attractive than Posh spice. I'm not normally the
type of person to write letters that sound like

something from a kids magazine because I'm
huge video games fan but it's just that I find

Mel C completely disgusting. Was this a mis-
print? Keep up the good work as I am sure you
will.

Mr Bus, Area 51
PS I strongly advise that you get some taste in

women before you try anything like that again.

Thank you and have a nice day.

CVG: We'd just like to stress that

the opinions of Mr Bus are in no
way similar to those of our own.

Does anyone else have something to say on
this matter?

OVER EXCITED WRITES
Dear CVG,

I am writing in response to the letter you pub-

lished in issue #184 by Oliver from London. Why
not take the "Your Game" idea a step further? As
well as suggesting amendments to games to be
included in their sequels, people should be encour-

aged to put forward whole game concepts.

Admittedly some people may feel reluctant to share
a potentially marketable idea, but the laws of plagia-

rism guard against their exploitation. Anyway, how
likely is it that such ideas will ever otherwise have a

chance to be presented to the game designers?
Plus, in the long term, this is the best way in which
we. as computer and console owners, can help ourselves to get games which we want, not the games
which the designing firms think we want. Don't get me wrong - Tekken 2 and Quake are all-time clas-
sics, but surely we are reaching the stage where, no matter how realistic the graphics, no matter how
funky the soundtrack, we need original games.

A continual rehash of one-on-one beat 'em ups. first-person-perspective shoot 'em ups. racing
games et a! will not suffice. Eventually, the ultimate game for each of the (somewhat limited amount
of) typical existing genres will be born: there will be no need for any more games of that ilk. The com-
puter and console games markets will stagnate. I say: go for this opportunity to express our ideas.
Seize the day! The future is now! Now is the time to break the shackles which ensnare the games mar-
ket! We shall unite, and overthrow the despotic overlords of the silicon empire! We shall... Sorry.
Most importantly, take note of what I'm saying. Express your opinions: the computer/video games mar-
ket is there for us.

Sam Giddings, Croydon

CVG: There are original games out there, Sam. Just that the mass market keeps most of
them at arms length. NiGHTS should've been a million seller, but too many people didn't take
time out to understand it. Blast Corps for N64 is ohginal. Let's see what you make of that.



LESS IS MORE

STAR*LETTER

MONEY TO MAKE A

BONFIRE!
Dear CVG,

I was one of the few people who man-

aged to buy an N64 on March 1st without

having first reserved myself a machine in

advance. I bought Mario 64 with the

machine, and after playing it I've got to

say, "believe the hype". Mario in 3D is truly

an exceptional experience. Soon after-

wards I rented Turok from a video store

and again I was amazed, no other machine

I've seen can come close to the graphical

capabilities of the N64.

You would expect that I am more than

happy with my purchase. Wrong. What the

heck are Nintendo and THE Games playing

at! Look at the prices of N64 games: £60
Mario, £60 Shadows Of The Empire, and

the most ridiculous £70 Turok'. Do
Nintendo expect their machine to be owned
only by lottery winners? Sure, I forked out

sixty quid on Mario 64, but it seems that

most games will match or exceed the £60
price of it.

Console owners have always had to pay

high prices for their games. Yes I think that

£45 (the average for a new title) is expen-

sive, but at least it is expected. Of course I

realise that cartridges are more expensive

to produce than CDs, and I don't expect

Nintendo to be able to match Sony with its

Platinum range of games. All I expect are

reasonable and affordable prices for my
games. If prices stay this way, the next

time I'll be buying another game it'll be

from the bargain buckets when the N128
supersedes the N64.

I hope CVG shares my view that N64
owners are being asked to pay far, far too

much and will print my letter to highlight

this problem. I have written to THE Games
to complain about the N64 game prices

and I would ask that other disgruntled N64
owners do the same. It is now possible to

buy a PlayStation with NINE (Platinum

Range) games for the price of the N64 with

Mario.

Slightly Peeved, Crawley Down, West
Sussex

I think Oliver's idea about a "Your Game" section is brilliant. I'm sure that anyone who plays a

game thinks about what could make it better. In Soul Edge why have two character endings when you

could have six. one given for how well you completed the game. Why have eight weapons per charac-

ter when you could have 16 or even 32? That would keep you playing the game for longer. They could

also put in that when you get the lost'weapon you get to play a demo of an upcoming game.

As well as just games you could tell a company what they're doing wrong. Like telling Squaresoft to

release their games over here without us having to wait a year or longer, otherwise we'll go and bomb

their headquarters. We could tell Nintendo that we want to play their games without having to wait

ridiculously huge amounts of time. We could tell other companies to do competitions like Namco did

which let people design a costume for a character.

Another thing. David in the last issue said that Wipeout 2097 is the only good game on the

PlayStation. He's either plain thick or has only played Wipeout 2097.

Mustapha Abbas, Irford

CVG: Doubt that Squaresoft would respond favourably if we bombed their HQ. Show some
respect, Mustapha! It would be nice for overseas publishers to consider the rest of the

world when they run design competitions though.

Finding the right balance in a game to make it play well is not as simple as adding more

features. Action movies wouldn't be any better if they lasted for six hours instead of an hour and a

half, and would get confusing if there was more than one super villain and twice the number of

heroes. Same goes for video games.

COPYRIGHT ED LOMAS
Dear CVG,

Ha! Well done. I must admit that your April

Fools jokes are very good this year! Firstly the

Tomb Raider cheat. I mean , wiggle the pad to

"Wannabe"! How stupid. 1 bet you just got the

pictures off the internet, as you can. I hear the

"Make Lara Croft Naked" cheat was something

that Core removed, and didn't leave in for the

actual game.
Secondly your Ultimate Fighting Universe

game. As good as it sounds there was one flaw,

which I assume you put in. One of the characters

of the many seen is 'Pedro'. He was supposedly

the secret character that Gamesmaster reported

last year that appears in Mortal Kombat. And as

there are no other people in the screen I rea-

soned that this was an April Fool. 1 should like to

say well done thought as the screen shots are

cool and well mixed!

Andrew Nicholas, Herts

CVG: Aw, shucks. You're just too cool

to fool Andrew Nicholas. By the way
Pedro was invented by Ed Lomas, not

some guy on Gamesmaster magazine!

q Were you one of the brain-dead people to

have fallen for our blatant April Fools gags?

THE EAGLE EYES OF A

TRUE CVG READER
Dear CVG,

You have my
commiserations on

your failed April

Fool attempt that

was Ultimate

Fighting Universe.

Nice try. you had
me fooled for a

while - long

enough for me to write to Sega Saturn Magazine

and ask if it was true. I'm going to look a bit of a

tit if they print it. Thanks.

What gave it away? Pedro, your hidden Mortal

Kombat character from last April, It wasn't until I

saw him and then checked when the next issue

was out (I thought it was too early for an April

Fool) that I realised. Better luck next year.

Gavin Bleasley, Belle Isle

'

©ft\ CVG: We got you Bleasley! Why don't

you just admit it!

Q Woahl Can't wait to play as Pedro in this

new Ultimate Fighting Univer... Hey!

OBVIOUSLY SOME KIND OF MISTAKE
Dear CVG,

What happened to the 32-bit handheld thing from Nintendo? Everything's

gone Quiet on that front.

Please, please, please tell me I wasn't dreaming when I saw the news about

Ultimate Fighting Universe. If it's true I'm going to bet it'll sell amazingly well. In

fact I intend to buy a N64 to play it.

I'd like to say to anyone who thinks this mag's biased then don't buy it. The

reason you buy a mag is because you want an opinion from someone who knows

their stuff. Ed Lomas and Jaime Smith know more about games than anyone

else in England so I think they should be joint Editors of the mag.

Liam Irving, St Leonards-on-sea

CVG: Liam Irving's opinion lost its integrity quite early on in his letter. Can you spot where, readers?

Would you trust CVG to these people? They wouldn't trust it to themselves! As for Nintendo's 32-bit

handheld, we're just as baffled as you. More news on that if and when it happens.



AND THE MORAL OF THE

STORY IS-?
Dear CVG,

I am writing to inform you of the terrible mark-

ing system of Blockbuster Video on their games
in the Spring 1997 edition of "Take One". I was
looking on the inside back cover and reading

about the PS/Saturn game Area 51. This game
is world-renowned for its overall crapness. yet

Blockbuster gave it a whopping 91%! This must
be a crime, giving a s**t game an excellent

mark just for their own financial gain. They
shouldn't be able to get away with misleading
the public without whom they wouldn't be a lead-

ing video chain.

Chris Reynolds, Broomhill

CVG: Suppose this is Blockbuster's

way of convincing you to "Try it,

before you buy it."

RAW UNEDITED COMIC

GENIUS
Dear CVG,

I've got a new idea for a computer game. It is

about a yellow boy who is skinny and is bald.

You have to shoot him. He has no friends and
people beat him up. It has two players. Thank
you very much!
John and Rog (he is my friend)

PS My friend Rog loves you and if you don't put

this in your mag I will get my big dog to eat your

legs and bite your face. Will you be my friend?

By! (from John and Rog)

f^k CVG: We'd really like to read the fur-

l*— A. ther adventures of John and Rog.

WHY WOULD WE MAKE
THIS ONE UP?
Dear CVG,

I used to read you magazine back in the
early 80s (amazing Spectrum coverage) and
unfortunately I stopped buying it when the 16-bit

consoles took off, however after buying a

PlayStation I picked up a copy from my local

newsagents and took a look inside. One thing

amazed me almost immediately. It wasn't the
quality of the reviews, nor the news section, not

even the twisted sense of humour. The thing

that impressed me the most was tucked away
inside the grubby-looking (yet still high quality)

FreePlay section. Of course I am referring to

Dave Kelsall's Retro Computer Cabin. Since

then my PlayStation has remained practically

untouched as I have been scouring the junk
shops in search of old systems, and my wages
have been blown buying Intellivisions, 2600s,
Vectrex's, PC Engines, Spectrums, Master
Systems, and all sorts of other cak from my
misspent youth. I would just like to say thank
you for rekindling some forgotten memories and
ask if it would be possible to print some of the
old cheat codes or these games as some of

them are impossibly hard. Finally there is a lot

of argument over which is the best console at

the moment. Well this is an easy question as
anyone who has played River Raid or Keystone
Kapers on the VCS will know. It has the added
advantage of being cheap as well. Mine set me
back just £10 and it had 16 games with it.

Keep up the good work.

Chris Cartland, Radford Semele

CVG: How many more retro gamers
are out there? We need to know!

WARM. WARMER. HOT!

HOT! HOT!
Dear CVG,

I love video games. Let's get that one thing

straight. But I have a few concerns regarding

these big PC to console conversions, ie Quake
and Duke Nukem 3D. One of the main reasons
that these games are so popular is that they are

almost completely customisable and get loads of

add on packs to go with them, like level design-

ers and shareware demos, etc. So, correct me if

I'm wrong, but won't they lose some of their

appeal in the conversion process? NiCHTS went
some way towards bridging this gap with

Christmas NiGHTS although it's not so much an
add on as a spin off. So then, what say you on
this matter? I'd like to know if the companies
have any plans to release costume customisers
with these releases and the like. Please find out

what you can.

Craig Ward, Woodhall Spa

CVG: Patches used to expand games
like POD and Quake are the inter-

net's reserve. They require a PC to

happen, unfortunately. Console ver-

sions of Quake require 'modifications' to be
effective - and not all of these are good news.

WAKE UP ANDSME^
THE SILICON m
Dear CVG,

The point I want to comment on is the new]

'retro' craze. Like all old gamers I'm always

referring back to old games, but I'm sorry, time"

goes on and old games get crapper. Admittedly

they can be good starting points for new games,
but I think 'The Shady One' is going a tad OTT,

Still plays on his C64. Hmm! Have you played a

console game in the past 10 years? Games do
get better. In terms of retro gaming the memory
is much, much better than the reality.

Lee Toboln

Duke 3D is coming to the consoles, but
will it offer the same excitement as on PC?

CVG: Sometimes.

O And we'd Just like to thank Craig Ward for

another excuse to feature Christmas NiGHTS'.

WHAT DOES BANDAI BODE

FOR SEGA?
Dear CVG,

What have Sega done to us? I know the losses of the
past year are many, but they could get up again by them-
selves. And how can Sega possibly have a good 1997 since

they don't have the upper hand in this whole merge. Although
Bandai is the dissolving company merging into Sega, it's their

president that is appointed president of the new formed c

pany while Sega's leader Nakayama is vice president. I

the shares deal Sega is losing again. And how
about those ridiculous but strong rumours
that want Bandai producing a game
they've always wanted to do on
PlayStation and N64 - Virtua Fighter.

Can it be that Bandai, now having

Sega's license, start making games
on other formats except the Saturn?

Please, as always, tell us what you
know.

Anastasis Antoniou, Cyprus

CVG: Far be it for us to predict

the future, but the chances of

Virtua Fighter

appearing on anything other - t
than a Sega machine are

nil. Some properties are

sacred, especially when
they are First Party titles.

The VF series is as at least

as precious as Sonic to Sega.
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ONLINE WITH COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES

Welcome to CVG World, the
newest regular section of CVG.
Every month we'll be covering

the latest goings-on in the online

gaming world. To start things off this

issue, we let you know why the internet

is so important. If you own a PC or
Macintosh, and don't yet have a modem
and internet access you should sort it

out as soon as possible!

Here are just some of the cool features available

on the 'Information super-highway':

NEW QUAKEWORI.Df
QuakeWorld version 1,55 was released recently, and is available for downloading from all good
Quake sites now. The major difference now is that there's no more registering or ranking, and
instead it's more like playing the original version of Quake on the internet. Of course, you get to

use many of the QuakeWorld enhancements like the PUSHLATENCY
command {now even better at predicting than before), plus it's now
possible to play with up to 32 PLAYERS AT ONCE!! Also, there's the
new Deathmatch 3 mode which makes the game play more like Doom
deathmatches - the weapons are more powerful and stay on the floor

once collected. There's also a new version of the QSpy front end to

make picking your game even easier! Overall, it makes playing

internet Quake even more fun than before, and without your precious

statistics to worry about you can just enjoy yourself!

© The Spectator mode
lets you fly through walls

and watch from anywhere!

() The ranking list shows
who is currently spectating.

*"5Btlml
(3 As you may or may not

know, the best feature of

QuakeWorld Is that the
new PUSHLATENCY
command reduces the
usual lag greatly. If you've

of 200
(meaning that there's a

delay of 200ms on all your

Just type

PUSHLATENCY -200 and
will predict what

happens for that 200ms! It

gives you much better

control over your character

and gives you a chance
against the LPBs (look it

up on the Quake pages!).



AMERICA ONLINE!
KEVKEYWORD: VBtt GAMES
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ot many people in the UK know all

that much about AOL (America

THE WORLDWIDE WEB!

THE MK HOAX PAGE
tittp ://www.fred .net/rsm/mk/

A big collection of fake Mortal Kombat pictures.

Some funny, some not. There's also some interest-

ing and useful information to be found here as well.

If you've got a PlayStation and want to know the

official release dates for most of the games,
this site will help you out no end.

WE CfftCIAL DAW PRAY HOMEPAGE
http://www.paragon.co.uk/gamesanimal/

Now Marketing Manager for THQ, the Games
Animal's homepage is still up and running! Ail

the pictures of Dave Perry you could want as
well as his life story. Great.

THE AUTO-GAMES PAGE
http://www-

personai.umich.edu/~rkmead/videogames.html

Simply a page explaining why games are bad.

Apparently they really do rot your brain at the

rate of one brain cell every five seconds. Plus

you become sterile if you play for too long.

MORTAL K0MBAT1RL0GY NTfeO
http://www.mcs .net/~edboon/web/mkn . htm I

To find out more about this amazing new version

of Mortal Kombat, have a look at Ed Boon's very

own site! It's very entertaining.

JAGCSMDIRLESPAGE
http://otto.cmr.fsu.edu/~kings/mid/midi.shtml g

Jago has an excellent Killer Instinct page as well O Top quality humour like this Is available

as this section where you can download some all over the internet for free. Hooray.
MIDI files of game music he's made!

Q Mortal Kombat Trilogy

MR.TVERSUS SUPERMANTT
TinniTTIaiM hat]

Nitro on the Ata" 7800!
http://www.uidaho.edu/~bokm9606/super/

Lt.TI M'THTtf/I See Ed Boon '

s pag« !

super.html

Not very games related, but still brilliant. A
fantastic story plus links to other Mr T sites, like

Mr T's Quote Of The Week!

GAMEFAN MAGAZNE
http://www.gamefan.com

G Yes, It's every g
hero (honestly), Dave
Perry - the Unstoppable
Games Animal!

An excellent games site. It has the latest news,
brief previews and reviews plus tips and cheats.

NEXT GENERATION MAGAZNE
http : //www. next-generation.com

Great for news and over-the-top rumours as well

as features and PC game demos to download.

UK PLAYSTATION RELEASE SCHEDULE
http://www.delaney.demon.co.uk/PSX/
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Our ever-lasting quest

to find the greatest

games in all the

world led us to

Japan once more. .

Who has the coolest |df
titles of them all? ^
The Tokyo Game Show

report has the answers.

The Tokyo Game Show Spring '97

was held at the "Tokyo Big Site"

front Friday, April 4th to Sunday,
April 6th. As possibly the largest

computer game show in the world
there were over 100 companies
exhibiting a total of 500 titles. Of
these almost all were playable on
the 1,200 consoles available for those
lucky enough to get in. Over 120,000
gamers managed to make it despite the
pouring rain and the mile-long queues.

SEGA TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP: (SEGA)

Release - Autumn
This was not playable at the show as it's only 5%
done. Sega claim it should be ready for the E3 show
in America. Though it

isn't known who is

doing the Saturn con-

version, we know that

the assistant producer

in charge of the project 1

is from AM ANNEX, who
did the original. So that

|

bodes very well indeed!

If you could only visit one booth
at the Tokyo Game Show It had
to be Sega's. They had much to

prove in the light of Sony's
increasing success, and fortu-

nately had the most to say.

Throughout the day some of

Japan's greatest game
designer/programmers were live

on stage to talk about their lat-

est projects. And what a line up ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
they had! Without a doubt some of the most Impressive games com-
ing out this year in Japan will be on the Sega Saturn. Just like Sega's

stage theme said "THIS IS COOL!". The even better news Is that Sega
Europe have the choice of these releases planned for UK before
Christmas. These were the main game announcements -

PROJECT SONIC: (SEGA) Release -June

This was the biggest news at the show. Despite gossip that Project

Sonic was the name of Sonic Team's next game, it is in fact

something much bigger! Project Sonic is a major project

throughout the whole of Sega and will involve much more
than simply just another new game. Mr Yuji Naka, cre-

ator of Sonic, was at the show to explain a little

about this new project.

SONIC JAM!
Phase one of Project

Sonic is Sonic Jam - a

compilation of the origi-

nal Sonic games, pre-

sented with a new 3D
Sonic World. The

games included are

fr^ Sonic the Hedgehog,
*"™ Some the Hedgehog

2, Sonic the

Hedgehog 3 and

Some and Knuckles.

However these

aren't simple ports,

there have been sev-

eral improvements. For

example there is a Time

Attack on every stage. The

Spin Dash can be done even

on Sonic 1, and there's a cool

option where you can just play

the special stages. Sega's innov-

ative "Lock-On System"

(which used the

extra cart to add

more stages to all the

Sonic games) is also

included.

CULDCEPT: (OMIYA SOFT)
Release - Autumn

Culdcept is a fantasy boardgame based on the increas-

ingly popular trading card system for 1-4 players. With

over 300 cards available, eight computer controlled

opponents with Al, beautiful animated graphics, and full

orchestral score, this game has been well received by

Japan's gaming community. Though the game is quite

involved, the basics are simple: Three types of card;

creature, spell, and item. By "rolling the dice' you move
the required number of squares until you land on the

final square. You either fight, trade, or some other

action depending on the type of encounter or event you

are in, and type of square.

c) SEGA ENTERPRISES 1997



SONIC WORLD!

Complimenting the classic games is a 3D polygon world

where you can move Sonic around a large valley with

bridges, trees, a river and a variety of other features. In

this world you can activate a kind of 'Digital Manual'
which gives you information about various aspects of the

Sonic world. This was about 88% complete at the show.

SONIC: CRED- OR DEAD?

Believe it or not, Sonic was only a

really massive success in Europe

and the US. By releasing this compi-

lation Sega hope to build up interest

in Sonic before they reveal Phase
Two towards the end of the year. Can
Sonic renew the excitement the

world once had about Sega? We
believe that he can. But it's going to

be another lo-ong wait! Expect i

news at E3.

LAST BRONX: (SEGA)

Release - Summer
A 30% playable version was available for lucky

gamers willing to battle their way along the queues.

For those who couldn't, an equally exciting live action

video featuring all the game characters battling using

real weapons on the screen, main stage. Even at this

early point the Saturn conversion is progressing

excellently. Up to now AM3 have been concentrating

on the visuals and complex algorithms for weapon
They have stated that there will be original

SS modes, though they have yet to decide whether

they wish to include any new characters.

o
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G Collect all the rings within a time limit

to discover even more secretsl

TACTICS FORMULA 0NE:(THE MAN BREEZE) I SOLO CRISIS: (QUINTET
Summer - Autumn

Takes all the thrills and spills of Formula One racing action and combine them with all

the precision and strategy of a board game. Up to four players can enjoy this game of

tactical driving by configuring their car's driving patterns, equipping the car with better

parts, and studying the car's performance on the analysis screen. Each circuit is split

into about 30 blocks, then configured for how you want your car to perform. Program
your car by inputting when to accelerate, when to brake, and how to take each corner.

When all players have their cars set up. the computer uses
this data to run the race, in which the cars drive following the

inputed data. By analysing the results of the race you can cor-

rect bad choices by reconfiguring until you have mastered the

perfect driving set-up. 21 stages, weather conditions, and pit

stops, along with little touches - like reproducing the accidents

as CG movies - make this game fun.

Release - Autumn
Famous for a string of big hit successes on the Super Famicom
(SNES), Quintet's first venture on the Saturn is a full 3D polygon

simulation game. Quintet's vice president was at the show to

explain the current development and talk about the game. At 20%
complete only a simple demonstration program was available, but

the game plot is intriguing. The world is divided into a surface

world where people worship the god, and underworld where

monsters worship the devil. As the god it's your job to defeat the

underworld, using your servants and followers just as the devil

uses his. Described as a real-time boardgame. control of the

followers is taken in turns. For every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction - if a mountain is built in the surface world a

valley appears in the underworld and vice versa.



AZEL: PANZER DRAGOON RPG:

(TEAM ANDROMEDA)
Summer -Release

The third part of the epic Dragoon trilogy is coming and it looks like being the best yet!

Although not playable at the show, Azel fit's gonna be called Panzer Dragoon Saga in the

UK) was one of the most eagerly anticipated games there. Crowds watched in awe at the

incredible video sequences on the running demo stand. Though all the pictures that have

been released show mostly fighting scenes, this is because the developers are

concentrating on this part of the system at this time. However this game is a true RPG,

with various items to collect, problems to solve, and multiple plots to follow.

D
® We're not certain whether players will © The full majesty of the awesome
have full control over these sections. Panzer series should be realised in Azel!

SONY COMPUTER
ENTERTAINMENT
Straight from winning his CESA Academy Awards, super

star Parappa was joined by Crash Bandicoot for an all-

star line up of celebrity Intelligent Cube'. Long after their

games were released SCE are continuing the promotion

of these two in the hope that they'll one day rival Mario

and Sonic. Certainly you get the feeling that they just

might succeed when you see the crowds cheering them
on! Besides the cuddly twosome, SCE had some top-

notch games lined up as well:

GHOST IN THE SHELL: PS

Release - Summer
This was the biggest game for SCE at the show. Queues
were deep as could be, and filled the booth to the extent

that you couldn't get to play some of the other games!

Based on a very popular Japanese animation OVA, this

game is bound to do well over here, but unlikely to be

released outside Japan. In essence it's just another 3D
action shooting game with loads of original digital anime

sequences thrown in. However this license alone is

practically permission to print money!

r«-
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>- © Team Andromeda are concentrating © Wonder where this is leading? Panzer

on the flight sections at the moment. Dragoon had a scene like this...

BELUDESELUBA WAR
CHRONICLES: (PS)

© It appears that explo- © The Panzer Dragoon © You can almost breath

ration sections are pre- 'world' is extremely vivid. In the atmosphere of this

sented in real time, just Fans will soon be able to small town. Or perhaps it's

like Shining Tito Holy Ark. learn its secretsl just dragoon poo...

It has been in the making for quite some time, but

War Chronicles finally made it to the finish line. It has

been worth the wait. With an interesting mix of 2D
RPG action and 3D flight sequences (this kind of

style has become quite popular in Japan), Chronicles

has a lot of variety in the gameplay. But unless you

like both styles you end up with the feeling you only

have half a game. Chronicles includes a lot of anime

sequences too.

© The battle system in Panzer RPG Is © Footage not shown here suggests

rumoured to be turn based, like FFVII. that the berserker attack is included!

(C) SEGA ENTERPRISES 1997. (C) SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT 1997. (C) SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT 1997.



SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT

OON'S GATE: (

Out Now Japan

around the complex workings of the Kowla
-' ^credible CG movie footage, and a sc~

n's Gate soundtrack is released on A.

This is even

weirder than

Depth or

Parappa the

Rapper (which

is really saying

something).

This 'game' is

basically a 3D
kaleidoscope

generator. The

most appealing

aspect is that once the game is loaded you can open
up your PS and stick in your favourite music CD. thus
messing around with visuals to your top tunes!

ALUNDRA: IPS)

Release - 11th April
Japanese gamers have been building up to this release

for quite some time. Despite the FFVIIs of the world, you
can't just beat a good spite-based RPG for that authentic

"ancient quest" feel. Boasting a map over 7,000
screens in size and over 1,400 different motion patterns

this is one for serious RPGers out there!



BIOHAZARD: [SS)

Summer Release

Capcom's booth was the second best booth at the

show (nobody was going to beat Warp's booth this

year!). Designed around the theme of Rockman,

Capcom payed tribute to their star character's

10th Anniversary.

HOMAGE TO ROCKMAN!W j

Rockman first debuted way back on December
17th, 1987 on the Famicom. Since then he's

spawned several series: Rockman World and

Rockman X, along with various special

Rockman games such as Rockman's
Soccer, and Rockman Battle and Chase.

He's managed to make a name for himself from

the arcade to home console, from the Famicom to .

the PlayStation and although there's still no

news on when or how he may make it to the

N64, Capcom are making sure he's kept

busy with a stream of new PS and Saturn i k

releases coming soon.

A 50% complete version was on display and it was look-

ing pretty hot indeed. SS owners shouldn't have anything

to complain about when they finally get hold of this!

o
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ROCKMAN X4= IPS, SS)

Summer Release
The best

Rockman game
yet. Incredibly

detailed back-

grounds and
super smooth

animation really

make this some-
thing special.

There are two characters to choose from, 'X'

and 'Zero', Depending on your choice the

story, action and ending are different. Choose

from two types of 'Ride Armour': 'Fighter' and
'Air Bike'.

O And you
thought it was
all over! No,

Rockman is

back, with all

his old friends!

© Colossal Bosses such as this one
make you glad of 32-bit power.

L t u
I Wr?
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© No visual difference between SS and PS Resident

Evil. Gameplay is expected to change slightly though.

BREATH OF FIRE III PS

Release Schedule Undecided
B0F3 finally makes it to the PS with major improvements

in every area! Sound, graphics and action have all been

upgraded to make use of the PS's superior hardware. As

a result B0F3 comes with spectacular textured-mapped

3D polygons which can be rotated in real time with a

dynamic view-point camera. This is one summer release

all RPG fans in Japan should be looking forward to.

ROCKMAN BATTLE AND CHASE: (PS

Out now in Japan
All of the most popular Rockman characters are back for a fighting race game where

attacking rivals is just as important as overtaking them. Various tune-up options allow you

to upgrade your car's capabilities. Capcom have a special Rockman Grand Prix Challenge

competition for those who fancy their racing skills in May!

SUPER ADVENTURE ROCKMAN: (PS, SS)
A combination of high quality animation and gripping adventure game action. There are three

stories containing a total of 90 minutes of original anime. Depending on your choices at

certain points in the story there are different events and plots. Over 20 boss characters

make an appearance!

Tate.*.
© Breath of Fire III has
a great storyline.

O A mine cart section?

Surely not, Capcom.. .71

BIOHAZARD 2: (PS)

End of year Release
No new news here we're

afraid, though Capcom were

running a video showing

action from their current

version. Most of the action

has been seen in the press

for quite some time now.

Nevertheless, it still drew a

lot of attention from the

public, as it was the first time they had been able to s

it running. And it does look impressive!

MARVEL SUPER HEROES: (PS, SS) iTHE DREAM QUIZ OF SEVEN COLOURS: (PSiS)

Summer Release M- June Release
We've had to wait a

longtime but it's final-

ly here. Although still

at an early stage

Saturn owners were

able to finally play a

semi-complete version

of one of the most
highly anticipated

arcade conversions of

all time. sion. The 32-bH

tc) CAPCOM CO LTD 1997. (cl SQUARE SOFT 1997.

This 'fantasy romancing' game
: is based around a roulette

• wheel where good timing is used

to stop the ball on the desired

; square. Depending on the

I square, the course you take

: through the story changes. As

you date each of seven young

; ladies in the game a variety of

; events and plots unfold. One for

: the girls - aka 'gal-soft'.



BUSHIDO BLADE: (PS)

Out Now Japan
Square's excellent sword fighting game was very popular at the show,

despite having already been released, so not everyone could've bought

copy. Either that or they were only after one of those desired stickers.

Once again. Square's booth was hopelessly too small to cope with the

masses who swarmed over their games on offer. As queues lengthened it

became difficult to work out exactly just which game one was queueing for,

as this time Square had six playable games available. Unlike their give-away

CD-ROM last time, Square were giving out a special memory card case and
seal collection to each person who played four of the six games. All you had

to do was play a game and you'd receive a special sticker for that game.
Collect four of them and go up to the give-away desk, present your stickers

and there you'd go - one free easel

TOBAL 2: IPS

ase - 25th March
I

This is the game everybody wanted
to play! With national advertising in

full swing most of Japan is gasping

to get their hands on one of the

hottest games this spring. With

even better graphics, new detailed

backdrops and smoother animation,

Dream Factory have pulled out all

the stops to make this game a real

classic. In particular, the dungeon
exploration mode is now big enough
to be a game in it's own right!

© Polygon fighters with detail to rival the biggest

POWER STAKES: IPS

Release - 11th March

that weird yellow bird on the right? Yep, a Chocobo!

FINAL FANTASY IV: (PS

Until Derby Stallion hits the PS you

could do worse than this. Power
Stakes is the first title from the

Aques label. No news on their car

racing game though. Despite being

finished Square were obviously keep-

ing this game's presence quiet. I'm

not surprised as it doesn't really

seem to fit in with their other genres!

Out Wow japan

This is of course the updated and
improved PS version of the famous
Super Famicom (SNES) game of the

same name. Although the graphics

are nothing compared to FFVII the

gameplay is rock-solid, so if you

never played the original, give it a go

(providing you read Japanese). It has
a new opening CG movie as well!

ao

o

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS: PS

Release -13th June

BEi!
The opening CG movie alone is good enough to justify the price of this game.
However, good old Square have thrown in this simulation RPG as well, just to

give something to do afterwards. It's not going to be quite so easy to get into

as FF VII unless you're fluent in Japanese, but with any luck there'll be an

English version out by the end of this year or the beginning of next.

SAGA FRONTIER: IPS)

Release - 11th July

If FF VII is an action RPG and FF Tactics is a simulation RPG then by rights

Saga Frontier should be an adventure RPG. Just quite when RPGs got

broken up into all these categories escapes us, but the bottom line is this

one adventure that you need to play. As the last release of the big name
games we're going to waiting until summer for this one, but it'll be worth it!

Square's main stage attraction was the appearance of two of Japan's leg-

endary game pros, Bun Bun Maru and Shinjuku Jacky. They were on hand to

show their skills at Tobal 2 during the special events scheduled throughout

the day.

Square's one major announcement at the show was that of Front

Mission: Alternative. The latest in the FM series is set to appear on the PS

and features an entirely new look with 3D texture mapped polygons replac-

ing the SFC's sprites. One other major difference is that it is now real-time

as well, making it a realistic simulation game. The game is set a little

befbre the previous two FM games and is based on the African continent.



namco
Although Namco have plenty of great PS games coming soon it was obvious

that they wanted everyone to know that Tekken 3 is coming to the PS.

Several arcade machines were there to play and there were several T3

stage events. However, no firm dates have been set for when it will appear

on the PlayStation.

TIME CRISIS: (PS)

ACE COMBAT 2: (PS

Release - 30th May
Although the game has obviously progressed considerably since our PS
Show report there were no major changes in the game play or graphics.

However, they've added more planes and missions since we last play

tested it so there were a lot more things to play with this time around.

It's looking really great and there were quiet a few people crowded
around this game despite the Tekken 3 excitement. It's obviously best

played with the twin analogue joystick/pad for best results.

Release - 27th June
This game had the longest queues of all Namco's titles at the show and

was obviously everyone's favourite. It's difficult to see what Namco have left

to do on this game before its release but let's hope they're adding lots of

great new PS specific features like they did with Soul Edge.
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TALES OF DESTINY: (PS

Release - Coming Soon
While Capcom took advantage of the PS's polygon capabilities when upgrading

their "Breath of Fire" series from the SFC, Namco are sticking with sprites for

this latest adventure in the "Tales of" series. While the loss of dynamic

viewpoints may upset some there's no doubting that polygons can never

match sprites for beauty and the one thing that ToD definitely is, is beautiful!

One other point of note is the Enhanced Linear Motion Battle System (E-LMB

System] which makes the battle scenes more exciting and activel

POINT BLANK! (PS

Coming Soon

© It might not look like much,
but fans know what's In store!

Known as Gun Bullet in Japans, this is a new addition to their line-up since

we last reported on Namco. It's a gun game (which Sega's Mighty Hits

was a poor copy of) with masses of different mini gun challenges. Although

it's an arcade port, there will be a PS original mode and a two player

option as well. Although not as graphical cool as Time Crisis, Gun Bullet is

hugely popular in Japan and the Point Blank machines in the Namco
Wonderpark are big favourites of some CVG members. We're looking for-

ward to this game a lot - perhaps almost as much as Time Crisis!

TOKYO GAME
SHOW REPORT

CONTINUED ON PAGE 94.

GET OVER THERE NOW!

(0) NAMCO 1997



When looking for Biactol, now look for Biactol from Clearasil.
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The last time we covered Dungeon
Keeper was exactly a year ago in our
June '96 issue. Back then the game

looked set to be completed within the
month, with Bullfrog promising a full

unveiling at the Summer E3. But the
finished game never surfaced, taken as it

was, back into intensive development.
Normally this is the sign of a game in

trouble, but even then Dungeon Keeper
looked guaranteed to be awesome. No, in

this case the game's creator, Bullfrog

supremo Peter Molyneux, wanted to
make sure his latest project was
perfect... at any cost! That cost has been
this extra year of work, and incredibly the
already fantastic game has been
improved tenfold. Of course after such a
hefty wait, people are expecting a lot

from Bullfrog. But take it from us, no
matter how high expectations are,

Dungeon Keeper is on course to deliver.

This could prove to be one of the best
games ever made!

O Gat that hero away from my treasure hoard!

fYOUR TICKET to>
iTIMATE P0WEK1*

How many games have you played where you're the

rugged hero, breaking into a evil villain's stronghold

to steal their treasure, kill their minions and eventual-

ly destroy them? Yeh, well this game is different. You

get to be the villain, you get to build tile underground

labyrinth, you get to nurture the minions and you get

to kill those stupid punk heroes.That's the concept
behind Dungeon Keeper. From a basic viewpoint, this

might just sound like a

Command & Conquer
clone. But in the hands of

the man who invented god
games (with Populous),

it's the ultimate power-lust

fixl You really are the mas-

ter of your own domain!

It's been in development as long as it would

take to build a real dungeon. But having

seen the result we now Know why. This game
is going to be one of the hottest ever!

DUNGEON KEEPER
GET TUNNELLING!

Getting your dungeon started is easy
enough. You begin with a single ante-

chamber and a couple of faithful

imps. By clicking on an area, you can
order them to start mining for gold -

the currency used to pay the minions

of evil! Next you need to get them to

dig out a treasure room to store the

gold. After this, building a hatchery is

important. This spawns cute little

chicks - the essential food of your

servants. The final starting step is

an entrance. Now more monsters
can start coming to your dungeon!

Fun as Dungec

Ji^U
MASTERY OVER OTHERS! *• X

© The single-player map. As you
progress the realm begins to decay!

Dungeon Keeper will be in single-player mode, it has the potential for awesome multi-

player appeal. Realising this. Bullfrog are going to concentrate on an online version immediately

on completing the normal game. And their plans look set to rival Quakeworld. The chance to

construct your own dungeon server and have other players enter it as heroes. Or for each player

to build a dungeon, and then dig through to each others to steal kill and conquer. Alternatively

just enter a preset dungeon as heroes and p!ay deathmatches against each other!



the extra year of development. Bullfrog have

improved the visuals massively. The user interface

and menus are now more practical (and with regard

to the excellent pointer, more satisfying) than ever.

Although the superb 3D caverns were light-sourced

before, the effects are even more improved.

Sorcerous smoke and coloured fire laps up from

newly constructed rooms. Best of all, when you go

inside a creature, each one has its own eyesight.

Flies see in compound vision, dragons have smoky
translucency and dogs see in black-and-white.

Smoky dragon vision ahoy! And that's your

MINDLESS SERVANTS?
One aspect Bullfrog have spent a massive amount of

time perfecting Is the incredible Al. Each individual

creature has their own behaviour. The imps when digging

can tend to slack off, even stopping for a smoke.
Slapping them around (with the evil-hand pointer) soon

gets them on their feet again. On pay-day they immedi-

ately sneak off to collect their wages from the treasure

room. Fail to feed your creatures properly and they start

eating each other - spiders munching on flies. Of

course, being evil you can punish them. Stick an scream-

ing imp in the torture chamber and the others work fear-

fully. So advanced is the Al. the programmers have even

witnessed unforeseen behaviour patterns. When they

created hell-hounds, for example, they suddenly found

them befriending the wizards, following them faithfully!

ZERO THE HERO!-*
Sfwhen does the hero-killing come in? As soon 1

as one starts digging its way in! You can actually hear

the chipping echoing around in stereo, to help you

locate where they're coming in. Once they breach

your dungeon you need to send your stronger minions

against them. Alternatively, you can take them on
face-to face...

Q A stinkin' hero in your dungeon, killing your imps.

But he doesn't know you are inside one of them!

The greatest single factor that sets DK apart from any

other resource management game is the ability to

possess any of your servants. Once inside them, you

can steer around Quake-style and take on the enemy
using any powers the creature you're in possesses.

Alternatively you can just perform standard duties -

digging if you're an imp for instance. Some of the

programmers prefer playing the whole game from first-

person only, that's how versatile it is!

© Uh oh, your minions seem to be fighting. StopI © Some of the awesome Introl

LOWER THE
x

l

DRAWBRIDGE! J A,:aiB*
,/wJ

perfectly executed, looks ^d
set to make it a challenger^
for best game ever. Now
might be a good chance to

buy that P2O0T

f
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Area 51. That's where this game is

sot, though thankfully it's a lot more
interesting than Time Warner's trav-

esty which should be avoided at all costs.

In Konami's game you control Jake
Burton, an explosives expert thrown into

the quagmire of Area 51 to defuse a cou-

ple of bombs. Little does he realise that

he is a completely expendable asset,

whose services may no longer be required

once the job is done. One of the biggest

features of this game is over 60 minutes
of audio dialogue stored on the CD. The
voice of Jake was recorded by Bruce
Campbell, who has starred in such films

as Congo, The Evil Dead 1 and 2 and
Maniac Cops 1 and 2. His typical action-

hero-grainy-type-voice suits the character

down to a tee, and adds immensely to the
atmosphere. Keep an eye on Area 51, it

could be one of the year's dark horses.

In keeping with their recent surge of top

quality titles, Konami have an innovative

new corridor game lined up for PlayStation.

BROKEN HELIX
0» I'M GETTING VERTIGO <m

Playing this game needn't be restricted to

the one view suffered by other titles in this

field. Broken Helix gives you the chance to

alter the perspective to more or less any

angle that you desire. You can zoom in so

that you're looking through the eyes of Jake,

and zoom right out so that you can see virtu-

ally all of his body. Not only that, but you can

move the camera above Jake, enabling a 45°

shot pointing downwards. This is especially

useful when little aliens are attacking your

feet! Should you find that your custom view

obscures the game slightly, all you have to

do is hit L2 and R2 together to reset. Q It has a first person perspective...

0* ARE YOU TALKING TO ME, PUNK? <m
As Jake wanders around the various levels in

Area 51 he encounters lots of people, many
of whom hold vital information or objects he

needs to progress. There are two ways to

determine how to speak to a person, indicat-

ed by the shape of the eyes in the centre of

the screen. When they appear normal, this

is the state that allows Jake to chat nicely.

He asks civilised questions, and they quite

happily give you the answers you're looking

for. Switch to scowl however, and Jake does
nothing but abuse whoever is standing in

front of him. They become more irritable and
a slanging match takes place. Although this

is good for comedy value, it doesn't win Jake

many friends.

G These guys are the marines who try to kill

you once the bombs have been defused.



© The Aliens attempt to get into Q ...and this is the hallucination

Jakes mind to teach him truth... he has during the trance. Help.

Q Three guesses what kind of

Station this is? It's a toughie.

© If you fancy having a quick
leak, why not pop into the ladies!

SAY HELLO TO MY
0«>LITTLE FRIENDS

Certain tasks in the game cannot be performed by

Jake because he is either too big, or the task is too

life threatening. For example: Located inside the

third floor is a cloud of gas which kills Jake instantly

If he runs into it. Jake has to find the control panel

which is linked to a robot and take control of it. He
then guides the robot through the gas, into a room
which contains the protection pills before returning

to Jake. Once Jake has the pills he can safely tra-

verse the poison cloud.

9» YOU'VE BEEN FRAMED *m
Before Jake reaches the

floors, the security cameras are his biggest

source of hassle. Until he manages to

escape the clutches of the marines, these

cameras constantly alert the enemy of his

whereabouts, and attack you just for good

measure. Trouble is, even if you completely

roaming around in one of the stages and
come after you. The trick is to merely put

them out of action by hitting them with the

standard laser gun, causing them to fall to

the ground, instead of explode.

£*

Q ...be able to walk through gas without harm,
The counter shows how long the effect lasts.



LATFORM

RELEASE

CRYSTAL
DYNAMICS

Pandemonium proved to be a big

game for BMG and Crystal Dynamics
at the end of last year. So big in

fact that Sega themselves snapped up the
rights, just so Saturn owners could get to
play what is believed by some to be the
best PlayStation platformer. Will the

' hijinks caused by Nikki and Fargus,

manage to weave their spell where Claris

and Elliot have already been before? Will

Saturn owners have to endure another
poor PlayStation conversion? Will we print

more question marks just for the effect of
mystery??? Hey, give us a break, we're
just trying to build this game up that's all!

Fed up with the lack of a decent Sonic title on your

Saturn? Still yearning for HiGHTS Two? Maybe the

platform thrills of Pandemonium will keep you

happy until Sonic Team deliver their next gem.

tt
*Tm

MONDO MEDIEVAL

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR
So what are Fargus and Nikki doing on this road to

nowhere. Well it all starts when a book of magic spells

falls into their eager hands. Having not yet received the

proper training Nikki experiments with some spell cast-

ing, with disastrous results - a huge monster and his

hordes are unleashed on their local town and surrounding

valley. It is up to them to search out the legendary

Wishing Engine, earning them a chance to revert their

spell, returning things to normality.

© The level select

screen. Very nice.

COME JAPE WITH ME
a platform game I- ...

utTtufly designed levels, b

along and share the ride. Luckily Pand
different Hmmi tf;nsln.:s -mil .ilnlilirv

*-

^

fius. Probably the
better choice for the beginner.

\Y\m-'
;

'

Q These graphics look just

as good as the original.

7UNNY HOW? LIKE

HERE TO AMUSE YOU!

-j good as. though

slightly
""

With all the graphic

and lighting effects

-f Nikki's double J

handy, p—*-
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Fed up ofjust fighting petty wars on

Earth? Well, turn your power-crazed sights

to the stars, o'Mekon!

IU

o*zo

Command & Conquer has definitely

started a craze. Suddenly battle

strategy/ resource management
games (or C&C rip-offs as they're more
commonly known), are popping up all over
the place! And while most of them use
near identical (and therefore excellent)
point-and-click interfaces, they rarely

prove as popular. Not surprising really.

After all, when you've got a realistic

simulation of state-of-the-art global

warfare, why would you instead want to
battle in some hokey future populated by
Australian mutants riding giant
scorpions? Nope, a good C&C clone
needs an equally desirable scenario.
LucasArt's upcoming Rebellion - battling

in the Star Wars Universe - is a prime
example of a good backdrop. And now
here's another - planet Mars. With
Aliens-style space marines facing off

against the current hot extra terrestrials,

the Grays. I'd buy that for a dollar!

DAF \
@ [L, () fcO V
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Q This disgusting

looking xenomorph h

actually a tankl

Q Certain weapons are
ancient alien artifacts,

collectable by any team.

Ito

WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON?
There are two races to choose from and both have equal

types of weaponry. However the forms they take are

drastically different. Play as the human colonists and
you get very mechanical hardware. Your tanks are like

futuristic land buggies, aerial scouts take the form of

hoverships and you can also set up various automated
gun-turrets. All should look familiar to anyone acquainted

with the likes of The Terminator. Choose The Grays

though and your vehicles are much more... organic. A

sort of cross between Giger and Mr Blobby. For example,

the humans have a vehicle that anchors in the ground
and turns into a cannon. The alien equivalent is a

bipedal monster that shoves its head into the ground
and fires meatballs from its backside!

GET YOUR ASS TO MARS!
That's right, the scenario for Dark Colony is the surface of the Red
Planet. Set in the late 21st Century, humans are seeking to colonise

Mars. After much exploration they discover gas vents on the planet's

surface and buitd 'exploiters' to convert the gas into energy. Everything

seems fine until the ruins of an alien civilisation are uncovered. As the
PR blurb says 'The alien ruins would have been one of the largest

scientific discoveries of the century, had it not been overshadowed by

the appearance of the aliens themselves..." Cue Hoist's 'Mars: God of

War' as the fighting begins.

Sk\

© Some kind of weird a

stuff going on here. Hmmm.
Q An Earth exploiter,

gas. Little do they know..

T*
(r ™v«_ © An alien base under attack from puny Earthlings,

«..,
*

-y..^ Those intestines are actually factories!



INTERSTELLAR VISUALS!
What really makes Dark Colony stand out from the

crowd is its awesome graphics. An amazing amount
of detail has been spent on the 3D-rendered models
that appear on the encyclopedia screens. What's
impressive though, ts that these same models are

also used for the in-game sprites. Excellent lighting

effects have also been employed, resulting in some
spectacular explosions when the lasers start flying.

Even the shadows look cool, matching the contours

of any building they fall on. There's also some
superb animation as troops splatter, dissolve and rot

in sprays of gore. And for a final touch, the terrain

has actually been mapped out from NASA's maps of

the Martian landscapes. Although, the cucumber
vegetation has probably been added for flair.

© Rendered artwork showing the alien fighters

homing In. Captures the spirit well, we think!

As with Command & Conquer,

Dark Colony's gameplay is a mix

of combat strategy and Sim City

style management. You can't

send your big army into battle

until you've built it. And the only

way to do that is by constructing

a base. To start with, you have
to tap into the gas pockets on
Mars. Once this energy is being

mined, you can construct your

war factories. Energy can now
be spent making troops, tanks,

ships, whatever. The big differ-

ence between C&C and Dark
Colony is the nature of this

resource management. Once
you've constructed your base,

you can't make any more
buildings. Instead, you just

concentrate on increasing your

forces and advancing their

weaponry. This makes the game
much faster-paced and more
battle-oriented!

Awesome explosions, excellent rendered
sprites and NASA map-based terrains. Hooargh!

Q The side control panel is stylish and e

a pre-production version. Supposedly, the fi

,
WE KNOW OF YOUR

INTELLIGENCE!!

Although, the terrain looks pretty similar in these shots, the final

version of Dark Colony promises to have 45 to 50 different missions
taking place across deserts, jungles and even underground! How
these single-player battles turn out, depends largely on the enemy Al.

Gametek's programmers have spent a lot of time on this aspect. The
opposing force sends out scouts observing your strengths and weak-
nesses. They then build units to attack accordingly, sending them
along the best tactical routes and making use of the terrain. The
computer plays fair too. Any troops they haven't uncovered, they don't

attack! If all this artificial intelligence still doesn't appeal, you can
always link up against eight other human opponents!

A MARS A DAY!
Dark Colony features a in-game clock

that changes between day and night

throughout each game. This is more
than just a visual touch though. The
Grays are better-suited to fighting at

night, while the humans have the

advantage during the day. Your attack

strategies have to be planned
accordingly and you have to keep
your eye on the clock too. Just when
the humans are winning, day can

turn into night and suddenly Grays

crawl out of hiding to turn the fight

around!



Delphine Software International come out

of their hibernation and show their newest

product.

2

When French developers Delphine
Software created Another World,

they were quite rightly acclaimed

as Grade-A programmers. One of the all-

time great games then followed that,

namely Flashback, which was so ahead of

it's time it was almost frightening. Their

last high profile release was Fade To Blac

which again highlighted the fact that whe
it comes to PC programming, they are del

mtely not to be ignored. Which is why we
approached their forthcoming motorbike

racer with a certain amount of excitemen
Although this a complete departure from
what you may call 'Delphine's style of

games' namely arcade adventures, you
can't help feeling it has the same highly

polished graphical feel they work under.

The question is, can they keep the
payability too? -

GRATUITOUS I

i«i SNOW LEVEL! &.
Once you begin the game, only four tracks can be

raced through. To gain access to the rest of the

courses (there are nine in total) you have to complete

these four first. But that isn't as plain sailing as you

may think. The Speed Bay and West Way circuits

aren't that tricky once you get the hang of your bike,

and they are really for the straight forward races.

High on excitement, low on reflexes. Choose Dirt

Arena or Snow Ride, and you get a completely differ-

ent kettle of fish. For a start you switch from Speed
Bikes to Motorcross, and once you see the tracks

you'll see why. Jumps, hills, slopes and 90° turns

that would have been otherwise impossible are now
negotiable with the skid bikes, and their improved
handling capabilities. Blimey!

** INSIDE AND OUT
Q Hugging cor-

ners saves time.

Q The scenery and detail for some of the courses is

breathtaking, providing you have a powerful PC

ONE FOR SPEED

te FREAKS 2*
As mentioned elsewhere, there are two different

styles of bikes you race with. You don't have control

over which to ride though,

as they relate to specific

tracks. Having said that,

you can choose between
eight variations of the

bikes, depending on your

own personal tastes. It is

wise to pick the bike that

has good speed and

acceleration, and
good grip. The
brakes get used
less and less

during the game
as you become
accustomed to

the routes, so a

bike that

specialises in

that area is not

realty necessary.

Racing in just one view is no longer acceptable nowadays, and the

can be said with Moto Racer. It doesn't go quite as overboard with the cam-

era angles against something like Interstate '76, but

it does give you a couple of variations. You can play

just behind the entire bike so you see all of the rider

as well as any competitors who are alongside you. A
cockpit style view is also selectable with only the

small protective visor on the front of the bike on

screen. You can also look behind you, to see those

trying overtake - but you always end up crashing!

CRUISIN' DOWN

THE HIGHWAY! S^
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ad anyone suggested Duke Nukem
3D on the Saturn or PlayStation a
year ago, we'd have just laughed

at the idea - the consoles just weren't
looking capable of high-speed complex
corridor games. Then Lobotomy Software
appeared on the scene with an
unheard-of game called Exhumed. Not
only did it show just how brilliant this

style of game could be, it also had one
of the best game engines yet seen,

running with loads of detail at very high

speeds. As you can imagine, console
fans wanting their own version of Duke
Nukem 3D rejoiced at the fantastic news
that Lobotomy were converting it to the
Saturn! Hooray!

Duke Nukem is the one man who can save

the world from the evil aliens. And his game

is the one which can compete with ancT

maybe even beat the all-powerful Quakel

miHCK!
As far as we know,

Duke Nukem 3D
on the Saturn is

going to be

compatible with

the console's

internet system,

the Sega NetLink.

At the moment there are no plans to release the NetLink

in the UK, but Saturn owners in America and Japan will

be able to play DukeMatches (one-on-one battles to the

death) against friends on the other side of the country!

Hopefully Duke 3D will work with the direct connect

cable which is also yet to be released in the UK. This

would mean that you and a friend could link machines
together and

experience the best thing about Duke Nukem 3D-
DukeMatches! Duke 3D is also brilliant fun in

cooperative mode, where players must work together to

get through the game.

Mill, YOU'RE UJLV!
Many people thought that Exhumed on the

Saturn used the Duke Nukem 3D level

engine known as BUILD, but instead it used
one specially created by Lobotomy Software

for the game. Known as SlaveDriver, it can

do everything that BUILD can do, letting the

designers create fantastically detailed levels

with special effects, levels on top of levels,

moving sections, and still keep it moving at

a very high frame rate. Another big

advantage SlaveDriver has over BUILD is

that it can produce real-time coloured

lighting effects without slowing the action

down. Thankfully. Lobotomy are using this

fantastic game engine as their basis for

Saturn Duke 3D so that the game can look

just like the PC version, run at a frame rate

comparable to a Pentium, plus it can have

all of the dynamic lighting! What this means
is that projectiles light up the walls and floor

around them,

guns cause
coloured flashes,

and the scenery

lighting is more
realistic overall

than it was on

the PC!

© The shrink ray lights the area up with

a lovely green glow. Very nice Indeed.

Q When the aliens shoot, their I;

guns cause a bright flare.
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With the Saturn version of Duke 3D at such an early

stage in development, there aren't very many
enemies programmed in so far. There are the LARD
cops armed with shotguns who dive down on the

floor and shoot while lying down, as well as few

varieties of aliens. Some have jetpacks which let

them fly around the levels shooting from above,

others can teleport behind you, while the standard

troopers just have small lasers. As the enemies are

all flat sprites, they get a bit blocky when close up

but keep the speed of the game very high at all

times. And just wait until you see the size of some
of the bosses!

q Most of the aliens don't take too many hits

to kill, but getting surrounded can still be nasty.

q Shoot the LARD cops (hilarious pun or

what?) and they drop their shotguns for you.

mmm™

<S The high-speed machine gun called the
Ripper is one of the more useful weapons.
It gets through loads of ammo though!

At this early stage, only the main game engine has been

developed with just the first level - Hollywood Holocaust

-working properly. It still doesn't have all of the items,

features and enemies of the finished game, but gives a

clear indication of how well it's going to convert onto the

Saturn, Duke Nukem 3D is well known for having brilliant

level design, with lots of variation between the different

stages. Many of the levels are set in cities, with lots of

bits of scenery to fiddle with. For example, the first level

is set in and around a cinema so it's possible to get

into the projection room and start up the movie! The
second stage has a 'dirty magazine' shop and nightclub,

with a building to demolish! Later on in the game, Duke
goes into an infested base in space then back to Earth

, for the climax, working through such cool areas as an
underground train station (with working train between
platforms) and a movie set!

© The Devastator causes enemies to

explode in a shower of ribs, blood and
eyeballs! Just what the kids wantl

YOUBOTTOM BEATIillS,SCUM SUCKIilS AL6AE EAf^B!
At the moment, Saturn Duke 3D doesn't have all of the weapons in place, and those which

have been programmed can be found lying around the one level which is currently working

properly. The weapons range from the usual pistol and shotgun, through to the RPG (rocket

launcher), and onto some more interesting weapons. The shrink ray reduces enemies so

that they're small enough to tread on, the laser trip-bombs can be attached to walls so that

anyone breaking the laser beam will be blown up, and the freeze gun turns enemies into

blocks of ice waiting to be kicked to bits! Of course, the Saturn version will have all of

these when it's finished, plus there's the possibility of the extra weapons from the

excellent Plutonium Pack being included (like the Expander Ray gun!).

© The RPG creates excellent lighting. © That's the alien shrunk! Step on him!

2

DD FW
q Kick the stinking alien in the

face until his head pops, then
steal his ammunition! -

I
1 -

V»



We already know how N64 games
can give the look of something
incredibly real. Glancing over the

shots of StarFox 64 here, you have to

agree that the futuristic universe really

comes alive. With the aid of the new Jolt

Pack accessory, the experience ought to

feel real too. This is something CVG will

have full experience of by the
time you're reading this. So, a full

hands-on report is planned for the
July issue. Meantime here are some
more tasty details.

Buckle up space cadets, and get ready

for launch - of StarFox 6*t in Japan!

This first N64 game to use the Jolt

Pack is due here in August.

KmwxM
As with the original StarFox, the stunning new locations in StarFox 64 are themed as planets.

There are eight such worlds which comprise the Lairat Star Cluster. Lost among them is an

asteroid field, so there's every possibility of secret warps similar to those in the Super NES
game (shoot the asteroid with the face, remember?). Also out there are three strange gas neb-

ulas - a blue X-shaped one, a green Y-shaped one, and a red Z-shaped one. It's not certain

what kind of threat these will pose to the Arwing craft.

tkJKRjggQnjI
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Revisit the familiar surroundings of this plan- In the original StarFox adventure Sector X

Q Fox heads toward the screen as
his Arwing loops the loop!

et not unlike our own. Lush greenery and

stretches of water. Some cool enemies

/ could lurk under the surface..

was just a bunch of elongated cuboids float-

ing about. It was scary at the time. Now
look at it - awesome!



StarFox on the Super NES has a nice little feature where Fox's wing-men

'speak' to him during missions - a window appears on the bottom of the

screen, featuring the portrait of a character and a line of text. A garbled

sound effect accompanies the message representing their voice. In the

64-bit update these crude exchanges have been replaced by over 600
recorded messages. Not only do Star Fox and his closes pals talk to each

other, but newcomers Kuraibal and Star Wolf chip in too.



When Syndicate Wars came out on
PC, it was a hit! Bullfrog's huge-
ly-awaited follow-up to

Syndicate, it gave you the chance to con-

trol a powerful gangland organisation of
the future - with horrifying alien weapon-
ry at your disposal!! But, sci-fi angle
aside, the game perfectly captured the
mobster feel, right down to its calculat-

ingly violent gameplay. With amazingly
polished graphics and an impressive
depth of gameplay only possible with a
keyboard, Syndicate Wars was the per-

fect showcase for your state-of-the-art

PC - if you owned one. If you didn't,

tough! Until now. Bullfrog have nearly

completed the PlayStation conversion.
You'd think compromises must have been
made, but in fact they've actually

improved on the original!

Syndicate Wars is a game that £D00+ PC

owners are rightly proud of. Now £129

PlayStation owners can be proud of it too!

THE CORPORATE WARS

DEMOLISH EVERYTHING!
Although Syndicate Wars is viewed from an isometric

angle, everything is 3D generated. This is for two
reasons - one, you can rotate the camera around at

360 degrees, and two, everything can be destroyed!

Cars, street lamps, trees, even giant skyscrapers.

This was one of the main concerns with the conver-

sion. Most PC games of this type always seem slow

or juddery on console. Not so in this case though,

PlayStation Syndicate Wars runs totally smoothly and
incredibly fast. What's more, the graphics have

actually been improved. There's new transparency

effects, where you can now see through buildings

when your agents are behind them. Improved lighting

effects (notably with explosions), larger sprites and

even the video walls (streaming videos of real movies

off CD) have more colour.

© The PlayStation gives Syndicate Wars Incredible

new lighting effects, such as on this police carl

Q More detailed building destructions (left) and
transparent buildings now exist (right).

A CUTTHROAT BUSINESS
In Syndicate Wars you can control one of two sides -

the Eurocorp and the Church Of The New Epoch.

Although using different means, both have the same
goal - to take control of the World! Controlling your

group of agents, each level has different mission

goals from assassination and destroying vital build-

ings to rescuing captured agents. As the game pro-

gresses a plot gradually evolves, leading to an epic

finale which puts the future of Earth in the balance.

What's more, playing either side gives you a different

perspective of the unfolding events.

GAIN CONTROL!
Aside from the graphics, the other

uncertain area of this conversion

was going to be the control system.

However, the PlayStation pad proves

amazingly functional and versatile for

Syndicate Wars, thanks to all-new

on-screen indicators. Running around

blasting at everything, while switch-

ing weapons for each agent, and

flipping the screen around. It's all

incredibly instinctive. Bullfrog have

scaled down some aspects of the PC

version - stuff like researching for

new technologies - but they admit

that some of these features slowed

the game down anyway. The
PlayStation

version is much
more action-

oriented. And to

back this up, the

game is compati-

ble with the

steering wheel

(for driving stolen

vehicles) and the

IMegcon!

© You can take control of all

kinds of vehicles In the game,

O Video screens play

real footage. Look, Elvis!



HUHSHOP
2000

We buy, we sell, we part-exchange

a*
CARTRIDGES •-j^,

• SOFTWARE •

• HARDWARE • ^*
SEGA, NINTENDO, 3D0, NEO GEO, CDI,

JAGUAR, GAMEBOY, GAME GEAR
AND NEXT GENERATION...

NEO GEO STAR, SONY PLAYSTATION,
SATURN, ULTRA 64

WE HAVE MOVE TO BIGGER PREMISES:
UNIT S, 9 SLATER STREET, LIVERPOOL LI

0151 -708 0022
k out our Home page:

lock Hotline 0131 707 5035

^i| Nintendo 64 (
US MACHINES - IN STOCKNOW

GUARANTEED next day oeuueRv

MADEIRA GAMeS
Lynn Road, Heaeham, Norfolk PE3I 7JF

« 0(485 57024 3 - OB3I 444041 Anytime

Fax 01485 570256 email: stainsby msn.con

N64 - BACKUP UNIT CCALL

US/JAP NINTENDO 64
& MARIO KART

c'A UV CHE*PKT ,N UK!!! «**«-

INCLUDES SCART & STEPDOWN Wfl
N64 Games - Cheapest in UK ICall

Blast Corps, Hev Limit, Star Wars, J-League Soccer etc.,

N64 Scad Conversion EM
NCI S-Vuk-o £20

N64 Universal Chip Conversion E35

Play UKAJS/JAP

Playstatlo n Un Iversa 1 Ch
1 p £25

Play UKi US/JAP S Instructions Professional installation £15

PSX CDS etc.. ECall

W. London Hounstow
Wales •Haverfordwest

Mall OrOer/Pick Up/While you Wait Conversion

Tel: 0410 425 019

( CONSOLE KING )

liniimuarnrra

BM&mssnmM®

From Commodore 64s to

PlayStations and everything

in between!!

iring (with official ID) or send by post

with SAE for cash to-

COMPUTER EXCHANGE
65 Hotting Hill Gate
London W11 3JS

O 0171 221 1123
NOTHING LEGAL REFOSED!
H:IH*HJHH-Uil,'l.niSra

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM - 8PM

RSTROGSTICS

MULTI-CARTS IN STOCK

GAMES EXCHANGE
AT VIDEO HITS GAMES CENTRES

OPEN 7 DAYS TILL 10PM
N64 AND PLAYSTATION AT LOWEST

PRICE GUARANTIED

HIGHEST mm mis fas. hws
P CONSOLES

NEW RELEASES

MASSIVE STOCK Of WO HAND GAMES.

HUGE SELECTION TO HIRE FOR 4 DAYS

TEL/FAX 0181 H27 7380

m MMWFfrmM m
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ESTABLISHED OVER

15 YEARS TELEGAMES THE LEADING VIDEO GAMES
SPECIALISTS

If you want Playstation / Nintendo 64 / Saturn Games or consoles - we can supply all your needs -

now and in years to come. We are probably the only company in the world still supplying and repairing

games for all these systems:
Neo Geo • Lynx • Megadrive • Nintendo
Colevision • Atari 2600 • Mega CD • Intelivision

• Gameboy • Neo CD • 3DO Atari 7800 • Game
Gear • Super Nintendo Jaguar • Master Syste
• 32X » PC Engine • etc

Tows Fight Defender

I All at E59 each

'^PGtejN Scarl Version with FREE

j^lK^S^ Joypad and Game £79.99

PC Engine Deluxe Joystick only £7.50 with

Rapid fire & Slow motion.

Turbo Express handheld was £179.99

Our Special Price £99.99

{with free game)

i
Nostalgia ?
See over 400 games from the clas-

sic old games systems on this

quality 2hr video including rare

pictures of the abandoned 'konix'

system Only £5.99

Gameboy Special C£aflP
Rechargeable Battery Pack Why buy batteries? Jf
With FREE Gameboy Power Supply *- -4

Unit only £9.80 Btakfl

Lfjfw-f^NjBpu Joystick or Paddles or

Coming next month Keyboard control £5
Raiden + Fat Bobby each with FREE game

* Special Low Price
Atari Lynx II Power Pak &
FREE P.S.U. only £19.99

Order with confidence from the largest stockists of video games

NEW GAMES
TOWERS II (S
BREAKOUT ZOOO

Coming Soon

:

Iron Soldier II - for Jaguar CD
THE CD you can't miss!!

Also Worms & Zero 5
available on cartridge soon!

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy any Jaguar game and any one of

the following can be bought for only
£9.50 extra : Cannon Fodder. Brutal

Sports, Wolfenstein 3D, Double Dragon V
Pinball Fantasies.Troy Aikman Football

Jaguar Leads Offer
Scart....£7.SO SVideo.,,.£2.00 AV Lead ...£3.00

^SlWP"* SCART CONSOLE
with joypad. power supply etc plus

2 FREE games plus you can

choose any 1 of the following:

Alien vs Predator, Doom, Power

Drive Rally, Theme Park, Tempest
2000 or Wolfenstein 3D

Only E79.99

(Total for console and 3 games)

16 Bit Colour Handheld
The World's first colour handheld is

now the cheapest in the world !!

£39.99 with either

:

Batman, Battlewheels, Super Off

Road, European Soccer Challenge

PlujgJBcee
UltjflBJpBhei

ID dTJjJHfJkTam,

Loads of extra

games - Choose
from 70 great

games Including:

Master Pack
2 Rechargeable Battery Modules

Power Supply Screen Magnifer

Cleaning Kit Carry Case lor Game
Gear and up to 20 games

Was £29.99 Our Special Low Price

£12.50 for complete pack

#*«
All the latest Game Gear and Master System

games available - use the Master Gear'

converter to play all Master System games on

your Game Gear Special Price Only £S

Official Atari Pouch £12.99

With FREE Battery Pack

Limited offer

Car Cigarette Lighter Adaptor (For Lynx

or GameGear) C&VG Price only £7.90

aea (0116) 288 0445
l Europe. Send SAE for game lists (State system(s) required)—m—



Destroying buildings takes a lot more skill

than you'd think, especially when you've got

an out-of-control nuke to worry about!

i o far most of the games on the
t Nintendo 64 have been enhanced
and upgraded versions of old Super

Nintendo games, so it's nice to have a
new idea for a change. Blast Corps (or

Blast Dozer in Japan) has a simple
objective to complete - get an out-of-

control truck carrying a nuclear reactor
through the towns safely. To do this
you have control of a massive
selection of vehicles which let you

I destroy buildings which happen to be in

the way or work out alternate ways of

J

saving the towns! On top of this race
against time, Rare have added an enor-
mous number of bonuses to search for if

you think you're up to the challenge!

© Look at all the detail In the levels!



IE3EE3D
As an example of the way a typical S(ast Corps

level works, we'll take a look at Crystal Village.

© From the start of © Jump out of the

the level, drive the train at the platform

train at high speeds to and get In Skyfall,

the end of the track. then drive as quickly

Notice the reactor dri- as possible under the

ving on the road track and down to the

below! road level.

© Before the reactor © Once all of the build-

hits the first buildings ings are out of the way,

you need to turbo quickly park Skyfall out

through the ditches so of the way and get in

that you land on and the Ramdozer!
destroy all of the

© After finishing the game, © The replays are often

you get time attack mode! viewed from the reactor!

© Here, the J-Bomb must
land on targets In a volcano!

) Now you need to © If you do all of that

push four big concrete In time the reactor will

blocks to fill the holes reach the end safely,

in the road so that the Now you can go back
reactor doesn't around the level trying

explode! Quickly! to find the A-Team vanl

Q An amazing flying robot which © Press R to bash the panels

drops onto buildings from above! out to the side!

BONUS LEVELS!
Every time you open up a new level or bonus stage it

shows up on the map screen as another circie.

Large ones are proper game levels with the reactor

to be saved while the smaller ones are times trial

bonus stages. You can see how well you've done on

each one by the colour of the medal representing

the level. You can travel back to any level you want

at any time to try and find more hidden exits to fill

the entire map.

Uke the racing car, this can © Use the platform crane to lift

go through some secret walls, vehicles to hard-to-reach areas.



old your breath for another exciting

update on the year's most eagerly
awaited PlayStation game:

Squaresoft's Final Fantasy VII. Obviously
in the space of a month we're near to
completing the game. Some of you who
have been phoning regularly to share
advice have beaten the final boss
already. However the majority of UK play-

ers are still operating, quite understand-
ably, on a piease-do n't-ruin-everyt hing-for-

me-so-soon basis. So we'll continue with
our 'introductory' coverage of the game
for this issue, highlighting some of the
amazing features which make Final

Fantasy VII so different and refreshing to
most other PlayStation releases.

Discover why Squaresoft need three CDs to

publish this game. You won't bell

wealth of content!

FiiMfmii

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN

ALL MY LIFE?!

Time to introduce some cool new characters, and bring to light

some important plot details. Turns out Sephiroth, Cloud's mentor,

is manufactured - a fact Seph finds hard to deal with, so deci-

mates his 'home' town of Nibulheim! That's only the start of

Seph's reign of terror. Underlying everything is the mysterious

Jenova Project - a process which uses the magical proper-

ties of the Materia gem stone to clone and mutate humans.
Who you first expect Cloud to be, isn't quite what he actually is - and the

revelation is a real shock. Meanwhile the subplots unveiled through the sup-

porting characters are just as hard hitting.

Built himself a rocket ship to take

him... somewhere high?! He's a

skilled fighter with any variety of

spear. We guess he's needed to

pilot Highwind later on.

Bizarre feline set-up, where a giant

cuddly fat-cat suit is piloted by an

intelligent B&W puss sporting a

megaphone. Cool casino-influenced

magic attacks.

I L^^Ba^H HSU
Was once Cloud's girlfriend -

before Aerith happened along.

She's a lot of trouble to enlist and
that's an understatement!!! Her

weapon is a kind of boomerang.

Vincent uses firearms to pick off

enemies from a safe distance. To

find him players first need to crack

the code on the safe in Sephiroth's

mansion, then find his coffin!

O This Leviathan featured in the

FFVII demo disk, which came free

with Tobal No.l In Japan and the

US. It is a water elemental which

summons a huge tidal wave.

O We showed you Ifrit last issue, Q Artists at Squaresoft portray

but we managed to get a much the mythical phoenix with startling

better shot of this fire elemental finesse. This ain't no jumped up
this time around. Seen here chicken, it's a giant which erupts

transforming Into a ball of flame! in flames and fills the sky!!!



'DULL' AND 'BORING' TAKE A HIKE fWvtUlFS

© Just felt like pointing out the
awesome detail of this relatively

common enemy. The tentacle

hanging from Its eye has a mouth!

i One of the coolest FMV
sequences mid-way through the

adventure Is this sky diving

episode into Mldgar.

Q The airship Highwlnd, used to

travel quickly over land and sea
between continents.

THIS ONE LOOKS BIG! HOLD ONTO YOUR PLAYSTATION!

Elemental showtime is assured to please the crowd around the TV. But you might also want to call a few wit-

nesses to the advanced Limit Breaks - they're awesome too! As a character's status increases, the power of

their Limit Break technique is boosted. We're not certain how high these go as yet, but we have Cloud up to

Level Three. There are two dazzling LBs per Level per chara.

Intoxicating fumes burst from Red Looks like a small nuclear explo-

XIII, driving everyone in the party sion, which is still pretty terrifying,

berserk. Players lose control of the Grenade creates a small nuclear

action as the party strike with explosion beneath the enemies. It

increased regularity and speed. causes lots of damage.

PlSOt SQUARE CO., LTD. Ail Right* HaMtvad.

With a swirl of his blade Cloud cre-

ates a vortex around him, leaps

high into the air, flashes like a bolt

of lightning, then a hail of meteors

rain down. BOOM! BOOMI

O
© Red's Howling Moon Limit

Break. He leaps Into the sky and
goes berserk until the battle e
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The month's events and software releases at a glance. May-June

The mid-way point of the magazine is

where you find out when and where all

the most exciting things are happening

in the video gaming world. Welcome to

the fantastic place that is Checkpoint!
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There once was a time when summer was
the 'dead' period for games. With every-
one releasing their top titles at Christmas
and Easter, there was never much around.

It's all change this year though! A quick glance
at the release schedule will reveal some of the
greatest games of the year!

Duke Nukem 3D on PlayStation and Saturn,

Micro Machines V3 on Saturn, Doom 64. ISS Pro on

PlayStation and N64, PAL Rage Racer and Fighters

Megamix. Wipeout 2097 on PC (if you have powerful

enough kit) Mario Kart 64. Hexen 2, (deeeep breath]

PlayStation Castlevania, X-Wing VS TIE Fighter, and
Jedi Knight: Dark Forces 2. All supposedly in the

span If this month's issue. Of course, some of these
release dates are bound to fall back, but even if they

do they are still in major development. And they'll be
joined by many other major upcoming releases at the

June E3. which we'll definitely be at! Boy, what a

boring dead period this is for games...

r.hance to win some ol th<

ling software courtesj

A mind-boggling PC race game, that is the first to

different graphics c

inned to be a major

iisessed

interested in. If you're inter-

ested In owning It too, you've got to prove you're

at night. What's it

We wanna know!

to NIGHT OF THE ED POD!

SATURN BOMBERMAH

was five years ago. but it has been evol

Saturn Bombernian is the laWst and greatest

step in thai ilayers to

battle aga ; ti'

win the ga<i I've evolved
at the same

ave wheels

whatever,

Send to KNEEL BEFORE ZOD COMPETITION

E3 ATLANTA

EXHUMED
lorridor

games ever! Certainly It beats Doom and in one-

rtan basic Quake.
Now top coders Lobotomy have wheeled out the

.. with addt-d features. If you
fancy getting held of this game (trust us, you do)

we want you to show midor
! :

us the rules to a good garm
.

i mind- .

underwater one, one with closing walls. C'mon!
CORRIDOR DEATHTRAP FOOTBALL!

19-21st .

Georgia World Congress Center and
Georgia Dome
As far as the western world is concerned, this

is the BIG video game event. The one where
most of us get the chance to see the next hot

games firsthand. The change from the usual

Las Vegas surroundings to somewhat quieter

Atlanta perhaps won't please many Games
Industry slugs, but the software on display

should. Among the stuff we're expecting

(hoping) to see are Quake and Duke Nukem 3D
on Saturn and N64, Saturn Resident Evil. Sonic

Team's long-awaited Saturn Sonic, Virtua

Fighter 3 on Saturn, the new Panzer Dragoon
game and, so rumour has it, Sega's new 64-bit

console (shyeeeah). Resident Evil 2 on
PlayStation will hopefully be there, PlayStation

Time Crisis (with six PS-only stages!} and

perhaps Psygnosis' next big game (rumoured to

be similar in style to WipEoUt). N64 Zeida, hell

perhaps even 64DD Zelda. Quake 2 may make
a showing, perhaps Model 3 Virtual On 2 will

appear and, if last year's comments were
anything to go by, M2 may finally surface. Plus

many more unannounced surprises are

guaranteed. We can't wait!

9th May • •

|
Assault Rigs Psvgnosis Saturn

16th May . .

I

Adidas Power Soccer Psygnosis Saturn |

Castlevania Konami PlayStation

^Ji&m\mrumn—a^
C3stlevania Konami Saturn

| IF-22 Interactive Magic PC CD j

Killing Time Acclaim PlayStation/Saturn

I
Micro Machines V3 Code Masters Siiturr

Mortal Kombat

22nd Mav

GT Interactive Nintendo 64

1 Formula Karts Saturn
23rd Mav •

1 Bedlam GT Interactive PlavStation/Satorn

GT Interactive Nintendo 64



GT Interactive

29th May • •

[
', SCi PC CD-ROM

30th May
|
Battlesnort Acclaim PlavStation/Saturn

X-Wmg Vs TIE Fighter Virgin Interactive PC CD-ROM

May (no set release date) • '

! Actua Golf Gremlin PC CD-ROM (MMX D3D)
|

Ecstatica 2 Psygnosis Win 95 PC-CD

1 Actua Soccer Club Edition Gremlin PC CD-ROM

F-16 Fighting Falcon Digital Interactive PC CD-ROM

I
Heart Of Darkness Virgin Interactive PC CD-ROM
Independence Day EA PC CD-ROM

1 Lands Of Lore 2 Virgin Interactive PC CD-ROM 1

NHL Breakaway *96 Acclaim PlayStation/Saturn

I Rattle Snake Red Acclaim PlayStation

Rivan Myst Broderbund PC CD-ROM

|
Star Trek Generations Micopitv-.'- PC CD-ROM |

Wipeout 2097 Psygnosis PC CD-ROM

] X-COM Microprose PC CD-ROM

© Fighters Megamix: Completely brilliant! *C

12th June
| Sky Target Sega Saturn

13th June
I
Actua Tennis Gremlin PlayStation

ClJivFightoft InterPlay PlayStation/N64

I
Grand Theft Auto' BMG Interactive PlayStation/ Saturn

20th June
I
Bubble Bobble Virgin Interactive PlayStation

June { no set rel#ase)
1943 European Air War

I Battletech MechCommancler"
Dark Reign

| Falcon
4~ Win 95 CD- :\'

|

i-.-:.i. Knight Dark Forces 2

Win 95 CD-ROM

irTrek Generations

Star Trek Klingons

|
Star Trek Star Fleet Academy

Microprose

Microprose

Gt Interactive

July ( no set release)
PC CD-ROM. MMX 3DFX

.

HMV to thank. It's tries

the release

all the time : CVG can be held

that. So don't

ware house.

IE3HMVI



55 GAME KEYRING
IF YOU SUBSCRIBE 10 (MS NOW
It's the hot craze about to take the UK by storm - I I

55 GAMES N JU9T

ONE TNY KEYRWS? TT8

TIC WORK OF DEVIANT
GOBUIS YOU HEARl

digital pets, the hottest miniature game has to

be the fantastic 55-ln-One keyring!

u-i

'•$&&

keyring completely free!!

re giving our mt
oe one of the first members of the cool

i NOW to CVG and you'll get a 55-lrt-Oni

1

<>*!
Lr $3^
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SUBSCRIBE TO THE GREATEST GAMING MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD!

I wish to sub scribe to CVG and I enclose a cheque/postal order, International Money order or Mastercard/Visa payment made
payable to Emap Images Ltd for £

Mastercard / Visa no; Name.
Expires: Address:
Signature

Date:

Postcode:

Telephone:

Annual Subscription Rates:

UK 12 months £30 Offer Code: BIG
Airmail Europe £41 Signed:

Airmail Zones 1&2 £64
(parent or guardian's signature if under 18 yrs)

Source Code: IB1Y

All subscriptions will be processed as quickly as possible, but you
should allow 28 days for the order to be processed and expect to

receive the first available issue after that.

compute;,

Mdeo
dames

From time to time EMAP IMAGES may send you information that could be of
interest to you. Tick here if you do not wish to receive such information. Q Full money back guarantee of unmailed issues if you are not satisfied.



S1ARF0X 64, ftODY HARVEST 64, PRE-E3 SHOW

ROWID-UP, 1EKKEN 3 MOVES UPDA1E, JEDI

KNIGHT: DARK FORCES 2, CONSOLE QUAKE.

RESIDENT EVIL 2, LASTBRONX, ZELDA 64.

ISSUE No. 188 OUT ON JUNE I1th
—

& BACK ISSUES! » "8^*-1
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MffA
/MM1

s Guide to

rues" pull-out,

n players guide.

Kfiafcw pliers

4 Jam Extreme

i, Stai Wars:

Rage Racer.

s Megamix.

Pull-out Tomb Raider

and Tbbaf Wo.l guides,

complete guide to the

Nintendo 64 UK launch

games. Tekken 3
feature. Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter review. Time

Crisis and Soul Edge.

FREE Sony PlayStation

video. Every great Star

Wars game ever made.

Previews of Blast Corps.

Doom 64, and ISS 64
on N64. Part one of our

Soul Blade player guide.

Fmal Fantasy VII feature.

FREE Exhumed poster!

Massive AOU arcade

show report, in-depth

Soul Blade review and

second part of our

guide. Dead Or Alive

moves list. Duke Ni

3D, loads of RPGs.

Dear Newsagent,

Please save the life of a

dedicated Computer and Video

Games magazine reader by

reserving a copy for me. If I

miss an issue my life just

won't be worth living. Thanks.

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNED

DATE



Think back to the days when FIFA
was in its prime. The Mega Drive
and SNES versions of FIFA '95 had

just hit the shelves, and was widely
regarded as the greatest football game
for a very long time, maybe ever. Since
then, however, Worldwide Soccer has
stolen the crown from the Sega half, and
ISS will steal the Sony market in the
Summer. All that is left for EA to grasp
onto is the Nintendo sector, but with ISS
threatening to do similar wonders there,
it looks as though EA are about to slip
into the mire. Sure they can point to
phenomenal sales figures for just
about every version, but many of us
have already lost faith in FIFA. This
one could prove the final straw for
everyone else. 1

Even though FIFA '97 was slated in almost

every magazine going, you lot still made it

the best selling game of Christmas.

Will you listen to us this time? PLEASE!!!

IT'S A BETTER MACHINE, BUT-
Just because a game is on N64. doesn't automatically guarantee it

being an instant hit. Far from it. And in the case of FIFA, it's miles from
it. So we dug out the PlayStation version that props up our wonky table
leg to see how much has changed.

Q TRANSFERS
PlayStation FIFA allowed you to keep up-to-date with all the
latest player swaps, by trading between teams. Now It's been
strangely transferred out of the Nintendo one! Who said bung?

Q Scoring from corners and free kicks with head-
ers has been made slightly easier. Yeah, great.

A VIEW WITHIN A VIEW
Something which has been added to this version of FIFA is the Picture In a
Picture camera. Switch this on, and a small TV screen appears in the top
right hand corner, showing the action from a different perspective. The view
inside this window can be changed to any of the normal game camera
angles, giving you the opportunity to see what is going on elsewhere on the
pitch. You can also switch it to a Radar, to give you a complete look at the
pitch. Anyone who is just watching a game may find it useful, but it obscures
so much of the playing arena that the main game is spoilt. And to top it all

off, with PIP on, the game speed slows by about a third!

Q The Picture in Picture can be
switched to a radar, so you can
see all of the pitch and players..

O ...Or like this, with another
camera in the corner. The action
is so small though, it's pointless.

fi) INDOOR MODE
The five-a-side version of the real thing, where the ball never
leaves the arena. And in the N64 version, it'll never leave any
pitch because It isn't therel Any Malaysian businessmen here?

© MORE TEAMS
Even though you never used any of them, the PS FIFA had all the
top teams from 15 countries for you to play as. N64 has a paltry
six countries, and they left out Scotland In favour of America!



THENETISMADE^
OF RUBBER %

The first time you pick up FIFA and play with a mate

it'll rather inevitably end up in a 0-0 draw. Sudden

Death extra time then beckons in which the first

person to score wins, before moving onto the penal

ty shoot outs. These have slightly changed com-

pared to the FIFA '97 versions, with a slightly more

isometric view being used. And, when you try to

miss, you always end up scoring so that becomes a

lot easier too. By the way. check out the net bulging

when you score. Maybe it's a new ruling that UEFA

have bought in this season, but we don't ever

remember the nets having to be made of rubber?

MOTTY,

VICAR?
You would have thought

that EA couldn't fit the m
ous quotes and anecdotes

the previous incarnations, but the

three amigos of football commentary

are back for the cartridge version.

Des "Join me" Lynam, John

"Sheepskin wearing waffler'

Motson and Andy "Och aye'

return to offer their unique

But having said

that, in over three hours

worth of playing, we've

only heard Mr Gray

say one phrase.

Yeah, cheers Andy,

we know he's got

"lovely skill

I
1 -

replay mode lets you switch the camera
angle and zoom in and out as you pl<

ANYTHING ELSE

WORTH MENTIONING?
There is a new camera view especially for FIFA 64, and it

is called the FIFA 64 cam! We couldn't really work out

where it was positioned, but it seemed to be somewhere

in between the sideline cam and ball cam. Needless to say it's not much

use at all. The only other thing that may please you is that all of the player

, names are as up-to-date as could be. Every transfer which took place about

three weeks before its release will have been included.

The people run like they are Q Will it go In, or won't It.

doing a dance to the blrdy song. Frankly, do we really care? No.



NINTENDO 64

m
(iMpTBALL SIM ™ pH
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While the battle for footballing
supremacy in the Premiership
draws towards its exciting

climax, the war to rule the Nintendo 64
as kings of soccer is hotting up. For ISS
64, read Manchester United or Liverpool.
For FIFA 64 read Darlington or Barnet.
Actually, that's too much of an insult to
the latter to teams! ISS 64 represents a
major headache for other programming
teams, mostly because it'll take a
superhuman effort to get near to the
supreme payability it holds. On top of
that, the British version has been
improved over the Japanese original,
meaning it plays better than ever!

Help! After the debacle that was FIFA,

we need something to regenerate our

footballing faith, tan ISS 64 save us

before it's too late?

THE HUHTALA G0RG0NZ0LA
Not quite as illegal as the Stilton,

but just as potent nevertheless.

Alex picks up the ball, and heads
toward the opposition's area.

Avoiding the lunging tackles, he
reaches the corner of the six yard
box and shoots through the goalie

into the net.

CAN ANYONE SMELL EDAM?
Having trouble scoring is not a problem you'll have playing ISS. Having said that, there are
really cheesy goals that you can do nothing about, and are usually slipped in during a panic
attack in the last few seconds of the match. Ladies and Gentlemen, we present the smelliest
thing to come out of Milltia-tour since Tom's shoes - The CVG Great Hall of Cheese!



SHOW US YER SKILLS
The animation for ISS is amazing.

There are so many tricks and

touches that you would only expect

to see on a real football pitch, right

here on your TV screen. Little

things like players looking into the

box before they cross the ball to

see who is waiting. Also players

stagger about after being shoulder

barged away from the ball. If you

tap run as you're just about to con-

trol a pass, the player jumps over

it, or does a sly dummy to confuse

the opposition. You can also pull

off an Ossy Flick (originated by

Ossy Ardiles). where you flick the

ball over your head. You can stand

there and keep the ball up too. All

potential humiliation tactics for

ip!e you're playing against.

I?j ISS 64: BACK IN TRAINING
Scoring cheesy goals is one thing, but hitting the

back of the net with a scorching 25 yard free kick

thunderbolt is well worth practising for respect

value. This is where the training mode comes in

especially handy. There are three situations you

can practice under, of which 'Free Training' is the

simplest. There's just you, and all 11 of your

team mates and that's it. Free Kick and Corner

Kick Training speak for themselves. The ball is

placed on set points around the area, and you

have to decide whether to shoot, cross one over,

or do a little tap to the side for on-rushing play-

ers. As soon as you score, or the opposition

defenders get the ball, the game is stopped and

a new set piece begins.

I
,.„j KHflDI3|,

Sr ••*

Q The net bulges under the force of the shot

HBHkOLtlABrl

Q The end picture proves they never did cetch the sniper who shot JFK!
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Ithough ffa£e Racer is the third in

the series of Namco racing titles,

lyou should not be confused into

thinking that this is just another mindless
sequel. Far from it. It's possibly the
fastest, most exhilarating racing game yet
for Sony's grey box of tricks. It was
released in Japan towards the end of
November last year, but unfortunately, has
only just seen the light of day over here.
One of the reasons for this delay is due to
the name. Namco decided to be ultra-care-

ful and check with all the other software
houses that they didn't mind the game
being called Rage Racer, and everybody
bar Konami said OK. The reason for

Konami's strange refusal is down to their

own racing game Road Rage, and that the
names are too similar.

Namco also had similar trou-

ble with Soul Edge (hence
the new name Soul Blade).

But whatever name Rage
Racer arrives under, you can
expect a quality title when
it's released here in June.

The second of possibly Sony's two biggest

titles of the year finally gets its

British launch! And it hits the road I

with its foot flat to the floor! 9
amcoj

RAGE RACER



10 'JLMJGj m)'A<L
he power-slide is something that confuses people in a game like this. You see the computer-controlled cars doing it perfectly, and then when you try

a copy it, barriers and roadside obstacles come into contact with your bonnet. So let us give you some advice - don't bother trying to master it.

Jways keep your finger pressed onto the accelerator and just hit the brake when needed. It'll slow you down sufficiently to breeze through corners,

md it means your revs are still high enough to enable you to pull away from the corners quicker than someone doing a power slide.

If you are braking as you go around this corner, the contact you make with the barrier Is not registered as you were slowing down

anyway. That gives you the chance to take the corner in third or fourth gear with high revs resulting In a perfect pull away. «

Customising your own car is something that features heavily in this game. Not only do you have

the ability to change the colour of both the main body of the car and the line colour to a choice

of 15 preset colours (with more available via a cheat) but you can also alter the team name

and logo. The team name appears in the banner

that runs along the top of the car. and youi

pops up on the bonnet of the motor you're currently

driving. Also keep an eye out as you drive along the

road for signs that bear your masterpiece as well.

Ortere is Steve's feeble effort at creating

I something resembling Hunter. If you think

that's bad, you should see the High Five

!
abomination before thlsl

And here we have Ed's creation. It's

the two statues from the Division Bell

Pink Floyd album. "And they're exactly

symmetrical", he beams proudly. Sad.

iJ'Jirj33.rfiS3fijrj33»r!Ji*'JlL33
Something that has become almost a tradition

reward for completing the first five classes in ,

circuits so that you take a left turn instead of

racing games these days is the mirror mode, you

ige Racer. Now while some games may just flip the

right, Rage Racer tries to offer something a little

different - you actually race the track from the

finish back round to the start. This effectively

gives you three more tracks to compete on (the

Extreme Oval course isn't affected that much).

Complete these five mirrored classes and then

you'll move onto the sixth, and toughest class.



When we first reported on this

game it was stated that racing

games have been getting more
and more diverse. True to our words,
racing games are definitely treading
uncharted waters at the moment with all

manner of experiments going on. So who
was it that started that shift? No one can
doubt that Wave Race, in the home at

least, brought its own element of change.
When the Saturn and PlayStation were
launched, both had a major arcade racer

conversion as one of their big release
games. Not so Nintendo, Wave Race 64 is

true original!

NINTENDO64 (j^SKI RACING NINTENDO Effig

puros U
The first race game to arrive on H&t dares

to be different. Now UK N64 owners have

the chance to enjoy all the thrills of Jet-Ski

racing, in their own homes!

Kawasaki

SWIMMING WITH SHARKS
In Wave Race, the water is the best we've ever seen in

a game, boasting accurate physical properties which

brilliantly convey the effect of buoyancy. Plus different

wind conditions, which affect the waters. So you can
experience riding your craft through a range of turbu-

lence, from calm still waters, all the way to choppy
rough water. This is more than just a graphical trick too
- it's an essential part of the gameplay. Leam to master

the timing of leaning in and out of breaking waves, jump-

ing off the huge ones, or simply ploughing straight into

them! Like we said, the best we've seen - almost real!

O Standing. Counter clock- Q Backwards. Clockwise O Submarine. <

wise 360' then press up. 360' then press down. huge air then D

K\.'.V. I

Important tip: remember I

stay on board your Jet-ski!



ON MY ISLAND IN THE SUN
There are nine locations to test your racing skill, each presenting an ever increasing challenge.

Also there are three difficulty levels, should you get competent enough. Place first in the Normal.

Hard and Expert classes and you're treated to a Reverse model

DOLPHIN PARK I SANDY BEACH I SUNSET BAY

When playing in Championship

mode this course is offered

is a warming up opportunity.

In Time Attack or Stunt Mode
the course takes on a whole

new meaning. The most basic

location, but also one of the

prettiest.

I

Here's where the

Championship begins proper.

A simple oval-shaped circuit,

two long straights, and two

sharp corners. On all the

courses the object is to go

to the left of yellow buoys

and right of the red.

So called because of the

beautiful sunset, which

offers dramatic lighting for

the race. The waves break

across the run of the circuit,

and there's a huge jump off

a ramp. Ride the crest of the

wave to gain extra speedl

CASTLE CITY t COOL WAVE I SOUTHERN ISLAND

Hard and Expert class only.

Castle City is always raced

after dark, and neon lights

shine from beneath the buoys

so everything looks extremely

pretty. Light reflects off the

waves, even as they change

ill the time, cool!

Expert class only. A real strug-

gle to stay on the Ski, with ice-

bergs presenting huge obsta-

cles. The trick is to control

your sliding across the 'bergs,

leaning into comers at the last

moment. There are also giant

ice-balls to contend with.

The final course! Set around

the island, but wfth the tide

going out, each circuit is

different. A shipwreck is sub-

merged on the first lap, but on

the second you have to jump

it! A very sneaky course.

(•EtjQtmfVfr ^0 ©Stoi
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Do you have a memory which can hold the

secret sequence of button presses to

perform a 90-hit combo? Test yourself!

Killer Instinct Gold was released in

Japan and America soon after the
Nintendo 64 itself, and is basically

an upgraded version of the arcade game
Killer Instinct 2. There are ten fighters
plus Gargos the final boss, each with the
usual selection of special moves and
different abilities, as well as the ability

to link enormous strings of moves
together! This is Kl Gold's biggest
attraction to fighting game fans - they
can learn to do some of the longest
combination attacks ever, then impress
the pants of anyone watching!

© The explosions caused by some of the
special moves look super-Impressive!

£ PAINT THE FENCE, PAINT THE FENCE^ ^INSTINCTIVE KILLERS^
As h

game with lots of emphasis on understand-
ing and mastering the combo system, a lot

of practice is needed in order to get good.
Thankfully, Killer Instinct Gold has a brilliant

training mode which takes you from under-

standing the basic combo ideas (jumping

attacks, auto-doubles, linkers, enders, etc)

right up to testing you to copy the combos
and moves of a computer version of your-

self. If the training mode is completed on
the highest difficulty setting with a complete-
ly perfect score, you get known as Grand
Master for that character and gain an extra

two costumes for them!

Killer Instinct Gold is basically the same
the arcade version of Killer Instinct 2.

with all of the same characters.

Unfortunately, a few characters

from the first Killer Instinct are

missing - Chief Thunder, Riptor,

Cindel and Eyedol - with three

new fighters to replace them.
Maya, Kim Wu and Tusk are

playable from the start, whereas
the new boss character - Gargos
- can only be controlled with the

use of a cheat code.



Arcade-perfect? arcade-shmerfect&
Killer Instinct 2 in the arcade looked mostly

the same as Killer Instinct Gold, only the

backgrounds weren't truly 3D. Instead they

cleverly scrolled left and right behind the fight-

ers to look as though they were models. Killer

Instinct Gold, however, uses the Nintendo 64

's hardware to create very smooth real-time

3D backgrounds which move around as the

fight goes on, revealing what the

area looks like from all angles. ff.

Most of the stages have some JeW,
part of scenery which can be "
knocked by the fighters

normally just for effect, but

sometimes to move
scenery to extend the

fighting area.

<3 On Orchid's stage you can knock
enemies into the blades of the

helicopter to spin them around!

OSabrewuirs stage has a wall on the OTJ Combo's new stage has a train

right which can be destroyed to let you going past every now and then. It's

through to the balconyl possible to hit enemies onto the track!

uDUH...SOWHATWASA^
UTO-DOUBLE AGAINr

Killer Instinct Gold isn't one

of the most beginner-friendly

games ever, with knowledge

of the complex combo system
|

being necessary to have

much of a chance. The

controls are the same as

Street Fighter 2's - three

punch buttons (light, medium
and hard) and three kick

buttons with the directional

cross-key or 3D stick to

move, jump and block. Most
special moves can be used to

|

start combos, with a quick

tap of the right button during

the move to do an auto-dou-

ble. This extra attack button

depends on the power of the

original special move, but will

add an extra two hits onto the |

end of a move. As these two

hits connect, performing a

special move at the right

power will work as a linker to

keep the combo going. You

can then auto-double from

this special move and go into
:

a finisher. These moves,

when done after an auto-

double will come out as

combination attacks to end

the sequence. If you think

that's complicated, it gets for

difficult from then on as you

try to work out moves and

ways to keep combos going for enormous numbers of

hits - Killer Instinct Gold makes it possible to perform

90-hit combos for each character!



J
hen Quake first came out, there
was no disputing it was an excel-
lent game. One of the best made.

But what made it even better was the
promise of things to come. Quake's
super-customisable qualities made it the
most upgradeable game ever. Before the
finished version was even released,
home-made patches were appearing on
the net - new weapons, enemies, and
levels - most of them excellent. Better
still, multiplayer deathmatches have
taken on a new lease of life thanks to all-

new battle modes. And the evolution of
the game continues. Two issues back we
reviewed the first Quake Mission Pack,
an expansion disk that pushed Quake to
even greater levels of one-player bril-

liance, such that it scored a High Five!

Now comes Mission Pack 2: Dissolution
of Eternity. More levels, more new ene-
mies and more weaponry. More Quake...

Dissolution of Eternity is split into two episodes. Om
past the customary difficulty select room,
enter two doorways. One leads to Hell's

I

which is just that - a castle surrounded :

and built above a hive of devilish cetacoti

second is The Corridors of Time. These levels switc

between medieval castles, Greek temple designs a
: ulpture. Luverly. bid

grotesque monstrosities.

POWER UUUP!
Not so much totally new weapons, but power-ups for your
old ones. Lava nails with armour-piercing capabilities, multi-

grenades and multi-rockets increase your attack range, and
plasma cells boost your thunderbolt. They all help step up
the action and nothing is more satisfying than hearing your
nail-gun hiss after releasing a stream of hot pins!

O The multi-grenades hit

the floor and scatter bomb!
See that tub of lava nails?

© When a plasma blast

hits the wall, It channels
Into all nearby enemiesl

So you've beaten Quake eh? And the Mission

Pack too? Fool, you cannot kill what does

not live! Quake returns with an all-new

Mission Pack. You will accept it!

DEATHMATCH DELIGHTS'
The multi-player mode now has a few extra treats too. Nothing
we haven't seen on the internet, but good if you haven't got
them. Capture the Rag and Three Team battles for example.
Random Power-Up Respawning prevents people lingering

around the Quad and (our fave) the grappling hook is here!

iwriu'iin

ABORTIONS!
More new monsters await in Mission
Pack 2. You can now face electric eels,

statues which come to life (and make
you jump out of your skin cos you know
it's going to happen!), floating Wraths
and phantom swordsmen. New hazards
have also been included. Multi-directional

lightning shooters, buzz saws, pendulum
scythes and even earthquakes.

© Dodging between these
swinging blades can be
nerve-wracking. The slicing

sound is pretty unpleasant! EtD(^(i/(f§t
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f oil can rely on the PC to do things
differently. Until the launch of MMX
there was no way that the PC could

emulate the consoles arcade titles,

especially driving games. So what do they
do? Well, it seems Activision have changed
the rules slightly. Setting their game in the
American Southwest means not much in

the roadside objects department - because
it's all desert. Plus they've given this game
a theme and a story. Disguising the fact
that this is just driving and shooting,
there's all sorts of bells and
whistles on top, and you know
what? It works!

1976 and vigilante Americans roamed the

USA in their automobiles. Well, what else

was there to do before Star Wars and the

height of disco?

ininiin,'imiinra
The story of Interstate '76 is quite simple - payback. You are Groove

Champion, auto vigilante. Your sister Jade has been murdered by respected
businessman Antonio Malochio. Now it's up to you and Jade's lover Taurus to find out

why. 1976 is a time of tricked-out muscle cars armed with all manner of gadgets and
weapons. A '72 Picard Piranha is your ride. Ordered never to leave your car, it's your job to

the streets finding the criminals, each criminal you stop bringing you closer to Mr Big!

© Drive-by shooting comes to the PC. Of course
there is a tactical purpose for doing it, sure]



UIIN6 II 19 HE MM!
Activision claim that all the vehicles in l'76 behave realistically, and we

believe them. All the cars skid and jump with collisions based on vehicle

physics. Accelerate around sharp corners and you feel the car lose control.

Apply the emergency brake while you're travelling at top speed and you

leave some huge skidmarks! It's also possible to flip and roll the cars, but

if you do it's game over, because in the process you'll have wrecked your

ride. By entering the melee - a mode of play similar to Twisted Metars

tournament mode - you're able to choose from 30 different vehicles,

ranging from a police car to a school bus.

Q This Smokey Is armed with a a

heavy duty gun turret. Major!

O Action can be viewed from any point you

wish outside of the car. Even a hubcap caml

Amazing presentation and a top quality sound-

track get you really in the mood. Plus a very good

game, but only if you <



Here it is, the penultimate volume in the Namco

museum series. Boasting the mighty he-land
and Ordyne, could it be the best instalment yet?

E
W

D
U
E
ID

r olume four, and the end of the
Namco lesson in arcade heritage is

almost over. Along the way we've
been witness to the revolutionary, the
classics, the dated, and the bad. Yes
we've had some fun down this road, but
have also been burned. For every Pac-
Man or Galaga we had to endure a Dragon
Buster or Tower of Druaga. We know
Namco like to show off their past, and
present the museum series for com-
pletists, but maybe some of these games
would have been better left behind? But
enough of our ramblings! Without further
ado, for your delectation and enjoyment...
here's volume FOUR!

THE RETURN OF

ISHTAR (1984)
A sequel to Tower of Druaga and forerunner to

Atari's classic Gauntlet. This is a one or two
player dungeon adventure. Negotiate the

maze-like dungeons locating keys, and amass-
ing magic and spells, tshtar also includes a
simple RPG element, which of course is practi-

cally unheard of in arcade games.

* m
GENPEI TOH MADEN

(1986)
This challenging action/platform game could
be seen as the forerunner to Sega's Shinobi.

Yet GTM probably never made it out of Japan,
thus hampering its chance at classic status.

You control a Samurai hero who must make
his way through the levels, defeating all

opponents who dare challenge him.

PAC-LAND (1984)
Without doubt an absolute classic, and the best
game of this volume placing Pac-Man in a side-

scrolling platform adventure. Here everything is score
based, with lots of hidden power-ups and score-attack
tactics to learn. In its day the graphics were state-of-

and still hold up reasonably well. A huge hit

ich revitalised Pac's arcade career and even
iwned a cartoon series!
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YOU SHOULD BE AWARE THAT SONY HAVE INFLICTED THEIR NEW SAMPLER ON AN UNSUSPECTING PUBLIC.

POWER SOURCE CONTAINS: TOMB RAIDER, PORSCHE CHALLENGE, MONSTER TRUCKS 2 AND DESTRUCTION DERBY 2.

YES, YOUR THUMBS WILL HURT, YOUR BRAIN WILL HURT, BUT YOUR SOUL WILL BE PURE. ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE PRINCE'S TRUST.



jRj | Fighters Megamix finally reaches Britain!

But was it worth all those months of

^attention we gave it? Of course it was!

Sega's big Christmas
surprise release for

'96 in Japan was
Fighters Megamix. Announced only a
month or so before it came out, no-one
was sure exactly what was going to be
in it. Megamix turned out to be more
than just two fantastic fighting games in

one. The characters have all been
improved, new moves have been added,
new fighters have been created, and the
overall gameplay has been fiddled with!

The result is the best home fighting

game ever!

myftiamimift
Megamix is especially exciting to fans of combat games because it combines the characters
from two of the best games around. AM2 really know what makes a good character, and
Megamix has all 11 from the incredible Virtua Fighter 2. together with all 11 from the excel-

lent Fighting Vipers. As we've shown you before there are also ten secret fighters from other
AM2 games, all of which are great fighters themselves! In fact Janet Marshal) from Virtua

Cop 2 plays just like Aoi Umenokoji from Virtua Fighter 31

a Viper's armour Is smashed off, you get
;k replays from dramatic angles! Wow! ^fk

AND ON, AND ON, AND ON
n addition to the 10 secret fighters there are a few more
hidden bonus features to collect the more you play. Candy has
two extra costumes plus her new yellow second outfit, and
Kumachan can turn into Mr Meat or Palm Tree. There are
a few cool references to other AM2 games, with the music on
the name entry screen coming from Outrun, the records music
coming from AfterBurner 2, and a secret command to make the
AfterBurner plane fly over the fighting arenal

O There are two versions of Siba - one from the
early version of VF1, and a new rounded outfit.



I Considering that UK consoles run

about 17% slower than American and

Japanese (NTSC) ones, we always have

doubts about how well the UK (PAL)

versions of games are going to turn

out. Thankfully AM2 have a reputation

for brilliant conversions of their games
I for Britain, as exemplified by VF2.
' Fighters Megamix is also excellent.

But, just like Fighting Vipers, there are

' small borders at the top and bottom of

the screen. Also the action is slower

I than the NTSC versions, though the

difference is slight and doesn't affect

the fights once you get over the fact.

fighting game ever! Your life

is not complete if you don't learn to play

Fighters Megamix!



MCE COMBAT LUCASARTS

punas

kay people, listen up. LucasArts
lade a critical error and th

brought to us by the Both
pinpoints the exact location of th

mate in Star Wars space battle at

•For years, we've played as Rebel hot-
shots in X-Wing and as Imperial flying

aces in TIE Fighter. And while there's no
doubt how superb those single-player /

campaigns are, there's always been the /
greater yearning to compete against • • /
other human players in epic multiplayer /
dogfights. Well now's our chance. X-Wing I •

vs TIE Fighter has been constructed with
multiplayer and on-line gaming in mind.
All-out battles worthy of the climactic
end of Return of the Jedi are here! The
only question is, who are you gonna side u ll)h

.

with - the force of good? Or the power the g;

of the Dark* Side? help
j

The recent Special Edition Trilogy revival has

nothing to do with this game's popularity.

The demand for multiplayer Star Wars .

J'the
dog-fights has been almost as great as that

'. tf-ujiriG uSTA
TlfiflGHTEW
T TO YOUR FIGHTERS!

Ei H€ RGBGL ALLIANCE

X-WING
FIGHTGR
SPEED: lOOmglt
ACCELERATION: 16 mglt/sec
MANOEUVRABILITY: 75 dpf
LASERS: Quad Lasers
COMBAT WARHEAD LOAD: 8
SHIELD RATING: 50 sbd
HULL RATING: 20 ru

The primary starfighter of the

Rebel fleet, the T6SC A2 X-Wing

is an excellent multi-purpose

craft. Designed for space
superiority, it's reasonably fast

and manoeuvrable, with an
impressive weapon capacity -

four built-in lasers, missile bays
and it can now launch counter-

measures such as chaffl

r-*%

OTHGR GRGAT RGBGL SHIPS TO COLLGCT!



LOOK OUT FOR THGS6 TOP IMPERIAL SHIPS TOO!^ —-*« *j—
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.AKE THEM SHIP TO SHI i0

As its very name suggests, X-Wing vs

TIE Fighter is primarily designed for

head-to-head mult i player and on-line

combat. Unlike the previous Star

Wars sims, this game doesn't have

any single-player campaigns. If you're

expecting an ongoing story with

underlying conspiracy sub-plots you'll

be disappointed. If you want specifi-

callydesigned space-battle scenarios,

perfect for multiplayer dogfights,

you'll be overjoyed! Eight-players can

link up for combat!

© Take off from Rebel cruiser

docking bays. It looks awesome!
© Face human opponents In epic © No you can't fly the Falcon.

dogfights, in lethal asteroid belts! But you can shoot it down!

MELEE ROUNDS! •URNAMENTS!

/en gel bonuses foi destroying Floating

joys, Ail this Information i

1

. then aWed
"

ilol profile.

A PROPER FIGHT! «
Alter mastering all the techniques in Training Mode and frittering away expensive military ships in mindless dogfights, perhaps you'd fancy a few more
strategical matches. Enter combat plaY - a huge range of scenarios set around the on-going civil war in the Star Wars universe. Here you can play in

teams or against each other, performing all-manner of important duties. The cool thing is. unlike the Rebellion or Empire specific training modes, these
scenarios are the same for both sides. It's only when you go into your briefing, that you get your own team's perspective on their mission! Here's a few
of the excellent situations mailable...

RESCUE FROM IMPERIAL PRISON SHIP H RAID ON REBEL FACTORY KOENSAYR 4E
DARGONI

Rebel starfighters are leading an attack on the Dreadr.aught Dargon. Piay

as the Rebels and you're briefed on how your Gold, Rogue and Red
squadron fighters (yep, the same squadrons from the films) are freeing

'captured comrades'. The Empire refer to them as Bothan insurgents.

© The Dreadnaught DargonI

Packed with Rebel scum!
© An epic space battle. The
ships are lit up by explosions!

An Imperial special operations force are attacking a Rebel deep space
manufacturing facility. The Alliance escort carrier Eleusis has arrived to pick up

a new fleet of Y-Wings. Cue all-out combat! Players on the Imperial side know
their plan is to plant a virus that causes the Y-Wings to crash into the escort

ship! Everything is proceeding as the Emperor has foreseen. Heheheh!

© The Y-Wing factory. All ready
to ship out fresh spacefighters!

Q An Imperial gunboat closing In.

You're an X-WIng pilot, take him!

.ERG'S TOO MANY OF THE.

X 4



FRIGATE DUEL MALEVOLENT VS ENDEAVOUR
;t example of this game's awesome head-to-head appeal! Two Nebulon B-Class Frigates

e entered the same space - only one's Imperial and one's a Rebel cruiser. With accompanying

escorts of fighters, they're equally matched. It's a case of fight and win!

OPTING §
/ I A definite impro

and a guaranteed b>f-»>n> 6
' Those aiming solely tor single play may be left wanting. I
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Sega's Team Sonic inject a cool new
element to the psuedo-medieval
world of RPGs: Xenomorphs! Schwa!

Aliens! Though the main events concern
the fantasy land of Enrich, trouble comes
when an extra-terrestrial escape pod
crashes. No dragons. At least not to
begin with. The latest in the Shining

saga begins with our heroes almost
crushed to death by the collapsing

roof of a mine shaft - the result of the
doomed escape pod. One of their friends,

called Forte, is possessed by an evil alien

spirit that emerges from the wreck.
Meanwhile the main hero Arthur, togeth
er with partners Rodie and Melody, are
rescued by friendlier beings. The stage
is set for Forte to run riot, and Arthur's

posse to give chase.

Regarded as the finest ever RPG for Sega

Saturn, Shining The Holy Ark gets its

British release this month. But still no

explanation of the weird title.

MKIBNiSQWIDEISODEEr^
Presented almost entirely in 3D, Holy Ark fully immerses the player. The

game is viewed from the eyes of Arthur (you) at all times, except when
travelling between villages using the overhead map. Though lacking the

fluidity and speed of corridor games, this environment keeps players in

suspense at each corner. Moving around this 3D space is simple: up to

go forward, back to move back, and left or right to spin 90° in those

directions. You can also run by double tapping in a direction, and the

speed is indicated by flashing white lines.

Id you find another van- ' Different type—
1 up to

Now you know what It really feels like to walk
around the streets of an RPG.

^Meeting people and chatting to

them seems much more personal.

Bad breath?

OOpen a door, or trip a switch to

remove a wall. The effect Is more
dramatic In 3D.

q When you meet a leprechaun,

he performs some kind of Super

Dragon Punch just to show off.
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Melody and Rodie wait on © Before fighting the shade
Doyle to open this crypt. Below is which protects the crypt, a cool

a vast network of catacombs! movie sequence sets the scene.

BEFINIMil WQUR SKILLS %
t is accepted that RPG characters develop in terms of strength and skill as they progress.

Usually this enabled by collecting experience points. Sega's Shining series, including Holy Ark,

adds to this formula by adding a Weapons Repair shop and Promotion system. In the first c

adventurers can take any damaged, or worn weapons to a Smithy where they are honed into

something more effective. After many battles with new and upgraded weapons, the party may
consult any village priest in the hope of promotion. Enough experience points earns you the

right to move up a rank. Not only are your skills advanced, but items of clothing are exchanged

for more impressive replacements.

© When travelling between locations £fPressing 'Start' while exploring the

the world of Enrich Is presented like dungeon areas reveals a helpful map.
I - a giant-sized Arthur walking over It only shows where you have already

a picturesque map. been, but helps prevent getting lost.
ffiaftyed;
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Konami must be a pretty exciting
company to work for at the
moment. Just looking at their

forthcoming release schedule
[Castlevania, ISS Pro and 64, Metal Gear
Solid) would have anybody who's any-
body in the games industry quaking in

their boots. In preparation for their tidal

wave of top titles, Konami are aiming to
completely sew up the PlayStation role-

playing market with the imminent arrival
of Vandal Hearts. To call this a true RPG
would be lying somewhat - you don't
have the complete freedom to go where
you please. The towns and battle areas
you visit are all pre-defined and if the
game doesn't want you to go some-
where, that's it. Once you're in a battle
however, the fun really starts as you
have complete control over the entire
proceedings until you, or your enemies
are dead. The battle is just beginning...

vt WILL YOU BE >v
OUR FRIEND? >

u begin with two other people in your ci

le Soldier and Diego the Archer. These guys a

ays with you. and the good thing is,

If the run out of energy during a b;

is 'fall back' and join up again on
/er. Also, as you progress through tl

Until Konami decided to make the first leap,

the PlayStation was devoid of any quality

RPG's. Suikoden paved the way, and Vandal

Hearts looks Kke following that same path.

Q Here we can see Ash before and after he
earned his promotion to ChampionI Awesome!

* UP FOR PROMOTION *
As is becoming
almost a tradition

in RPG's these

days, you build up
your characters

strength by earning 9

experience points.

Once you begin

your quest, you

start on a paltry

level three or four and aren't exactly bulging in the
strength department. By killing a few enemies, cast-

magic spells or using items, you gain valuable

experience. Once this tally tops a hundred, you
increase a level and your hit and magic points (if

applicable) rise accord-

ingly. Once levels ten

and twenty are reached,

you can be

promoted to a new class
|

of fighter, giving you the

extra ability needed to

use the better weapons
and magic in the gar

THE LONG AND
tJ I SHORT OF IT

There is one very handy piece of infor-

mation that you should remember when
you are about to engage in combat in

Vandal Hearts. That is - sword defeats

bow, bow defeats air and air defeats
sword. Confusing? Then let us enlighten

you. As a general rule, there

are three categories of fighter

in the VH, Swordsmen.
Bowmen and Airmen. The small

snippet refers to which charac-

ters are better against others.

For example, you should always

try to use the archers and long

range attackers against flying

enemies. Got that?



I he pressure is building. You're man-
aging a struggling Premiership out-

I fit and the fans and chairman are on
your back. A string of poor results have
seen your side slip from a healthy mid*

| table position, down to the brink of rele-

gation and the battle for survival. You
know the chop can't be far away, unless
you manage to pull one last good run out

of the hat. Do you gamble with the errat-

ic foreign superstar who puts bums on
seats in the stadium, but fails to deliver

the goods on the pitch as regularly as
you may like? Or plump for the less

exciting player, but one who is guaran-

teed to give a 110% every time he plays.

This decisions are all yours, in the high

profile world of football management. At
least that's what it feels like when you
really get into Premier Manager '97,

Gremlins latest upgrade to their best
selling PC title. And if it all goes wrong,
at least Gillingham may want you.

PM manages to blend the complicated stats with

actual game footage. It's the perfect balance!

LET'S SEE THAT AGAIN.
The most entertaining

thing about PM '97, is

that you can actually

watch the action as and

when it happens. There

are four different ways to

see a game being played.

You can choose to watch

a complete game, view

highlights, have a text

based account of the

action and simply have

the scores flash up in

front of you. May we take

this opportunity to

recommend you use the

highlights option. It's far

more exciting and it's

pretty Quick so you only

see the games good bits!

With the current Premiership campaign

having just drawn to a close, football crazy

fans need to get their fix over the close

season. May we prescribe Premier Manager

'97 as a course of medication.

Wi

.SHEARER jOINSjfipf ^MANAGE JOSSY'S^

'BARNET SH0CI#H?5 GIANTS! ?J
One of the toughest things for a man-

ager to negotiate is transfers, just ask

Joe Royle. Picking the right players for

your team and not paying them extor-

tionate wages is critical in keeping
players, fans and the board happy. So

a bit of Arfur Daley wnoelin' and
dealin ' is needed if your team are to

succeed in Premier Manager. You can

scour the transfer market for players

who are readily available, or pick any

club from Europe and South America

and make an offer for an individual.

You have to decide how long to sign

them for, how much you'll pay for

them, wages, bonuses, whether he

has a house and car, and clauses in

his contract. Be warned though - if

you pay a superstar bucket loads of

money to

The way PM '97 unfolds is simply down to which

team you pick to manage. Although picking one of

the good teams from the Premiership means cash,

players and long cup runs, the chairman will

expect success and fai'ing to deliver means the

sack. Choosing a lower league team will really call

into effect all of your management skills, as you

have to budget a lot more. You have to develop

youngsters, and sell them on

for a profit. You csnnot afford

to hiro th? best staff, so you

have to make do with also-rans.
|

And you try to scrape ir, money I

from anywhere, just so you can
|

buy that one good player.



rom first Impressions you may think that Blast Corps is going
to be a super-simple and ultra-short game, but it may
surprise you as to how big it is. In fact, it's almost certainly

the biggest game on the Nintendo 64, with loads of levels, hidden
areas, bonus stages, and new modes. And on top of that, it's

probably the toughest game on the machine as well, especially
once you think that you've finished the game and find that you
need to do all of the levels in Time Trial mode! Every level has
been worked out brilliantly, with the bonus stages having perfectly-

balanced target times to beat in order to get the various medals,
and there's a lot more variety than you may think. Blast Corps will

appeal to anyone who fancies a quick destructive session or to

those seeking a real challenge. Top stuff. ED LOMAS

RARE

PLAYER

® Blast Corps has some of the best graphics yet
seen. The explosions are especially good!

e you start playing Doom 64. make sure you tui

monitor/TVs brightness to maximum, as you'll blow your
eyes out straining to see what's going on otherwise. The

graphics (other than being stupidly dark) are very smooth and the
sound is also excellent, with similar effects to PlayStation Doom's
and rumbling music which really puts you on edge. Speaking as
one of PC Doom's biggest fans. I don't think that the level design
of Doom 64 is up to scratch. The PC version had some continuity
to it. with dead marines lying around the more hell-spawn infested
bases, while Doom 64 has a room with a key teleporting around it.

Why? Also, there are a few very slack things - no reload animation
for the shotguns, for example. That's just being lazy. While it's stil

a good corridor game, it's not really Doom, ED LOMAS

eed For Speed will always have a fond place in the heart for any
3DO owner, but all the other versions were too little too late. In

an effort to readdress the respect for the racer, EA release the

inevitable sequel. Race around exotic locations In a choice of luxury

sports car - included to whet your appetite are models by McLaren,
Ferrari. Jaguar and Lotus. The spectacular crashes are much more
extravagant than before, but unfortunately some of the more appealing
aspects of the original have been removedl Gone are the police cars
and traffic of the first game, and instead you race on secluded roads.
Bummer. The track design is very good, but the lack of speed and
many glitches spoil the enjoyment. The cars themselves are quite unre-

sponsive and look like they are hovering over the roads and the music
s the usual American rock that pops up in games of this type. Sub-- J—d in nearly every respec"

"

PLAYER

H This is 5000% O The new laser
brighter than normal. weapon is pretty good.

Q The frame rate of Need For Speed 2 is so poor
that it doesn't even look like you're moving.

M§
or all its action, and the huge following in this country it is

perhaps surprising we haven't had more attempts at rugby
simulations. Even though this is unlikely to change, rugby fans

can rejoice as they finally get a game which does the sport justice.

Codemasters can once again hold their heads high, with a sports sim
that should make EA take a serious look over their shoulders. Brilliantly

realistic graphics and a logical control system are the stars here. Oh,
and the two Bills - McClaren and Beaumont provide the commentary.
With a roster of over thirty international teams, a variety of competitions
including Worid and Territories cups (read Five Nations), the challenging
scenario mode where you play your part in classic matches from the
past 15 years! Add all the real players, and of course the huge Jonah
Lomu, and you've got yourself a very attractive game. Even if you don't
like rugby, there's fun to be had here! ALEX HUHTALA



irect port of the SNES version of Bub and Bob's first puzzle

adventure with added network features and a few musical

enhancements. The game is pure simplicity, and of course it's

y addictive too. Your aim Is lo progress through levels by grouping

her three or more bubbles of the same colour so that they burst.

ir the screen of bubbles and you're onto the next stage. On the PC

3 game piays straight from the disk - it doesn't even need to be

ailed, with the action being viewed in a variety of different window

. This is perfect for office workers just wanting to pass away the

lunch hour. In fact, in Japan the game proved so popular that bosses

banned it from office computers! We don't expect the same over here,

but many will delight to this game's charms. Judging on its merits as a

pleasant lunchtime diversion, this game does well. ALEX HUKTALA

Q Puzzle Bobble on the PC works over 8 local

network for rockln' multi-player actlonl

«

[ apcom in one-on-one beat em up shocker! There's a novel

I idea! In case any of you were actually getting worried why

| they hadn't released a combat game for a couple of weeks,

the Big C from Japan hit you with Cyberbots, a Street figriterfor

the next millennium. Sadly, this is the usual affair with these sort

of games. You pick a human who controls the 'bot, a clan of cyber

creatures from that group, the robot itself. Then you fight some

|
other androids in a battle to the death. There are the fireball

moves, special attacks which can be used once you're power bar

| Is high enough and you can hover about in the air a la X-Men:

[ COTA. It's not a bad game, but it doesn't really contain anythi

[ that stands it apart in the already overcrowded family. Go for SI

2 instead, you can't go wrong with that. STEVE KEY

CAPCOM

PLAYERS

8 Capcom couldn't use Gouki as a hidden fighter

again, so they created Zero-Gouki instead!

Ithough Darklight Conflict is primarily a space simulator,

I once you begin to play through the missions, you realise

I it's a lot more involving than that. Personally, I'm not a big

fan of these sort of games as they often bore me, but this is

quite different. For a start, you don't have to wait ages for some-

thing exciting to happen. Select arcade mode, and you'll be

straight into a dogfight, as a group of enemies try to attack a

space station. There may be lots of missions to complete, but

this is also the biggest fault of Darklight because it gets too

repetitive. If there was a little more variation on some of the

stages, this could have been excellent. But, it is stilf very

: enjoyable, and it's very impressive graphically with lots of ligl

sourcing and shading. Not bad at all. STEVE KEY
S Darklight looks good enough on a standard

PC, but is even better on an MMXI

ecause Rage Racer has been out in Japan for months

[ and its British release is looming, it seems strange that

I any company would want to try and better one of the best

,
driving games on the PlayStation. Although Tokyo Highway Battle

isn't exactly like Namco's game, it's hard not to draw

isons. It has a sub-standard Rage Racer feel to it. as if Namco
threw it in the bin and Jaleco rescued it. The first thing you notice

when playing is that it's painfully slow. You find yourself checking

the speed gauge just to confirm that you are doing over 25 kph.

And because there's only one car to race against, you never feel

like you're in a proper race. On the plus side, there is a lot of

scope for tuning your cars and upgrading, but isn't enough to

make this interesting and worth buying. Oh well... STEVE "
~
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'DESIGN-A-SAURUS' COMPETITION WINNERS!
The hunt is over! Three

CVG readers will soon

receive their Nintendo

6hs and a copy of Turok.

Dinosaur Hunter! And all

thanks to Acclaim!

It
eventually took seven people over

three hours to find the winners, but,
paper cuts on every finger, we got

there in the end! The Design-a-saurus
competition has been our biggest yet,
and though we're past the closing date,
entries are still rolling in. So stop,
okay! STOP! STOOOOOP!
We asked you to design a monster mean
enough to chew on Turok's ass, and spit
put his Chronoscepter like it was a
piece of chicken bone. And you
answered with some of the best compe-
tition entries seen anywhere - your
artistic skill amazed us all here at CVG.
It really is amazing how bad some of
you are. As for the quality examples,
here's a selection alongside the lucky
(and talented) winners.

SPICEROTOPS (spy-ser-oh-tops)
An obvious first choice for CVG, and a first prize to Roger Davis, for the Spicerotops - a dino
mutated with the Spice Girls! We'd like to draw everybody's attention to "'The C Hump' for that
essential Hyper-Active energy burst". CVG also likes the

,

"Scoo-B-Do' Mel B's toxic hair style...

ideal for trapping small birds". Of all the entries, and despite the fact that it isn't a finely-crafted

model, Roger Davis' entry showed the most imagination. It is certainly the funniest. Well done!

Ymmmm
We bad a few top class model dinos submitted. If

anyone's wondering why none of these won anything, it's

d of typical, The
e shown here!

Michael Kam-Wan Wong's entry

cross between a

Tyrannosaurus Rex

Pteranadon. »

The
fc

»

reason

Tyrannadon looks so pro-

fessional is because
Michael is aged 30!

Didn't realise we
had such dis-

tinguished

readers!

Another T-Rex type. Adam
Tanner's is cool because it is

the dino incarnation of his mad sell

Dunno what Mrs Tanner cooks up for

Adam every evening for dinner, but
Tanasaurus has pretty basic needs: Meat and
Water, Yummy.

Lindsey Holt's blood-thirsty papier mache
model was the first we received.

And very cool it is too. On paper
Holstrasaur is pretty standard - a

big scary dino with a fan neck.

But the model obviously took a lot

of skill. Close, but no banana.





The No.1 game of the 1997 AOU show in

Japan recently went on test in Sunnyvale,

California. Ace US correspondent, Slasher

Quan, was lucky enough to be there!

^P^ apcom's monsters of-myth fighting games,
Darkstalkers (Vampire) and its successor
Nightwarriors (Vampire Hunter), have

achieved phenomenal success in Japan, and an
unfortunate near lack of interest abroad. In fact,

Capcom Coin-Op was so skeptical about the
chances of success for Nightwarriors that the com-
pany chose NOT to release that game at all in North
American arcades, except as a small-quantity
extended test piece. Instead they focused on the
destined-to-fail-miserably Street Fighter: The Movie
coin-op. Well, the few scattered fans of the series
(such as myself) who were dedicated enough to
seek out either a test piece of Nightwarriors or the
little-seen Saturn version will be absolutely, posi-
tively overjoyed with the third in the series.

n
!
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REGENERATE,
THEN DIE

Let's start out with the worst first.

Much like Killer Instinct, Vampire

Saviour offers not the traditional two-

out-of-three round system, but one
long round where each character gets

two life bars. When you lose your first

bar, you fall over, and then immedi-

ately stand up powered by your sec-

ond bar. While this sounds fine in

theory, there's a huge flaw here. The

old two of three system ensured that

even if you got your ass smashed i

the first round, your chances of wir

ning the second and third rounds

weren't reduced. Now, quite obviou

ly, the farther you fall behind, the

harder it is to come back. This/lew

system simply ensures that tb

ter players will be that much more
likely to win, and discourages new
players from getting into the game.
Also, timeworn traditions such as giv-

ing weak players the second round

for free, or just experimenting in the

second round after winning the first

will never happen.

The second alteration to the

round system is regeneration. When
you take a hit, the damage is repre-

sented by a transparent block. If

you can manage to avoid any fur-

ther hits for a few seconds, you can
actually regenerate that entire hit

back to your life bar. If you do take

a hit during the regeneration

process, you lose the first hit's

damage permanently and the next

hit appears transparent. This is

actually a very cool idea because it

encourages aggressive play and

punishes turtling (waiting], but this

semi-innovation can't make up for

the one round system.

W \<7



THE NEW CHARACTERS

fl£*rs



Other things to watch out of for in

Vampire Saviour are: a godly all-i

intra featuring all the characters; a

totally redone select screen; a com-

puter opponent which (in the test

version) was impossibly hard, maybe
the second hardest Al of all time

next to only SSF II Turbo (the CPU
Jedah could take off 100% damage
with two different supers!); spectac-

ular new music, sound effects, and
voices (for the first time in years the

Capcom announcer actually sounds

forceful, dark, and foreboding, the

way a fighting game announcer

should sound - you must hear his

insane laugh!). The chain combo
system seems basically unchanged
from Nightwarriors, love it or hate it.

possible hidden

ppropriately within

oct of the storyline (I'd take

su any day, save the old

:er for Alpha 3), I'd

SLASHER QUAN

CO
m
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Gaining respect the longer it stays in the arcade, Street

Fighter ///is attracting more and more players. To all these

people we dedicate Slasher Quan's expert player's guide!

6CAPCOM CO. LTD., 1997 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED



SEE ill i 'Mi 'Imwm w
lith here, but we're assuming you. the wise and skilled reader of

Fighter long enough to understand how t "

. We'll focus on \

wBSa&Bm right on the Super Arts Select i.

Simply, SFItl gives you the ability to two-in-

one from a special move into a super art.

For instance, with Ken you can throw a fire-

ball and then instantly cancel (two-in-one]

into a Shoryu Reppa while the fireball is

still on the screen. This creates some
great-looking combo possibilities, but fortu-

nately the damage isn't too out of control.

Parrying is possibly the most important and well-designed

new addition to the Street Fighter engine in years. You
car parry any attack except a throw/command throw. On

the ground, you press T to parry

a high attack (including jumping
attacks, projectiles, standing nor-

mal moves, special moves, or

anything else you would normally

block high), or D to parry a low

attack (including crouching moves
or anything else you would nor-

mally block low). In the air, you

press T to parry and bounce away from an attack, or D to

parry and drop through an attack. When you parry an

opponent's move, you often get the opportunity hit,

throw, or even combo them immediately.

B*arrying is very hard at first and must be learned as a
rhythmic movement. For instance, supers which hit multi-

ple times (both of Ryu's super
fireballs, Oro's Yagyou Dama)

t can be fully parried, but only if

the rhythm is right. Think of it

las: tap..tap..tap, and NOT tap-

taptap. Practice!

6 Ibuki parries Ryu's punch
move, then replies -Smack!

In SF III, you can double-tap either T or A
to dash forward or backward. This doesn't
set up any special combos, but is useful

in the middle of a juggle combo, or to sur-

prise them with a throw.

SUPER JUMPS
Press D,U or DA.UT or DT,UA for one of

three new "super" jumps. These send you

flying about 50% higher/farther than normal.

The offensive (DA,UT) super jump is a stan-

dard anti-fireball move that anyone can use.

Some characters can "two-in-one" immedi-

ately from a normal move into a super jump!

lEMFMlS
When you get knocked down, tap D as you're

hitting the ground to quickly roll and land on
your feet. You won't reduce the damage, but

you will be in a much better retaliatory position

than if you had been laid out on your back.

Let's review a few combo terms, just in case
you're not familiar with them. A chain combo is

where you press a button, and then instantly

press another button for a combo. (Note: SF Hi

introduces Air Chains, previously only in the
Darkstalkers series.) A link is where you press a

button, and then delay a moment before pressing

another button for a combo. Obviously, a link

takes more timing and skill than a chain. Most
normal move combos in SF these days are links,

but there are a few chains. Two-in-ones, as you

should know by now, is when you do a normal
move and then INSTANTLY do the motion for a
special or super art, which will interrupt the ani-

mation of the normal move for a combo.

«n
Overheads (aka top-downs), which have been
around since SSF II Turbo, can hit opponents in

the crouching position. Every character now has a
standard "hopping" overhead: simply double-tap

down with punch or kick.
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fe HOP PUNCH (SENKYU TAI)

D.DT.T+P
fter you block an oppor

for free retaliatory damage. Otherwise,

1 it. The Strong and Fierce versions are nearly

& PALM SHOCK (KOBO KUSHI)
D.DA.A+P

ir best normal moves are s

Roundhouse, and fakes with low Short and low

Forward. At point-blank range, the low Strong is incredi-

bly dominant (remember Rose's low Strong from Alpha

2?) and can counter practically anything. Try to parry

attacks from close distance and follow with standing

Fierce, If they jump at you, jump and do an air Jab

chain into air Short. Don't rely to heavily on special

moves, and always try to set up the big combos.

UPER ART

^w n you bl

inge. It's not exceedingly

1. Jump in Forward, ducking Jab, link into standing Strong, chain into

standing Fierce, two-in-one into Palm Shock.

2. Same as #1, then supe'r cancel from the Palm Shock into Geni Jin, fol-

lowed by three Jab Hop Punches, two Short Rolling Kicks, a standing

Forward (with this move the Genei Jin runs out], then jump and do a Jab

air chain into Short,

3. Do the Head Flip Throw, then standing Strang, chain into standing

Fierce, two-in-one into the Tenshin Senkutai.



SIRATEISf
Do a lot of fake-outs (standing Jabs and the sort) to draw

[them into attacking, and sock 'em with standing Fierce
' {this will hit missed sweeps). Short and Forward Dashing
lUppercuts can be used to blast through in-between low
attacks. If they throw a fireball, use the Ducking Straight.

[If you anticipate a fireball, jump in for a power combo.
jDudley also wants to set up juggle combos with his low

Roundhouse. In general, stay as close as possible.

SUPER ARTS

h CORKSCREW DRILL
se this super when people are close to you (i.e., when
fcomeone's getting up).

t ROLLING THUNDER
pis is useful when people miss a move at close range,

the range is better than the Corkscrew Drill, but It's got
along lag when you start the move.

k ROCKET UPPERCUT
itiis is great when people jump at you. It can also be
used when someone's close to you and you're getting

hp, but it's not as invincible as the Corkscrew Drill. It's

[also great for juggle combos.

SHCIAI ATTACKS

: every character in $F III, Dudley ste;

a page from the Ryu/Ken book to
\

tating uppercut.

fe DASHING MULTI-PUNCH
D,DT,T+P

fe DUCKING UPPERCUT
A.DA.D.DT.T +KtK
A variation of the Ducking Straigh

fe CROSS COUNTER
T.DT.O.DA.A+P

© Now we know why! Poor Yun
will regret being so confident!

Jump in Roundhouse, standing Short, chain into

standing Forward, chain into

standing Strong, chain into

standing Fierce.

2. Low Roundhouse (near the

corner). Roundhouse Ducking
Uppercut, jump up with Fierce,

when you land do the

Corkscrew Drill.

*s>

I I

JJIX
SHPM.1RK

a longer fireball delay,

old throw a fireball/hit them
: of the air strategy isn't too effec-

Your main strategy is to keep
em pinned down with Fireballs

Bvhen they aren't at ideal jump-in

lange, and Dragon Punch or standing
Roundhouse if they jump. The stand-

hg Roundhouse is also good to push
Bhem away on the ground. Ryu's

strategy overall hasn't changed
•ttroughout the years, but you play

jlim much differently depending on
hich super you choose.

SHINKUU HADOKEN
Same as it's been for the last three versions of SF,

Probably the best all-around super for Ryu, it does
great damage. Use it in a combo after a parry and
watch 'em scream!

SHIN SHORYUKEN
If they're REALLY close to

you. Ryu will switch arms
and do ultra massive dam-
age with this move. Try to

pull it at point blank range.

y DENJIN HADOKEN
Possibly the most misunderstood super in the game. Do
the motion, then hold the button down as long as possi-

ble before releasing it. The longer you hold the button,

the more damage and stun points you'll incur. At max
strength you can get them dizzy in one shot, then follow

with the combo of your choice! The
best time to use this super is after

you knock them down, throw them,

or when you're at full-screen range.

Try to get into a mind game. Start it

up, and they may jump in an

attempt to avoid it. Release it just

as they're coming down and they'll

eat big damage/dizzy points.

Remember, this super is unblock-

able, so the only way for them to

avoid is to jump or use a series of

skilled parries.

SKCIAI ATTACKS -<

<s DRAGON PUNCH
T,D,DT+P

since SSF II Turbo, Ryu's Di

fe HURRICANE KICK
D.DA.A+K

fe WIND-UP KICK
D.DT.T+K

rnr/iMs
1. Jump in Roundhouse, low

Forward, two-in-one into

Fierce Fireball, super can-

cel into the Super

Uppercut, when they're

falling do a Roundhouse
Wind-Up Kick to hit 'em

while they're falling.

2. Jump in Roundhouse.
standing Fierce, chain into

standing Roundhouse.



<s%

If you don't know how to play Ken,

you're... what... seven versions

behind now? Ken plays much like

Ryu, except of course with his

supers, a couple of fun Forward

kicks, and his multi-hit Hurricane

Kick. The Hurricane Kick does lots

of dizzy points so try to use it at

close range.

SUPER MIS
SHINRYUKEN

The straight-up vertical Dragon Punch super is best against

jumping opponents or when you get up from a knock down.

SHORYU REPPA
The horizontally-travelling super reaches out for big

damage, and can overcome all ground attacks.

SH1PPU JINRAI KYAKU
This new super is best used after you block an attack

which leaves them vulnerable. Also great in combos.

1. Cross-up Forward, standing Strong, standing Fierce,

two-in-one into the Roundhouse Hurricane Kick.

2. Jump in Roundhouse, low Forward, two-in-one into the

Fireball, super cancel into Shippu Jinrai Kyaku.

© Ken's end sequence shows his son and wife.

rail]
m STRATEiSY

She relies on her normal moves
far more than special moves.
Approach the opponent and do

her T+Strong overhead, her low

Forward, and her low Strong, and
occasionally her low Roundhouse.

Keep all those moves in their

face constantly, they have
extremely high priority and are

very frustrating. Her low

Roundhouse has extraordinary

range and can clean-trip a fireball

thrower from 1/2 screen

distance. If you have the Healing

super and time's about to run

out, start approaching them as if

to attack, then super jump away,

land, and heal before time runs

out to win!

into

1. Cross-up Forward, ducking

Strong, two-in-one into the

Roundhouse Scratch Wheel.

2. Ducking Short, two-in-

the Roundhouse Scratch Wheel,

super cancel into the Brave

Dance.

3. Strong Mallet Smash, super

cancel into the Spinning Beat,

HEALING
If you can implement this effectively, it's Elena's best super

and one of the best in the game. When you knock them off

their feet with a powerful move or a sweep, go for it.

BRAVE DANCE
Elena breaks down a bunch of quick Scratch Wheels.

Use this when they jump.

SPINNING BEAT
Elena hops in with multiple kicks to the face. Use it after

a blocked move.



super mis

I ft's a really loose comparison, but

I Oro is sort of the Guile of SF HI

[
due to his charge moves. In fact,

standing Strong can advance you

while keeping your charge,

similar to Guile/Charlie's

I Forward hop. Oro wants to keep %

Jab fireballs in the enemy's
face when far away, but avoid

throwing them when close

because the oppo-

nent's projectile will

come out faster and

stop Oro in mid-

throw. His best normal

moves are standing

Forward, standing Fierce

(overhead), and low Fierce

(high damage). His low Strong has
I surprising range and effectiveness.

L When theyjump at you, jump up
I with Roundhouse. Standing Strong

can juggle them very well.

YAGYOU DAMA
Probably Oro's best super, this is very versatile. It has a

slow start-up time so don't use it when they're close on
the ground, but once it's out, it's a devastating weapon.
You can launch multiple Damas on the screen at once.

Try to make them land on a Dama and get juggled when
they jump at you. Also, you can get them trapped in the

corner and use Oro's overhead Fierce combined with the

Dama pressure to make them crack.

TENGU STONE
This unleashes a bunch of random objects

which distract the opponent, and they shield

Oro from above. Every time Oro attacks, the

objects will follow up by forming into a

barrier in front of him. Any opponent
foolish enough to retaliate will get

slaughtered by the objects.

KISHIN RIKI
' This super enables Oro to grab the

enemy in a super slam simply by touching

them. A fun-looking move, but Yagyou Dama
simply has more havoc-causing potential.

<a MULTI-SLAM (NIOURIKI)
T.DT.D.DA.A+P

COMBOS
1. Cross up Forward, standing Forward, two-in-one into

Multi-Slam.

2. Jump in Fierce, low Forward, two-in-one into Fierce

Flying Punch.

3. Throw a Yagyou Dama when they're near the corner.

A) If they try to jump away, let the ball hit them once and
then do a crouching Fierce, they'll get hit by the ball again

and you can do another crouching Fierce etc (up to three

Fierces total). B) If they don't try to jump, instead try a
low Forward if they're going to block high, or an overhead
Fierce if they'll block low. Either way, if they mis-block, the

Dama will hit, and then you can follow with a low Forward
into the Multi-Slam.

ilia
S1RATEIJY

|
Try to get close and use your

[
power hits such as standing

Roundhouse and standing

Forward. If they're in your face

with moves, use the amazing-

[
priority standing Short to counter

I almost anything. Crouching Strong

I at close range also counters

I

almost anything and does a lot of

damage. Try to get the Power

\
Bomb in as much as possible, and
if you're using the Hyper Bomb, be
willing to take a few hits in order

to get it off (this crazy super will

probably end the match).

SUPER AR1S

HYPER BOMB
This is a ridiculously powerful piledriver which can be imple-

mented as easily as Zangief's old Spinning Piledriver, but

with the added bonus of complete invincibility on activation.

It can grab almost any move, even Dragon Punches!
Probably Alex's best super.

STUN GUN HEADBUTT
Like Birdie's Bull Revenger, this sends Alex flying through

the air (conveniently, over fireballs), enabling him to grab

them for big damage. When it connects, it leaves them
DIZZY, setting up a combo. Altogether, you can take off 70%
life with this super, plus added
combo!

BOOMERANG RAID
This is used after a missed block

attack, and it sets up a grab at

the end. Marginally useful com-
pared to the other two supers.

© Alex is one of the
stronger fighters! mu

1. Jump in Strong, standing

Forward, two-in-one into Jab

Rash Chop, Power Bomb.
2. Stungun Headbutt, dash close.

Fierce Flash Chop, Power Bomb.
3. Jump in Roundhouse,

A+Fierce. E
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STIUlEfflf
Throw out random moves such as

standing Forward and standing

Strong. If they're blocking high, go

for the Rubber Grab. If they jump in

from close range, use
A+Roundhouse or low Strong to hit

them out of the air. He's sort of

like Dhaisim.-.keep them out,

but if they get close, go for an

EM Blast or Slamdance.

® Necro's Blanka like electricity does little damage.

Minimis
1. Standing Strong, two-in-one Fierce Tornado Hook,

Slam Dance.

2. EM Blcist, super cancel into Magnetic Storm.

SLAMDANCE
This move is used in the instances

when the enemy is vulnerable, much
like Alex's Hyper Bomb. Another

good super.

- ELECTRIC SNAKE
Used when you think opponents will

block high or in combos. It has full-

screen range, but is slow in execution.

..„..i it. The Strong

inflicts solid block damage, plus they <

U f

Vh\i
SIRAIEfSY

Okay, now DON'T call him Dan! In

case you didn't know his hilarious

backstory, Sean was Ken's student

but Ken abandoned him, so obvi-

ously Sean is meant to be the

weakest {near Dan-like) character in

the game. ..but he's not all that

bad, actually. Use his Tornade

when close and you think they'll do

any standing attack. Use the low

Forward two-in-one into the Sean
Tackle, but don't follow through

with the tackle. ..release the button,

then repeat the Forward two-in-one

for an annoying pattern. Only go

through with the Tackle once in a

long while or you'll get too pre-

dictable. Try to get jump-in opportu-

nities for your Tornade combos.

r

SUPER MIS
SHORYU CANNON

Probably Sean's best super, this can unleash massive

damage and can be substituted for the Dragon Smash
combos. Be sure to jam on the button for maxin

HADO BURST
Very fast, but not much damage. Stick with one of the

other supers.

HYPER TORNADE
A super version of the Tornade, this move is good after

you block an attack which leaves theni vulnerable. . . /

COMBOS
1. Cross up Forward, low Fierce, two-in-one into Tornade.

2. Jump in Forward, low Forward, two-in-one into Dragon

Smash,
3. Jump in Roundhouse, standing Roundhouse, two-in-

one into Jab Sean Tackle.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26

With the largest booth at the

show (joint with Capcom), nobody

could beat Konami for the variety

of games on offer this time

around. With games on the

PlayStation, Sega Saturn and
Nintendo 64, it was a gamer's

paradise for those tough enough
to battle their way through the

teeming crowds, waiting to get a

go on one of the following.

GOEMAN 5: (N6*

Release - Summer
Our Japan correspondent,Warren Harrod, had a long go on Goemon 5, so

he can go into quite a lot of detail here. There were two main options

available - normal game mode or the 3D boss mode.
The 3D boss mode lets you battle the huge 3D robot boss that's been

seen in all the mags up to now. The Z-trigger fires some kind of gun while

another button allows you to punch. The 3D stick moves a "gun sight"

around the screen. You are continuously moving forward all the time while

the 3D boss is running, jumping and flying around the area in front of you.

In the normal mode you can change between Goemon and Ebisu at any

time. At first you are in a town but you can also explore a castle and the

lands around the town. You can talk to people, collect money and attack

baddies. Entering buildings, swimming and jumping from various blocks is

also possible.

There are two main problems - firstly the main game engine is obviously

not complete. Not only does the game have a tendency to crash (it froze-

up several times and needed to be reset), there are all sorts of clipping

problems with the polygons. At one stage, where I fell off a cliff into a

waterfall and tried to jump, the screen went crazy! Although I could still

control my character he was obviously stuck by some faulty collision

detection. In addition there was a beautiful mountain range in the bottom

left hand corner (god knows from whence it came!). Another case was
where you would walk along and suddenly appear to hit an invisible barrier,

only to find (after moving around it) that it was wall or something that just

hadn't been drawn.

Second is the viewing angle. Not only is the

camera angle and positioning not adjustable, the

computer's camera Al is terrible. Here are some
of the problems I experienced:

(i) You could walk off into the distance (getting

smaller and smaller), then suddenly the camera

would rush up behind you and you'd be back to

full size again.

(ii) The camera would not move in any way.

Wherever you went, no matter how far away, the

camera would just refuse to follow you.

(iii) When turning left and right, you don't always

have the camera behind you (usually when you

are close up to an object). This makes it nigh on

impossible to judge jumps or manoeuvre yourself

around. (Not withstanding the confusing mish
mash of polygons on top of that.)

Other areas of concern are the character move-

ments (Both when walking and swimming your

characters move like badly-oiled robots) and the

texture mapping (too plain and samey-looking).

Generally speaking I'm more than surprised - I'm

shocked that Konami had the nerve to wheel

Goemon 5 out before the public in this sorry

state. No wonder most people left it alone or

gave up on it in the first 60 seconds. Those who
gallantly tried overcoming its problems were

rewarded with their game seizing up on them.

Yes this game was shown very early in develop-

ment (it isn't due until August in Japan), but

then so was Mario. And that was godly even in

November 1995!

DRACULA3D:(N64)

Release - Unknown
After the incredible PS Castlevania,

it's difficult to imagine just how
Konami could make it any better. But

after seeing the demonstration video

of this game it's just possible that

they might be able to do it after all!

(c) KONAMI 1997

© If the in-game characters match Q Swinging f

these CG ones, it's gonna be cool! gonna be a whole i

lethal pits is G Dynamic battles too. Will it be
aw ball game! pure action or RPG-lsh?



OTHER LIFE OTHER DREAMS-. (PS

Release - Summer
I This is RPG meets TamagochP. During your adventures you can make the
Idemons you meet as enemies, join your party. The way you do this is to ral-

lied their eggs. Demons's raised from eggs are easily influenced by humans
[
so therefore, while adventuring, you're advised to keep an eye open for eggs
and collect them. After taking the eggs home you must keep them warm in

their little demon hutch and after they hatch you raise them. Hmm!

POITERS POINT: PS

Release - 12th June
A four player combat game set in a fixed arena is the sport of the future! By
using only the objects placed in a stage, you must attack your opponents.
Depending on the stage, the items available change. If the items run out a
machine comes on and puts more items back on the stage. Fun with player
maybe, but graphically lacking and a little basic for solo play.

SALAMANDER DELUXE PACK PLUS (PS) I MIDNIGHT RUN - ROAD FIGHTER h (PS)

|
Release - Summer; (SS) Release - 19th June Release - Summer

Salamander, Salamander 2 and Life Force in one CD pack! Has new opening After all the other big names had been announced, this arcade conversion
movies and demo! Authentic conversions of these classic shoot 'em ups almost slipped by unnoticed. Nothing really outstanding in the innovation
that should prove popular with fans! stakes but a solid game nevertheless.

CASTLEVANIA: (PS

Out Now Japan

PAROWARS: (PS

Release - Summer

c
[
We have to give a mention to this game (called Dracula X in Japan) which is This is a real nifty war simulation game based on all the characters from the
:urrently sold out across Japan! Even at the show it was one of the most Parobius series. Depending on the map you can have 2 to 4 players battling
»pular games there. The game comes with a great art book and Dracula X away. As you might expect all the action is crazy with loads of amusing
""- compilation CD! See issue 185 for a more detailed look! features in that classic Parodius style!

GENSO SUIKODEN: (SS)

Release - Unknown

TWIN BEE RPG: (PS

Release - Unknown
This excellent PS RPG is finally coming to the Saturn. No simple port, this is It's really at an early stage at the moment, but Konami's hugely popular (in

1 the 120% version. And that means never before seen places, monsters and Japan anyway) shooting character is now starring in his own RPG! Whatever
levents will features in this special SS version! next? Should be out this year.

METAL GEAR SOLID: (PS)

Release - Unknown
You couldn't play it, but the video

,
demonstration we saw was
fantastic. This has to be the

hottest game in Konami's 1997
release schedule (if it comes out in

> 1997!?)

© Impressive rendered troops © Hopefully the gameplay will be
In the excellent show video. as tense as the visuals!

c-t
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More details on most, if not all, of the games featured in this report in future issues of CVG. The
next major show report comes from E3 in Atlanta. USA. Here all the major Sony. Sega, AND
Nintendo projects should be revealed in more detail. An on-the-spot report coming your way from
E3 next issue!



New Games is where you get your first look at the hottest up-and-coming software. As

you can tell from the screenshots, Quake on the Saturn is looking fantastic already, while

Capcom are ready to release another Street Fighter-spin off in the arcades! poop out of Cyclops!
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Finally, first pictures of the hugely-

awaited third installment of the
original God Gamel
With strategy games in the Populous

style booming right now, Bullfrog have

taken the game that started the whole
ball rolling, and reinvented it to stay

ahead of the competition. Rather than

using an isometric view, P3 features

landscapes more akin to those in Magic
Carpet. Each level is now a complete

wraparound planet! The control-system is

also drastically different. Gone is the

'influential' raising-lowering the land

concept. Things are much more hands-on

now. as you command your shamen to

recruit wildmen, then instruct them to

construct different types of buildings. Of

course, you still get 'divine' powers as

you become more powerful. Swarms of locusts and volcanoes being

particularly spectacular! The animation on the little people is really

superb. You can actually see them building the different houses. Your

shamen can even preach to the enemy and they all huddle together and
listen - allowing you to take advantage and start attacking them! And
when they charge into battle it's like a scene right out of Braveheart!

Other features include the likes of spies which you can send into enemy
followers camps. Should prove excellent for the multiplayer mode!

^JJflJ </>mfJIUHE §j tlWaSMTS
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THE CURSE OF MONKEY
ISLAND
Finally, the third game in the best point and click adventure

series ever Is on Its way! Hooray for Guybrush Threepwoodl
Monkey Island 3: The Curse Of Monkey Island has a very different

graphic style from the previous games. What is staying the same is the
fantastic blend of puzzles, storyline and humour which made the first

two games such classics. Hopefully we'll have a proper feature soon.

i/mhTiNs HUM
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STREET FIGHTER EX PLUS
Street fighter EX Plus has

recently been released in the
arcades, and the PlayStation version

Is now in development with even
more characters!

As well as the characters from the

standard arcade release of SF EX, the

PlayStation version has the extra few

characters from SF EX Plus (Akuma,

Darun, Brair, Garuda, etc] AND Dhalsim

and Sakura especially for the home!
From the screenshots you can see that

it looks identical to the arcade version,

and will no doubt play just the same as

well! Excellent!

¥& (^fTIHS iglumm
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MARVEL SUPERHEROES

VS STREET FIGHTER

test in the US.
Apparently, Capcom wanted a totally goofy character in MSH Vs SF, so they hired

an ultra-popular Japanese comedian named Norio from the "tonnels" comedic
team to design the new joke character. Dubbed Norimaro (a result of a Capcom
naming contest won by a 13-year-old), he is an otaku (freak, or geek] who looks

and acts like a nerdy Japanese schoolboy. He carries a bookbag and throws
things like pens, triangles, and balls. He's a fan of Capcom video games and
anime, and during his supers he dresses up in Megaman and other similar

costumes. He idolises all superheroes, and for his taunt he holds open an
autograph book and asks the opponent to sign it. Charlie and Cammy have been
dropped form the line-up and have been replaced by Sakura and Dan from SFA2.

The two have been Marvetfied like their SFbrethren, with Sakura receiving a

powerful glowing Shoken (running uppercut). Dan has two new alterations, both

hilarious. For example, his Gadoken (self-taught fireball) creates a massive
energy field around him, tricking you into thinking he's about to unleash the

most horrific fireball seen. But the Gadoken he throws is more pitifully small and
useless than ever... it must be only four pixels tall! The lack of new features

makes MSH Vs SF pretty disappointing at the moment, but hopefully the finished

version will be up to Capcom's usual high standards.
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BROKEN SWORD 2: THE

SMOKING MIRROR
The ending of the first game hinted

at a sequel. Well here's the
confirmation of the continuing

adventures of George Stobbard.
The game starts a couple of years after

the end of the neo-Templar conspiracy.

Once again you play George Stobbard -

an American abroad, accompanied by the

Parisian

journalist

Nico. Investigating a Central American
crime syndicate leads our heroes not

only into the heart of a ruthless drug

smuggling operation, but also into the

medieval mysteries of the Aztecs and
the ancient civilisation of the Mayans.

Boasting improved graphics, more
interaction on each level, and even
characters and locations revisited

from the first game, Broken Sword 2
has the makings of a top adventure.

OfENTURl CHITEHIOH
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SM CULTURE
The return of the eco-frlendly garnet Survive

toxic waste and pollution, plus all manner of

Inhabitants In the miniature underwater adventure that is Sub Culture.

Partly inspired by the classic Elite, and movies The Abyss and Leviathan. Sub
Culture sees you at the controls of a miniature submarine. Explore the huge
underwater civilisation that you inhabit, searching for food, ore and clues to the

existence of life above the waves. You play a prospector who must survive by

making a living mining resources and trading. And
also survive the threats of the various 'races' who
roam the hostile waters. Gameplay is mission-

based, with the promise of a very freeform

structure, while the realistic levels and characters

benefit from 3DFX graphics cards. Criterion Studios

spent a long time researching (scuba diving) to get

the graphic style right. Sub Culture looks like a great

way to cool off during those hot summer months.



QUAKE
After Rage's appaling conver-

sion of Doom on the Saturn, Id

I ire being very careful about
releasing screen shots of

I Lobotomy's Quake on the Saturn.

Hiey don't really need to worry -

I we're played an early version of

I Saturn Quake and it's already

unbelievable how good it is!

I Using a similar game engine to

I Saturn Duke Nukem 3D and

|
Exhumed, the levels can be created

almost exactly the same as on the

PC, with just a few modifications- to

keep the speed up. On top of the PC
I features, Saturn Quake has real-time

coloured lighting, making everything

I look even more solid! At the moment,

| only the start section and the first

I level have been done, but the latest

I version of the game has enemies in

it which don't slow the action down at

all! Lobotomy have said that it's not

possible to make Quake a link-up

game as it would slow the action

down too much, but it should include

all of the one-player features from the

PC version. Saturn Quake vj\\\ rule!

ISUPER STREET

[FIGHTER II COLLECTION
Super Street Fighter II Collection will include three games on two

discs - Super SF 11, Super SF 11 Turbo, and a "surprise" game
'never before seen in the US".

^Unfortunately, the original SF II, Champion Edition and SF II Turbo: Hyper
mating won't be included. The "surprise" is almost definitely going to be
Street Fighter Zero 2 Alpha - it was only released in Japan and included

tonus versions of other characters and an excellent Dramatic Battle mode.

DUKE NUKEM 3D
I ast month we showed you the
worlds first pictures of Duke
Nukem 3D on the Nintendo 64. Now
we've got the first pictures of the
four-player model
It's been confirmed that Lobotomy
AREN'T working on the N64 version of

Duke Nukem 3D. It's being programmed
by Eurocom (most recently known for

their conversion of Ultimate Mortal

Kombat 3 on the Saturn). They've

already converted many of PC Duke's

levels and added a four-player split-

screen mode which will let N64 owners
experience the delights of the

Dukematch - a simple battle to the

death! The finished version will hopefully

also have some nice lighting effects

similar to those in the Saturn version

(see page 38 for more details), so we'll

keep you updated.

IQ: INTELLIGENT QUBE
Currently at number one In the all-

format charts in Japan, Intelligent Qubo Is a surprisingly
good action puzzle game!
Blocks roll towards your little character, and you need to blow them up
by dropping a blue marker and turning it red just as a block moves
onto it. Bombing a black block will destroy one of the rows behind you,

while a green block gives you a marker which will take out nine blocks
at once. It's very simple, but gets /sxtremely frantic and addictive

before long. Hopefully we'll see an official release soon. Qool!

"SPfCIALI!

PLAYSTATION 5ATUHNNG*
DISCOUNTED NEW GAMES
USED GAMES frwn CIl OO rising to

Ul.OD far ihc wry best *» willibli

EXCHANGES so muss,
MCkangs your gam*(x] tar any sHiar.

SPECIALS pay only CM Isr say am
|MM whan trading- in a aUr-niarkod title.

FOR « FREE COMPUTE
PRICE USTIHG

TfL/fBK 01707 268285
Man Sat lOim • Ipm

Sun 2pm - 7pm

HEAVEN
For the best prices

on N64, PSX and Saturn

Machines, Software and

Direct Imports from the

Far East, and USA.

Call (01582) 611168

N64
£lxx

60h2

Speed
^irU
Bordora

With 1 pad, True-color Internal RGB conversion
UK output, play on SCART TV, FULL-SCREEN
display 60hz speed 240v UK-PSU, Jap US carts
universal, 1yr warranty. NGXt-daU

Complete N64 accessories in-stock.

Latest imports Top US/Jap titles. N64DD
Converters. RGB conversions. Newest
Game consoles from Japan, Hong Kong

Star Fox, Blast Corps,
Perfect Striker. Wave Race.
Mario Kart. Turok. Rev Limit.

Color Joypbds £26 Universal adapter £1

9

4x-Memory card £19 Tamagutchi ECALL

Playtronix #01329-312200
18 Palmerston Business Park,
Newgate Lane, Faroham,
Hampshire P014 1DJ
Opening hours: 10am to 6pm Mon-Sat
Sand SAE for tree Catalogue a Intos.

Collection or callers by appointment only.

0370-881038
Fax: (+44>1329-31 2211

Ema i I :p Iaytron i x@y ikes.demon .co .uk

Web: www.yikes.demon.co.uk

VIDEO GAME CENTRE
WE STOCK:- PLAYSTATION, SATURN, 3D0, 32X, JAGUAR, SNES,

MEGADRIVE, S. FAMICOM, GAUEBOY, LYNX, GAMEGEAR, NEO GEO (CO), NINTENDO 64.

SATURN IMPORT PLAYSTATION IMPORTS Nit IMPORT
Nl.ro I Slug £49.99 Vandal Hearts (USA) £39.99 Human Fl GP (JAP)

n M (USA)

Ds»r (JAP)
'97 (USA)

.man (JAP)

wrpj (USA)

tantasfz™. S34.99 Ba« P-a«r (JAP)
'

fW.,„ *<***<* (US*)

«yn« 2 £49.99 Mcaaman • (USA) E49.99 * 1™B™ U*>)

Isvalor Action 2 tS9!?9 «w Crow (USA) E39r?9 Cruliln USA
iDikmon (Megaman 8) £59.99 Tekkeri (USA) £49.99 N.B.A Hanallma (USA)

hundnrforce 2 A 3 £29.99 Buihldo Blade(JAP) £(.9.99 VIBTUAL BOY
•inun Fighter Kids £29.99 Allen THIoar (USA) £14.99 Sy.tem A TennL
llnslwind £49.99 Gula.lan 3 (JAP) £9.99 Warloland
dial Fury 3 £19.99 +100s MOBS IN STOCK ALL OTHER GAMES

+ WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OFFICIAL GAMES & CONSOLES
1ST CLASS POST - FREE! 888 WIMBORNE ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH BH92DR

IE TEL FAX-01 202 527314(9



CVG TEAMS UP WITH TV'S BEST-LOVED

D © Thursday 10th Apfvu. 1997. 7.05 AM Channel 4. ©
If the above date, time and place doesn't mean anything to you, then

you've probably missed the biggest televisual event since man walked

on the moon. For on this remarkable moment in time, our very own

Alex Huhtala made his astounding television debut!

If
this feat weren't

enough, these television

thrills will be continued
each week at the same
time and place.
For Alex has secured the position of

Zig and Zag's new games loving

friend! In the few short months he's

been here, progressing from lay-about

to young hustler, anci now industry

pundit, what could he possibly do

next? We're just really pleased that

another member of CVG has man-

aged to blag their

way onto television.

Spreading the good

word on video M
games! Anyway we'll

just round up this

month with a few

words from Alex on

why you should get

up REALLY EARLY on •
Thursday mornings.

Remember, it's not every magazine

that can boast afriei

with a pair o( aliens.

Made it Ma, top of the world. I'm on

TV and weekly too! How did it

happen? Well I'm not sure myself. It's

all happened so fast. Basically Zig

and Zag have been given a bigger

time slot on The Big Breakfast. With

their own show called Alien Alarm,

and every Thursday morning I'm

invited along, We'll be reviewing the

latest games (when we can get them)

and some weeks will be specifically

themed, ie. the best driving game on

each system. Most importantly, it is

fun to watch. Not

| that what I say is

very funny, I'm

meant to be the

serious one - the

expert remember!

However, Zig and

Zag are allowed

4 to be as funny as

^ they want. Often

interrupting my
with some truly bizarre

an honestly say Zig and
Zag are really nice and friendly. Really

professional too! Anyway I hope you'll

all be tuning in, as there are going to

be some awesome competitions and

THEBid
BREAKFAST

quick re

questions. I

exclusive previews of the hottest games. If there's anything you want to see

on the show just write In. The producers and myself would like your feedback

so that we can give you what you want. So If you want news on forthcoming

games or cheats and tips just write in. That's all folks. See you on Thursday

Alex can be seen with Zig and Zag every Thursday Morning on Channel 4, just

after 7AM, and will be appearing In pantomime later this year... or maybe not!
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PLAYSTATION

GAMES

SCART LEADS FOR A PIXEL PERFECT PICTURE

SCART LEAD - PLAYSTATION 9.49
SCART LEAD - N&4 9.99

PLAYSTATION
CONTROLLER£124.99

PLAYSTATION + ACTUA SOCCER 144.9

N + PANDEMONIUM . ..147.9

[ PLAYSTATION + TOMB RAIDER 157.9

PLAYSTATION + FORMULA ONE 159.9

f PLAYSTATION "FIRE" PACK 144.9

0% FINANCE DEALS
| PLAYSTATION "BIG DEAL 2" 249.9

• PlayStation with Demo CD Ofticial controller

' Pandemonium • Tomb Raider • Actus Soccer

k.A > ' Memory earn Extra Logic 3 controller

Hr- Tolal once E249.9S. APR uv Save M9 on combined RHP. Otter

PLAYSTATION "GREATEST DEAL" 319.99

PlayStalion with Demo CD Official controller

Tok-.cn Form-jla I • Ridge Racer

Die Hard Trilogy • Actua Soccer

Memory card Predalor light gun

trailer

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE

PLAYSTATION
CONTROLLERS

MEMORY CARDS FREE-'

ratifflii tmmm
NINTENDO 64

GAMES

NINTENDO 64 WITH
i

3D CONTROLLER,
RF LEAD PLUS FREE 256k MEMORY CARD

1

£239.99
NINTENDO 64 WITH 3D CONTROLLER
AND TUROK DINOSAUR HUNTER

NINTENDO 64 WITH 3D CONTROLLER
AND SUPER MARIO 64 ....

0% FINANCE DEALS
Nintendo 64 BIG DEAL consists of:

NINTENDO 64 CONSOLE S. CONTROLLER
SUPER MARIO 64- 1MB MEMORY CARD
EXTRA OFFICIAL NINTENDO 3D CONTROLLER

£339.99

\ Nintendo 64 GREATEST DEAL consists of:

Oa * NINTENDO 64 CONSOLE fi CONTROLLER £389 99
I JL • SUPER MARIO 64 • TUROK DINOSAUR HUNTER
f /V . EXTRA OFFICIAL NINTENDO 3D CONTROLLER 0% FINANCE

t MB MEMORY CARD • HF LEAD FOR NORMAL TV AVAILABLE

NINTENDO 64 EXTRAS

*£?

Hy

CONTROLLERSm
SEGA SATURN MIA AA
& CONTROLLER 1 1 1 7.7 7

SATURN GAMES

Special Reserve

01279 600204

Trial Membership only £1

i r i

—

I

Special Reserve a.

. PO Box 847, Harlow, GM21 9PH

Three impressive
I Special Reserve Shops



UNISEX
TOILET

# ENQUIRIES: CALL 0500 011 806

Stick this up. lake cover and prepare to wet yourself.

wetIyourself
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THE HOTTEST GAMING GOSSIP FROM AROUND THE WORLD!
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FREEPLAY
MIYAMOTO vs SUZUKI

NINTENDO AND SEGA SUPREMOS FACE OFF!

Among all of the excitement
at the Tokyo Game Show,
spectators were also able

to witness a showdown between

two of the biggest names In the

videogame world - Yu Suzuki and
Shlgeru Miyamoto!

On the second day of the

Tokyo Game Show, an event called

the Game Creators' Conference was

held. An incredible gathering in which

famous figures from the industry sat

together to discuss - and question

the others - about their upcoming

software.

One particular session

involved four guest speakers - Mr

Qkamoto of Capcom. Mr Nakamura

from Chunsoft, Nintendo's Mr

Miyamoto and Sega's Mr Suzuki.

During the interview, the head of

Sega's R&D department said he

would like to work on Wrtua Fighter

4, however, he and all the AM2 staff

are busy on other projects and would-

n't be able to begin work this year.

Exactly what project he's currently

involved in is unclear, but he did say

that having worked with VFup to its

third instalment he's keen on making

something new (word is it's his own

Model 3 follow-up to Daytona).

Talk of Virtua Fighter 3 led to

queries about the as yet unseen

Saturn version (which is supposed to

be released by the end of this year).

The question coming from none other

than Mario creator Shigeru

Miyamotol In a teasing mood, he

asked "What happened to VF3 for

Saturn?" However, the AM2 chief

coolly managed to evade directly

answering the question. Later

though, the tables were turned when
Mr Miyamoto was asked about the

current status of the much-shrouded

Zelda 64, He didn't give an answer

eitherl!

The full interview during which

this titanic confrontation took place is

quite lengthy. However, we're hoping

to get a full transcript of it soon, when

we'll give you more highlights from it!

SO WHAT IS HAPPENING WITH.,

ZELDA 64?
Nothing new since

we reported last

month that Nintendo

are working on both a

cartridge AND 64DD
( version of the game -

[ UiE cart version scheduled

for Japanese release this

Autumn. There is, howev-

er, fresh talk about the

64DD itself. Latest claims

are that the machine will

! feature a built-in chip stor-

ing over 10,000
» pre-sampled sound

I effects -

instruments,

\ explosions.

gunshots etc.
'

I Also, there i

be a phone

socket at the back

for on-line gaming!

Supposedly you'll be

able to call a friend

direct and play

them. Awesome if

it's true!
Zelda 64. This autumn!

VIRTUA FIGHTER 3?
Latest word on the grapevine (and we
don't endorse any of this, we're just

telling you!) is that Black Belt is actual-

ly the name of the booster cartridge for

Saturn VF3. Their 64-bit console in

development (see last issue) is now

codename Dural! Said to house

Hitachi's new SH4 chip, a 200Mhz 64-

bit CPU, new 3D FX technology and a

Microsoft operating system. It's sup-

posedly scheduled for release at the

end of next year with Scud Race and

VF3. We'll believe it when we see it!

i Issue 14

nfAlTTEl CHART
Incredible, no sooner il the N64 released then you

holler for a priee drop [quite justifiably).

i RESIDENT EVIL z

KM AND GAMES PRICE CUT GAMES UK

J MARIO KART 64

* FINAL FANTASY VII

6 VIRTUA FIGHTER 3

7 SMUKK SOWC (BY TUJI HAKA1 SAT MK4

8 FIGHTERS MEGAMIX

II irlg to is 64

[thankfully)- Others include NIGHTS 2. Ultimate

Fighting Universe (you fools), a Sega/Sony console,

[he failure of PlayStation, Street Fighter Megamlx

(IfS happening!), Tekken Trilogy, Ridge Racer

Trilogy, a Sega Rally sequel. Theme Town (Isn't thai

Sim City moron?!, a Nlolendo handheld (heard of

Gemeboy?) and a 3D Splderman game on N64.

»«„,»,•«
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UK MULTI-FORMAT SALES TOP 20
THIS LAST TITLE

MICRO MACHINES V3

MARIO 64

MANXTT

RIDGE RACER: PLATINUM

DESTRUCTION DERBY: PLATINUM

SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE

TOMB RAIDER

TEKKEN: PLATINUM

LEGACY PF KAIN

WIPEOUT: PLATINUM

DESTRUCTION DERBY 2

TOMB RAIDER

PILOWINGS 64

CHAMP. MAN 2: DOUBLE PACK

AIR COMBAT: PLATINUM

C&C: RED ALERT

FIFA '97

DIE HARD TRILOGY

EXCALIBUR

FORMULA ONE

FORMAT

PLAYSTATION

NINTENDO 64

SATURN

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

NINTENDO 64

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

PC CD-ROM

NINTENDO 64

PC CD-ROM

PLAYSTATION

PC CD-ROM

PLAYSTATION

SATURN

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

PUBLISHER

CODEMASTERS

NINTENDO

SEGA

SONY

SONY

NINTENDO

EIDOS

SONY

BMG

SONY

SONY

EIDOS

NINTENDO

EIDOS

SONY

VIRGIN

EA

EA

TELSTAR

SONY

JAPANESE MULTI-FORMAT SALES
TOP 10

EVANGELION

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM 3

FINAL FANTASY VII

POCKET MONSTERS
IQ: INTELLIGENT CUBE

MACROSS DIGITAL MISSION V-FX

KOWLOONS GATE

CHORD Q 2

SUPER BOMBERMAN 5

FIGHTING DYNASTY

SATURN
SATURN

PLAYSTATION

GAME BOY

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

SUPER FAMICOM

KOEI

AMERICAN MULTI-FORMAT SALES
TOP 10

MARIO KART 64

WAVE RACE 64

SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE

SUPER MARIO 64

RALLY CROSS

CRUISIN' USA

MBA HANGTINE

TOMB RAIDER

JET MOTO
GRETZKY 3D HOCKEY

NINTENDO 64

NINTENDO 64

NINTENDO 64

NINTENDO 64

PLAYSTATION

NINTENDO 64

NINTENDO 64

PLAYSTATION

PLAYSTATION

NINTENDO 64

CVG TEAM'S MOST PLAYED <

GAMES OF THE MONTH gS^
QUAKE (MISSION PACK 2]

ISS64
FIGHTERS MEGAMIX
BUST CORPS
RAGE RACER

PC CD-ROM
NINTENDO 64
SATURN
NINTENDO 64
PLAYSTATION

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES
MOST RECOMMENDED!

These may not be the hottest ZaTe^HT
»i™™"w"~»»r,*," ^system.

CKriNIflllHM
1 FIGHTERS MEGAMIX
2 80MBERMAN

SEGA

3 SOVIET STRIKE EA

4 VAMPIRE HUNTER VIRGIN

5 NIGHTS

l^^.l.l.^.'i.^i'll-M

SEGA

1 KING OF THE FIGHTERS '96 SNK
1 CYBERSOTS CAPCOM
3 PUZZLE B08BLE 3 TAITO

4 SAKURA WAR SEGA
5 PUYO PUYO SUN SUNSOFT

l«MMUMil«H
1 EXHUMED BMG
2 RAGE RACER SONY
3 PORSCHE CHALLENGE SONY
4 PUZZLE FIGHTER 2 VIRGIN

5 DARK FORCES

KONAMI

l-JM'tiMlliUIIJIMliitH

1 CASTLEVANIA

2 TIME CRISIS NAMCO
3 FINAL FANTASY VII 5QUARESOFT

4 TOBAL NO 2 SQUARESaFT

5 FINAL FANTASY TACTICS SQUARESOFT

1 ISS 64 KONAMI

2 SUPER MARIO 64 THE

3 TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER ACCLAIM

4 WAVE RACE 64 THE
5 SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE THE

1 STARFOX 64 NINTENDO

2 BLAST CORPS NINTENDO

3 J-LEAGUE PERFECT STRIKER KONAMI

4 DOOM 64 GT
5 MARIO KART 64 NINTENDO

| PC TOPS

1 QUAKE MISSION PACK 2 ACTIVISION

2 X-WING VS TIE FIGHTER

3 POD UBI SOFT

4 PREMIER MANAGER '97 GREMLIN

S STAR WARS: REBELLION VIRGIN

1 16-BIT TOP 3

1 SONIC 3D MEGA DRIVE

2 MICRO MACHINES MILITARY MEGADRIVE

3 DONKEY KONG 3 SNES

| ARCADE TOP 5

1 SCUD RACE AM2
2 STREET FIGHTER 3 CAPCOM

3 TEKKEN 3 NAMCO
4 VIRTUA FIGHTER 3 AM2
5 ARMAOILLO RACERS NAMCO



THE GOBLINS TOP 5 UCENCE DEBACLES

1. GRANGE HILL. Based on the plot of the 'novel' After Hours.

2. SUPERGRAN. Programmed by six year olds.

3. THE DUKES OF HAZARD. Great TV Crap game. Good fun to collect!

4. AUF W1EDERSEHEN PET. Build houses.

5. PAUL DAVIES SIMULATOR. Drink milk, eat bread. Sometimes boil

milk on the bonus stages.

Dying to get your hands on an English

version of PARAPPA THE RAPPA, the very

stylish rapping game on the PlayStation? Look no 1

further than BREAKDANCE by Epyx - for this game
you've got to put on your Sergio Tacchini track

suit as you prepare to dance your way to the top in a four game
contest. In the first you go down to 'battle* row after row of breakers as

they attempt to invade your turf. A

second game lets you 'break' with

the famous hot feet to see who's

got the most 'juice' in town (ooerl).

A third challenges you to figure out

the right sequence of steps to per-

form a back flip or suicide (along

the lines of that other old game
MASTERMIND) without getting

'wacked' (whatever that means]. My
favourite event is the freeform

contest where you choreograph your

moves (from over 14) and watch the

computer act them out in slow-mo

or normal speed.

QUAKE fans might get a slight feeling of deja vu by sampling HALLS OF THE

THINGS by Crystal Computing, one of the first and fastest arcade adven-

tures available on the Spectrum. You move through a multi-level maze,

attacking monsters with arrows and lighting bolts. The 'things' eventually

gang up and attempt to fry you to

death as you try to escape from the

maze by picking up keys to open

doors and gathering strength from

milk bottles found along the way.

Alright, its nothing like QUAKE in

payability and graphical terms but

can certainly be credited as

providing the roots to the genre.

Thats just ESCAPE by New
Generation software" I squealed on

With over 100 different

steps and music that wilt get you

'Turtle Up Rockin' BREAKDANCE
la a retro must.

ESCAPE 3D Is dino-tastic dudes.

RETRODROID'S INTERNET HEAVEN!
This month I've done a lot of reading around the subject of serious game collecting.

It's not so established In Europe yet, as it Is In the US, but don't throw those old

carts and systems out just yet.

The Digital Press Online - at http://members.aol.com/digitpress/index.htm

This is a detailed site for collectors, it is very US based, but the information is well

The Colecovislon was one of my favourite early systems {LOOPING was a particular

fave), so have a look at John Dondzllla's homepage at

www.monmouth.com/--pcjohn/. John was a programmed responsible for two or three

Vectrex games, and his site also contains a wealth of good Coleco and Atari stuff.

Best known on the net for his excellent FAQ's on the Sega Master System, Clint

Dyer's handheld page has a treasure trove of great scanned images of all manner of

rare equipment, so don't miss it. Go to www.best.com/~cdyer/

And finally, if you're a total otaku who collects various artifacts related to

videogamlng. It's worth a look at www.gamepw.com/garnewlre/cl8sslc/claaslc.html

to Dave's Video Game Page. Not only are there some great emulators which you

may have missed, but there is also a selection of rare pop songs from classic

games. A few people may remember "Pac Man Fever" but does anyone have the

singles of songs written about Asteroids or Space Invaders 7

(This site is excellent - GOBLIN).

Alex (Retrodroid) now powering down if that's alright...

seeing TUROK for the first time, "or maybe FORBIDDEN FOREST on the

C64' cos that had a bow and arrow and was sort of 3D ish"

I
Anyway... ESCAPE by New Generation software was one of the

first 3D maze games. Your little man runs around a maze trying

to pick up a randomly hidden axe in order to escape, while

being pursued by up to five dinosaurs. Level five of the game

gets quite tough as a large pterodactyl is brought to life and

flaps alarmingly around the maze intent to stop you from get-

ting out. ESCAPE was one of the first Speccy games to be

produced, but still retains

its technical excellence all

these years later. By the way

TUROK owners should enter

the code DLKTDR to enter pen

and ink mode for a nice

effect resembling the look of

3D Softsolid {DRILLER ETC) on
' the C64, albeit alot quicker.

What do 1 like more than anything

about the recent conversion of

MANX TTon the Saturn? Well

rather sadly its the fact that when

the bike stops the biker puts his foot down just

like the bloke did way back in 1984 on FULL

THROTTLE by Micromega. Though, quite sadly, a talking

point at the time when graphical touches of realism were few

and far between, Mervyn Escourt's classic was mainly populai

due to the excellent curving track and forty other bikers to

beat. Racing fans should also check out Mervyns other racing

game 3D DEATHCHASE, which I still regard as the finest 'speeder

bike from Return Of The Jedi' game in existence. No kidding, those

trees still look excellent.

O 40 blkesl You wouldn't get that

nowadays you know.

BLASTCORPS is a pretty original title right? Well it is unless you've

played the excellent HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER by Vortex. You control

one of five Vortons (as you kill one off you gain control of the next) whose

job it is to clear a path and push a bomb down the highway to the ene-

mies base. The other Vortons will push the bomb until its blocked by the

many roadside obstacles, but don't forget to blast away the enemy who
are intent on hindering your

progress. As with all Costa

Panyai coded games, the

graphics and control method are

exceptional and clearing the

path into the enemies base is

just as nerve racking as the

similar N64 title. I love the title

screen that draws the games

logo out of blocks rising from

the ground! If HIGHWAY
ENCOUNTER appeals to you

make sure you check out the

equally impressive follow up -

ALIEN HIGHWAY. More of the

same really except that this time

you have to recharge your bomb

seven times on the way, and the edge of the busy road Is electrified!

You either love DISCWORLD or hate it. I personally can't stand the

'humour' and constant 'I can't do that there' prattle that accompanies the

dull looking graphics. It reminds me of the equally annoying BORED OF THE

RINGS by cult humorist/programmer Fergus McNeil that set about satiring

Tolkein's venerable trilogy. The 'jokes' are everything in this QUILL penned

adventure with Fordo the Boggit being suckered into taking the great ring

to the land of Dormor with his pals Murky, Spam and Pimply.

The QUILL and ILLUSTRATOR also make very professional

packages to help you map and create your own adven-

ture. I once wrote a very competent but highly unimagi-

native title that involved you turning on the computer in

my bedroom or something, Sigh... the good old days.

O HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER has stood

the test of time. In fact so do most
games released by Vortex software.

CABIN FREEPLflY CLASSIFIED

M ON 0373 720312 01

taking the great ring

I Pimply.
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X am hack to my original

liLipcr-villari form, arid

have takcri corfttol

•s^.- of the Images

Use on the We Of
E»o&>. I riow demand

rips of all kinds for the

late-it video artd arcade

game;;, arid will reward

any \ see fit with a
,

Kit. game of the sender $
r

choice from HMV
Games- Now go, ar,d

firid solutions for me
a^d remember-
free games! Cheese!

37-39 MiLLHARBOUR,
The Isle of Dogs,
London E14 912

You can now also send any tips or

guides to this Email address. But

please, don't just give us a load

you've ripped off the internet or

other magazines - we could do
that ourselves if we really wanted.

The best tips sent to us will win

any game from HMV!

TIP8.CV0eECKUMAP.COM

SATURN
Character Select screen.

1

PLAYSTATION

SUPER PUZZLE
FIGHTER 2 TURBO
These secret characters can be

accessed in Arcade, Master Arcade
or Versus Mode. Do them all at the

Character Select screen.

To play as Anita, Player One should

highlight Morrigan, hold Select,

move to Donovan and press
Circle. Player Two should high-

light Felicia, hold Select, move
to Donovan and press Circle.

To play as Dan, press
Ll + Rl+Circle. That's all.

MANXTT
SUPERBIKE

To ride on one of the sheep from the

fields around the course (and from

the arcade), go to the Transmission

Select screen and press

Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Z. Y.

The sheep snould make a noise to

let you know that it's worked.

To access the superbikes, go to the

Race Option screen (with Arcade,

Saturn, and the other modes on it)

and press L+R+X+Y+Z at the same
time. The superbike option should
appear on the Bike Select screen.

If you do both the sheep cheat and
the superbike cheat, you can race on

a supersheep!

To get a great start, follow this tip

from Michael Banner from
Redditch. At the beginning of a race,

hold down the accelerator and put
your brakes on to keep the revs at

about 10. Then when the voice says

"Go!" let go of the brakes. The voice

should then say "Great start!" to let

you know you've done it.

SUPER PUZZLE
FIGHTER 2 TURBO
These secret characters can be
accessed in Arcade, Master Arcade
or Versus Mode. Do them all at the

NINTENDO 64

TUROK: DINOSAUR
HUNTER
Here are all the cheats we printed

last issue, as well as a few new ones.

All of them should be entered on the

Enter Cheat screen. Once you've put

one in, the Cheat Menu should

appear where you can switch on

whichever ones you want at any time.

All Cheats RBNSMTH
All Weapons CMGTSMMGGTS
Spirit Mode THSSLKSCL
The Gallery THBST
Infinite Lives FRTHSTHTTRLSCK
Infinite Ammo BLLTSRRFRND
Pen and Ink Mod DLKTDR
View Credits FDTHMGS
Disco Mode SNFFRR
Small Enemies DNCHN
Show Enemies NSTHMNDNT
Weird Colours LLTHCLRSFTHRNB
Quack Mode CLLTHTNMTN
Greg Mode GRGCHN

DOOM 64

To play as Akuma, hold L and
press A, B or Y to pick htm in or

of three colours.

To play as Dan, hold L+R and
press A, B or Y to pick him In or

of three colours.

To play as Devllot, hold R and
press A, B or Y to pick him In on
of three colours.

To play as Mei-Ling, Player One
should highlight Morrigan, hold

Start, move to Hslen-Ko and press
A, B or Y. Player Two should high-

light Felicia, hols Start, move to
Hslen-Ko and press A, B or Y.

To play as Anita, Player One
should highlight Morrigan and
hold Start, then press A, B or Y.

Player Two should highlight

Felicia and do the same.

To access the hidden Features menu
with lots of cheat modes on it, enter

this password: ?TJL BDFW BFGV
JVVB. Now start the game, press

Start and select the Features menu
to skip levels, get all the weapons,

become invincible, etc.

In case you hadn't noticed, staying

dead on the floor instead of restarting

makes the game display some strange

messages at the top of the screen. It's

not a cheat or anything, it's just for fun.

FIFA 64
Just in case you didn't know, pressing

any of the directions on the cross-key

controller makes the crowd boo. You

can do this at any time to wind your

opponent up, or to make yourself feel

better about playing such rubbish.

As with the Mega Drive FIFA Soccer
games, pressing the various C but-

tons when you score a goal makes
different celebration sounds.

HEXEN
To get to the cheat menu, go to the

option screen and press

Up, Down, Left, Right, Y, Y, Z, Z,

A, X, Up, Down, C, B.

Now go into the miscellaneous

option menu and there should be a

cheat option. From here you can
skip levels, look at all sorts of

debug options and other cheats,

plus play in link-up mode! Yes,

unbelievably there really is a

HIDDEN LINK-UP MODE! Of course,

you need two Saturns, two TVs, two
copies of Hexen and a link-up cable,

but it really works -just about!



KILLER INSTINCT

GOLD
As Killer Instinct Gold comes out

officially this month, here are the

cheat codes for it. Most of these

options can be accessed with skillful

play, but if you're rubbish and want to

remove the challenge, just cheat.

To play as Gargos, press Z, A, R, Z,

A, B during any of the character story

intros.

To get all of the new costume colours

for every character (Gold, shadow,

and white) without playing the training

mode properly, press Z, B, A, Z, A, L

on one of the intro screens (where it

tells a character's story).

To give yourself all of the secret

options, press Z, B, A, L, A, Z on a

story intro screen.

To view the end game credits, press

Z, L, A, Z, A, R on a story intro

screen.

In 2-player mode, you can select your

background by holding Up or Down
and pressing one of the attack but-

tons on pad 1. To select your music,

do the same on pad 2. To get the

secret Sky Stage, both players need

to hold Down and press MK.

PC CD-ROM

SKYNET
Richard Townsend from Middlesex
has sent in a few cheats for Skynet.

While playing, press Alt and slash (\)

to enter any of the following cheats.

GARBLE Toggle cheat modes
SUPERUZI Gives you the Super Uzi

ILLBEBACK Skip level

ARNOLD All weapons
ICANTSEE Displays viewscreen

COUNTERS Show map coordinates

VERSION Displays version

SCREAMER 2

Go to the options menu and enter

any of these cheats from Richard
Townsend, Middlesex.

MRTRK Access all tracks

CHMPA Championship courses

TACARTBCARTCCARTDCAR
Access all cars

COMMAND*
CONQUER: RED
ALERT
To start a secret game involving

ants (It Came From Red Alert) hold

the Shift key and click with the

mouse on the round icon in the top

right corner of the screen.

HOME-MADE MAGAZINES WHERE THE READERS ARE THE WRITERS!

hcj



PREEPLaY CLASSIFIED
PLEASE REMEMBER: INCOMPLETE, INCOMPREHENSIBLE AND ILLEGAL CLASSIFIED ADS WILL BE THROWN AWAYI MAKE SURE YOUR AD IS CORRECT BEFORE MAILING.
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SNES 1YR OLD. GOOD CONDI-
TION. INCLUDES MK2, SF2, F

ZERO, SMW, 2 JOY PADS.
ARCADE JOYSTICK £70 ONO.
CALL DARREN ON 0161 945274

• PLAYSTATION, 9 GREAT
GAMES. 2 MEMORY CARDS,
FOUR JOYRADS. PREDATOR
LIGHT GUN. LOADS OF DEMOS &
MAGS. £400 ONO CALL 01273
707608

• SWAP PLAYSTATION WITH 8
GAMES. 2 PADS, MEMORY CARD
4 LIGHT GUN FOR SATURN. ANY
OFFERS. IAIN, 13 CADBOLL RD.

INVERGORDON,
IV18 OHR

• MEGADRIVE t MEGA CD. ALL
BOXED AS NEW WITH GAMES,
FIFA 96. NBA JAM, PREMIER
MANAGER & MORE. BARGAIN
£200 ONO. CALL 01695 7214S2

• MEGADRIVE WITH 11 GAMES
INCLUDING CANNON FODDER.
BOMBERMAN 8. THEME PARK
£120 - 140, CALL BRIAN ON

• NS-l (US. PLAYS UK) FULL
SCREEN & SPEED. WITH MARIO.
MARIO KART, STAR WARS, HOCK-
EY & TUROK. 4 PADS, 5 MEG
MEMORY CARD. BRAND NEW
£600 ONO. CALL MARTIN 01908
311931

• SATURN B GAMES INC.

Cac, VIRTUA COP 2 + GUN, VF2
+ 2 PADS. ALL BOXED £275
ONO. OR SWAP FOR N64 CALL
ROBERT 0161 2857975

• 3D0 PANASONIC FZ1. WITH 7

GAMES INC. FIFA. NFS & SSF2.

CONTROLLER & DEMO CDS. ALL

BOXED. SELL FOR £100 NO
OFFERS. TEL 01705 479565

• PLAYSTATION & G TOP
GAMES INC. WO2097, Fl,

TEKKEN 2. TOMB RAIDER & NFS.

2 JOYPADS, 2 MEM CARDS,
SCART & RFU + 13 DEMOS. ALL
BOXED £300 ONO TEL. 01635
40967

• PLAYSTATION * MEM CARD, 2
PADS, 10 TP GAMES, BOXED
UNDER GUARANTEE. WILL SWAP
FOR PAL N64 + 3 GAMES. CALL
STEVE 01491 201023

• PC ENGINE (JAP)* CDR0M2 4

GAMES, EXCELLENT CONDITION
BOXED £80. ALSO WANTED
ARCADE PCB'S & NEO GEO CD
GAMES. CASH WAITING. CALL
WASIM 01494 520786

• MEGADRIVE 2 & S GREAT
GAMES. 2 PADS. WILL SWAP
FOR SNES. 3 GAMES, 2 PADS &
GAMEBOY ADAPTOR. CALL
DANIEL 01654 711195

• NES & SNES - NES 7 GAMES
INC. TURTLES. BIONIC COMMAN-
DO & GREMLINS 2. SNES 7

GAMES INC. DKC3. MK &
ALADDIN. GOOD CONDITION.
£130 ONO TEL ALEX ON 01493

• SNES +

PLAYSTATION UNBOXED. 4
DAMES FIFA 96. TEKKEN 2.

CRASH BANDICOOT a TOMB
RAIDER. 2 PADS + MEM. CARD
£200, CALL COLIN AFTER 5PM
ON 0141 9563197

• 3D0 15 GAMES, DEMOS,
JOYPAD & MAGS. SELL FOR
£125 ONO. OR SWAP FOR
EITHER GAMEGEAR OR GAME-
BOY + SOME GAMES. TEL LEE

• JAPANESE N64. 2 PADS,
MARIO 64, ALL LEADS £200
ONO. CALL BEN ON 01902
714112 EVENINGS.

• SNES WITH 2 PADS, 6 GOOD
GAMES INC. SUPERSTAR SOC-

CER £100 ONO. GAME GEAR &
ADAPTOR * 6 GAMES £65 ONO
CALL PAUL ON 0171 3867107

• MEGADRIVE & 10 GAMES
INC. URBAN STRIKE. VIRTUA
RACING. STREETS OF RAGE 3

AND MANY MORE. CALL
CHARLES ON 01480 417521

• MEGADRIVE 2 WITH 7
GAMES, INCLUDING URBAN/
JUNGLE STRIKES, STREET FIGHT-

ER 2 TURBO. ALL REASONABLE
OFFERS CONSIDEREO. PHONE
0171 2740735

10 GAMES,
ASCII PAD. JOYSTICK & MEM.
CARD £350 ONO, CALL CHRIS
ON 0161 9738520

* PLAYSTATION 1PAD, MEM
CARD & 2 GAMES EXCELLENT
CONDITION, 6 MONTHS OLD.

£200 CALL 0191 5842663

. CARTRIDGE & JOY-

PAD £93,99 MARIO KART £33,
DKC2 £42, TOYSTORY £49. JOY-

PAD £10 UNWANTED GIFT - AS
NEW. CALL 021 378583

• PLAYSTATION WITH 3 GAMES
& 6 DEMO DISCS. ALL BOXED
£120 ONO OR WILL SWAP FOR A
SNES. CALL RICHARD 01889
565685

• SNES WITH SCOPE & 6
GAMES. PLUS 3 CONTROL
PADS (2 WITH AUTO FIRE) 12
GAMES ALL BOXED & 20 MAGA-
ZINES. £100 ONO CALL 01223
242773

• PLAYSTATION & 3 GAMES 4

DEMO WILL SWAP FOR NINTEN-

DO 64. ABSOLUTELY REE! CALL
01977 556250

PLAYSTATION & 4 GAMES INC

Fl, STEERING WHEEL. MEM.
CARD AND 3 DEMO DISKS £220
OH SWAP FOR UK N64. CALL
BEN 0181 4292167

• PLAYSTATION & 4 GAMES.
DEMOS & 3 JOYPADS £250 OR
SWAP FOR SATURN. CALL GARY
01977 614744

• VECTREX BOXED VGC, WITH
ARMOR ATTACK, STARSHIP
SCRAMBLE S HYPERCHASE -

THE BEST RETRO CONSOLE
AVAILABLE. FOR A MERE £150
ONO. CALL 01332 573311

• PLAYSTATION WITH Fl,

WIPEOUT 2097, CRASH BANDI-

COOT. TEKKEN 4 FIFA 96 WITH
4 CONTROLLERS. MEM CARD
ALL FOR £350 ONO. CALL
01734 425774

• NEO GEO (CART) 2 JOY-

STICKS & 7 GAMES. INC SAMU-
RAI SHOWDOWN MINT CONDI-

TION £240 ONO CALL EDDIE
01484 431777

• PLAYSTATION (US) »

TEKKEN 2. WIPEOUT 2097
FINAL DOOM, STAR GLADIATOR.
PGA. MEM CARD 4 2 JOYPADS.
ISSUES 1-6 PLAYSTATION
PLUS. ALL £250 CALL JOHN
01707 276580

• AMIGA 500 WITH GAMES.
JOYSTICK, MANUALS & LEADS
£50 CALL BRENDON ON 01B23
443051

• MEGADRIVE WITH 5 GAMES
& 2 TURBO PADS. ONLY £70
ONO CALL RAHMANN 0181
5667198 BETWEEN 4-6 PM

• SATURN 5 GAMES INC

WWS97. DAYTONA CCE, 2 PADS.

GUN a 3 DEMO CD'S. ALL

BOXED TEL 0181 4001780

• MASTER SYSTEM2 * 7

GAMES. 2 CONTROLLERS.
INCLUDES SONIC a INDIANA
JONES £25 CALL 01904 7048B4

MASTER SYSTEM 4 LIGHT-

GUN & S GAMES £30 BUYER
MUST COLLECT./ 01473
689450

PLAYSTATION WITH 6 TOP
GAMES, 2 DEMO CD'S, 2 JOY-

PADS a MEM CARD ALL FOR
£250. CALL DAVID AFTER 4PM
01241 871023 SCOTLAND

SNES, FOUR GAMES, 2 PADS
INC. SPECIAL EDITION SFT,

YOSHIS ISLAND a SYNDICATE
£100 ONO TEL. 0171 2412791

• SNES WITH 2 PADS, 12 GOOD
GAMES INC MARIO KART & FIFA

ALL FOR £200. CALL MAT ON
0181 7413247

• MEGADRIVE 9 TOP GAMES, 3

CONTROLLERS (1-6 BUTTON)
WORTH OVER £450. WILL SELL

FOR £125 ONO, PHONE 01423
873181

• SNES, 8 GAMES: DKC, STUNT
RACE FX. MARIO ALL STARS. NBA
ALL STAR CHALLENGE, ALIEN 3,

F-ZERO, FLASHBACK ALL BOXED
AND STREET FIGHTER 2 (NOT
BOXED). ALSO ACTION REPLAY 2.

£130 WILL SELL SEPARATELY
01420 89406

• MEGADRIVE. 5 PADS, 20
GAMES INC; SSF2, NBA JAM.
MICRO MACHINES 2 4- MANY
ACCESSORIES. £260 DETAILS
CALL RICHARD ON 0181 333
1905

• MEGADRIVE 4 MEGA CD2
WITH 2 TURBO 6 BUTTON
PADS + B MD GAMES 4 8
MEGA CD GAMES a A TURBO
JOYSTICK. IN BOXES WITH
INSTRUCTIONS, TOP CONDI-
TION, GOOD AS NEW. ALL FOR
£200 PLEASE RING 0121
7420097 AFTER 6.30 PM

• MEGADRIVE 2 - 3 JOYPADS.

1

SIX BUTTON, 14 GAMES INC;

SONIC 3D. MK3 & EARTHWORM
JIM ALL BOXED VERY GOOD CON-
DITION. £150 ONO, PHONE 0121
4454007 (CHEATS WITH 12
GAMES) ALSO MASTER SYSTEM
WITH 14 GAMES £50

• MEGAORIVE, 2 PADS, ALL
LEADS £18. MD GAMES, PREM
MAN 97 £15, SAMPRAS 96 £8,

& JW SNOOKER £8 PHONE BOB
ON 0181 9251208

• SATURN STILL BOXED WITH
RF UNIT, 2 PADS, TOMB
RAIDER. SEGA RALLY, NHL97,
PGA 97 & OLYMPIC SOCCER.
WORTH £520 WILL SELL FOR
£300 ONO. CALL STU ON
01244 3B2035 AFTER 6 PM.

ALSO VF2 INCLUDED

• SATURN - 2 PADS - 9 GAMES,
MEM CARD PLUS, PLAYSTATION

2 PADS Fl ALL BOXED. NO
SPLIT £500 THE LOT! CALL
01222 810407

• PLAYSTATION FOR SALE WITH
JOYPAD. CHOICE OF GAMES
FROM TITLES LIKE TOMB RAIDER
4 FIFA 97 S 2 MEM, CARDS
£120 CALL DAN ON 0117
9837384

• MEGADRIVE FOR SALE (10

GAMES) 2 JOYPADS IN GOOD
CONDITION FOR £130. RING
JOHNNY ON 01252 845540

• SATURN WITH 6 GAMES INC

V C0P2 + GUN, NIGHTS a PAD.

ALSO 2 PADS. PERFECT CONDI-

TION £265 ONO. CALL 01865
874070 AFTER 4 PM

• MEGADRIVE (JAP). 1 PAD, 3
GAMES, ALL LEADS + LOADS OF
MAGS, £30 ASK FOR SIMON
AFTER 4PM. TEL: 01262 603766

• SATURN + NIGHTS & 3D PAD,

V COP + GUN. SEGA RALLY + 4

MORE GAMES & 2 PADS. ALL
BOXED £300. CALL 01582
425929 ASK FOR JAMIE

MEGADRIVE 4 16 GAMES
INC. SONIC 1-3

, 2 FIFAS, 2

ECCO'S. GAMES £15-20
MEGADRIVE £50 ONO. WHOLE
PACK £300 OVNE. CALL JESS
01609 882636

• SWAP SATURN 4 7 GAMES
INC, SEGA RALLY, VF2 + SF
ALPHA, 2 DEMOS, 2 PADS, 5
MAGS, CARRY CASE + RF LEAD
FOR PSX 6+ GAMES. 2 PAOS *

ACCESSORIES OR N64 2 GAMES
1/2 PADS. CALL 01772 634773

• N64 (JAP) 2 JOYPADS, MAR-
IOKART 84, MARIO 64. STAR-

FOX 64. S VHS7SCART CONVER-
SION. ALL LEADS. RARELY
USED. £385 ONO. CALL 01706
33324 AFTER 6PM

• PLAYSTATION - 6 GAMES 6
DEMOS 4 MAGS. MEM CARD, 2

PADS (ONE RAPID FIRE) +

MOUSE WITH MAT, £250 CALL
01293 430233

WANTED; POPULOUS 1 & 2
FOR MD, WILL PAY SENSIBLE
PRICE. CALL MARK 0181
3604878 AFTER FIVE, GOOD
CONDITION PLEASE.

• WANTED: CADILLACS 8.

DINOSAURS ON MEGADRIVE.
WILL PAY REASONABLE PRICE OR
SWAP. PHONE AFTER 6.30 PM
0114 2890703

• MK TRILOGY 4 PLAYERS
GUIDE FOR NB4, BOXED AS NEW
1 WEEK OLD. £65 ONO CALL
0181

• MEGADRIVE * 32X .21 • SATURN 4 2 CONTROLLERS
GAMES. 3 PADS, HEADPHONES WITH VF2. ALL IN BRILLIANT

& 30 MAGS. GOOD CONDITION CONDITION. ALL BOXED, £120.
£195 CALL ANDY ON 0121 CALL MARK AFTER 4.30: 0181
7473991 BIRMINGHAM 6436420

• MORTAL KOMBAT 3 (SNES)
FOR SALE £35 ONO PHONE
01473 403505

• MEGADRIVE GAMES OFFERS
NOT TO MISS! ZOOM £6.50,

HAUNTING. GALAHAD, WIZ 4 LIZ

£10 EACH, SHINING IN THE
DARKNESS a SOLIEL £15 EACH,
WANT TO BUY A SATURN WITH
AT LEAST ONE TOP GAME. NOT
SPORTS- OFFERING £100. CALL
JOHN 01524 34022

• 13 PLAYSTATION GAMES FOR
SALE. INC. T0M8 RAIDER, CaC,
NHL 97 a FIFA 97 £25 EACH.
CALL DAN ON 0117 9837384

• WANTED: CHRISTMAS
NIGHTS IN GOOD CONDITION.
WILL PAY UP TO £20. CALL
01366 500367 AND ASK FOR
MARTIN.

• WANTED: FOR MEGADRIVE
BUBSY OR LEMMINGS. PLEASE
PHONE DEMELZAS MUM AFTER
5PM ON 01705 666539

WANTED DESPERATELY:
SONIC CD FOR MEGA CD. WILL

PAY UP TO £40. IAN 01404
823162 12PM ONWARDS
EXCLUDING SATURDAY

• WWF SUPER WRESTLEMANIA
FOR SNES £10 OR SWAP FOR
MORTAL KOMBAT 2 CALL 01229
836161

• N64 KILLER INSTINCT GOLD
(US). MINT CONDITION £69 TEL
01202 694120

• WANTED: CRASH BANDICOOT
WITH CASE ft INSTRUCTION
MANUAL. WILL BUY FOR £20
WRITE JASON, WOLVERHAMPTON
RD, 0LD8URY, WARLEY, WEST
MIOLANDS, B68 OTF

• TERRANIGMA (SNES) £30.

SUPER MARIO RPG (US SNES)
£20, SHINING WISDOM (SATURN)

£20. SHINING FORCE ( MEGA
CO) £10, CDX £5, MANY CDROM
ADVENTURE GAMES. CALL
01442 69378

• JUNGLE & URBAN STRIKE,

WILL SWAP FOR NBA 97 a
THEME PARK FOR MD TEL R08
ON 01723 355377

• PLAYSTATION GAMES £15
EACH INC. WWF, WORMS,
THEME PARK a MORTAL KOMBAT
3. ALSO GAMEBOY GAMES £4-8
CALL IAN ON 01784 885724

• WANTED: SUPER STREET
FIGHTER 2 |US) FOR SNES &
NTCS TO PAL CONVERTOR. CALL
IRELAND 021 543993

• RIOGE RACER £20, FIFA 97
£35. PLUS MANY MORE PS
GAMES. ALSO SNES a MD
GAMES. CALL 01709 892316

• SONIC 2 - MD GAME FOR
SALE £15 a MEGA GAMES 1 £9
CALL 01274 502435 ASK FOR

• I WANT A PEN PAL MALE 01

FEMALE. MUST LIKE 2D FIGH1

ERS a N64. GAVIN SYMES, 14

UPPER WEYBOURNE LANE, ffll

HAM. SURREY GU9 9DG

• RALIEGH GRITSTONE 21

GEAR MOUNTAIN BIKE. VGC
JUST £80 PLUS D-LOCK. RING

01474 873768

• C64 ACCESSORIES WANTB
1541 DD. PRO 9000 JOYSTICf

GAMES ETC. WILL PAY
'

MONEY FOR THEM, CALL ADY

01695 50500 AFTER 8PM
MON-FRI

• VISIONS #4 SF. FANTASY A
HORROR FICTION. 44 F

£1,50. SEAN KENNEDY, 116

LONG LANE. CARLTON-IN-LIN-

DRICK, WORKSHOP, NOTTS. SI

9AT. SUBMISSIONS ALWAYS

SOUGHT.

• MAGS1 -LOADS, EDGE, MEJ

MACH. ETC. ALSO BITS 4 801

THAT ARE NO USE TO YOU WH
SO EVER! NEIL 01623 45921!

• OAMEBOY GAMES FOR SALE
£4-8 INC. DONKEY KONG LAND
a TOP RANKING TENNIS. CON-
TACT IAN 01784 885724

• DESTRUCTION DERBY £14.
PAD WITH AUTO FIRE OPTION ON
ALL BUTTONS £10. TEL # 0181
567 5987 WILL

• JUNGLE STRIKE - WILL SWAP
FOR EARTHWORM JIM 2 OR
SLAM M ASTERS ON SNES.
GAMES MUST BE UK BOXED
WITH INSTRUCTIONS. CALL 0113
2628559

• WANTEDI FIGHTING VIPERS.
WILL SWAP FOR SEGA RALLY.

VICTORY GOAL OR VIRTUA FIGHT-

ER REMIX. CALL NICK ON 01403
823611

• CHRISTMAS NIGHTS FOR
SALE. ENGLISH VERSION, GEN-

UINE OFFER OF 4 COPIES
£15.00 EACH. CALL A, GREAT
BACH ON 01270 763 654 "

• WANTED: ANY MORTAL KOM-
BAT GAMES. WILL PAY REASON-
ABLE PRICES. CALL WILL 4.30 -

8PM ON 0151 9311331

• ARCADE PCB'S: WRESTLE-

FEST £40, PIT FIGHTER £38,

TECMO WORLD CUP 94 £40

LOT £115 PHONE WASIM 0:

520786 AFTER 5PM

• ARCADE PCB'S FOR SALE. I

INTERESTED PLEASE SEND tH

SAE TO SUKHBIR BHUI. 34 LAI

CASTER RD, SOUTH ALL. MID
DLEX, UBI INW

• CB4 MINT CONDITION. S
TION OF GAMES 4 TAPEDEC

KEYBOARD. ALL BOXED £15
CALL JAMES 0161 4395763

• TWO C64'S! WITH Q/

ACCESSORIES. WILL SV

ANY PS OR CD-ROM BASKETRI

GAMES. ALSO MANGA VIDEO

FOR SALE. PHONE MAT ON
01547 528100 AFTER 6PM

• PLAYSTATION MAGS FOR

SALE. OFFICIAL UK 2-12 £3.S

EACH ALL FOR £30. PLAYSTA

TION PLUS 1-12 £1.50 EACH

ALL FOR £15. MAXIMUM 1-7

£2.00 EACH OR £12 THE L(

CALL 01592 593049

• ZX81 PRESS BUTTON VER-

SION RARE MANUAL POWER
SUPPLY £35 SPECTRUM RUB- I

BER KEYS MANUAL POWER SUB
PLY BOXED £40 CALL 0181

5397260

• SUPERGUN. 3 PCB'S, SNOW
BROS, RAINBOW ISLANDS. I

STREETFIGHTER 2, TWO JOT- 1
STICKS. £200 CALL EDDIE I
01484 431777

• WANTED: SEGA MASTER ST*-'

TEM 3D GLASSES. IF POSS. 1
WITH INSTRUCTIONS 4 60X Will-;

PAY UP TO £10 01706 58864 1

• WANTED: JAPANESE PC

ENGINE CARDS. AIRZONK, TYlW

BEE. BOMBERMAN, R TYPE 2.B
KID 3, SUPER GRAFX CONSOLE.

PHONE ANDREW ON 01753 1

818347

• WANTED: GOEMAN 3 JAP

SNES MUST BE BOXED WITH 1

INSTRUCTIONS. PHONE 0113 I
2405205 AFTER 7PM

• FOR SALE . CSVG ISSUE*

FROM 1987 10 199
MINT CONDITION

BOOKS WILL '-:
I

£150 THE LOT .-,

GEMMEL ON 01895 S2580S I



FREEPLaY HIGH SCORES
«*r,
{K

Send us your high scores for

all the latest games, and
keep some proof just In case
ire ask for It. If you want, send
« a video showing how you
dJd It (not Just a video of score
Kreens as we don't have time
to copy them all out) and don't

forget to Include your arcade
tag name so that everyone
knows exactly where you've
been! Send everything to our
Dockland Paradise:

HIGH SCORES, CVG,
iH9 MUKARBOUR.
THE ISLE OF DOSS.
.0«DO«I, EH 91Z

H"! '.'.'«*1

NOVICE

Best Time 1'02"251

Best Total Points 7448
[Best Trick Total 4127
Best Trick 131
(fakle to misty 1080° tall grab)

ADVANCED
Sett Time 2'10"284

Nest Total Points 6213
Hast Trick Total 2914
Best Trick 924
(misty 720° tall grab)

EXPERT

| Best Time 2'17"095

Best Total Poinis 6657
Best Trick Total 3065
Best Trick 843
(fakle to misty 540' tall grab)

SPECIAL

Best Time 2'37"806

Ady Leyland (ADY), Lancashire

Best Total Points 4850
Best Trick Total 2884
Best Trick 794
(fakie to misty 540° tall grab)

EXTRA
Best Time 1'15"319

Best Total Points 11920
Best Trick Total 8294
Best Trick 1926
Ifaklo to misty 1800° tall grab)

WEMBMEM

Special Weapon Survival Mode
1 2->5 Wins (Taki)

|

DJ Dirty (DJD), Dudeworld

wmmmmmm
NOVICE

Best Lap 0'43~193

Paul Beckett. Shropshire

| Best Race 2'16"405

Ian T, Canterbury

NOVICE EXTRA
Best Lap 0'43"877

Paul Beckett, Shropshire

Best Race 2' 13" 169

INTERMEDIATE
Best Lap 0'59"220

Thomas Dartoyehlre, Wlgan
Best Race 2'59"705

Mlroslav Jeftic (M.J), Ruma.
Yugoslavia

INTERMEDIATE EXTRA
Best Lap 1'00"431

Mlroslav Jeftic (M.J), Ruma,
Yugoslavia

Best Race 3'05"762

Mlroslav Jeftic (M.J), Ruma,
Yugoslavia

EXPERT
Best Lap 1W925
Ben Williams (B.W), Glos.

Best Race 3'13"218

Matthew McMillan (MAT),

EXPERT EXTRA
Best Lap 1'02"459

Matthew McMillan (MAT), Bearsden
Best Race 3'16"774

Mlroslav Jeftic (M.J), Ruma,
Yugoslavia

Phantom Class Times

Talon's Reach
Best Lap 0'18"0

Toomat Veeber (XL.), Amsterdam
Best Race 1'38"9

Veeber (XL), Amsterdam

Sagarmatha
Best Lap 0'22'0

Mark Andrews (WAL), Warwick
Best Race 1'54"6

Mark Andrews (WAL), Warwick

Best Lap 0'35"4

Mark Andrews (WAL), Warwick
Best Race 3'02"3

Mark Andrews (WAL), Warwick

Best Lap
Mark Andrews
Best Race
Mark Andrews

0'29"0

(WAL), Warwick
2

,43"3

(WAL), Warwick

(WAL), Vi

3'17 n
7

(WAL), Warwick

Odessa Keys
Best Lap
Mark Andrews
Best Race

Mark Andrews

Vostok Island

Best Lap
Mark Andrews
Best Race

Mark Andrews

0'36"3

(WAL),
3'13"6

(WAL),

: 34"3

(WAL), Warwick
3'05"6

(WAL), M

Spllskinanke

Best Lap 0'30"3

Mark Andrews (WAL), Warwick
Best Race 2'47"7

Mark Andrews (WAL), Warwick

Survival Mode, FV Setting, Wolf Stage

3Mlns, BM 24 Wins

Jonathan Town, Wakefield

7 Mins, Urabahn 31 Wins
Paolo Tarvilli (ZAK)

15 Mlns, Rentahero 98 Wins
Ed Lomas (EDD), CVG

IBBB^I

*,tk,iM,,mimusn
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Three Seven Speedway
0'15"24

Clifford Bonney (C.B). Oxford

National Park Speedway
0'31"76

Clifford Bonney (C.B), Oxford

Dinosaur Canyon
0'42"96

Clifford Bonney (C.B), Oxford

Seaside Street Galaxy
1*30*56

Clifford Bonney (C.B), Oxford

Desert City

0'44"24

Clifford Bonney (C.B), Oxford

2171 Link Attack

William Curley, Surrey
0'09"244 Time Attack

Romeo Mazzel (R.M),

Heals beaten with 107 seconds
remaining

William Curley, Surrey
Jackie beaten with 102 seconds
remaining

William Curley, Surrey
Wizeman beaten with 72 seconds
remaining

Luke Bishop (BISH), Bournemouth

351 Link (Spring Valley 1)

Tom Russon
93030 Points (Spring Valley 1)

373 Link (Frozen Bell 1]

Paul Lautler, London
583300 Points (Frozen Bell)

Paul Lautler, London

EjaHmcsa

mmmmmm
NOKO NOKO BEACH
Best Lap 30"81

Best Race 1'39"79

DJ Dirty (DJD), Coolhampton

KARA KARA DESERT
Best Lap 36"06

Best Race 1'53"98

DJ Dirty (DJD), Oroovechester

LUIGI CIRCUIT
Best Lap 35"61

Best Race 1'47"26

Kevin Branston, Baklock

my'raw-mi
SANDY BEACH
Best Lap

,21"412

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race 1'07"395

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

SUNSET BAY
Best Lap

,23'226

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race 1"14"372

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

MILKY LAKE
Best Lap 0'25"256

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race 1
, 18"732

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

MARINE FORTRESS
Best Lap 0'23"944

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race 1'21"779

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

PORT PIRATE
Best Lap 0'28"510

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race r28"103

CASTLE CITY
Best Lap 0'30"637

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race 1
,34"359

COOL WAVE
Best Lap 0'28"400

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race 1'29"393

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

cr»

«•>

8

SOUTHERN ISLAND
Best Lap

,25"784
Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel

Best Race 1'21"909

Ronen Yitzhak, Bhel Brak, Israel



VkAiv

Voted 'Section of the month" for the last seven

months 'D.W.Y.D' is here once more for you!

I | Picture! wot have been

1*1 -A ("locked up ,n 5 m-nutet

f^| ^fc grtitanLMffTMITj

OriginaHtr, creativity, rtvle,

fun, and not copied straight

off another magae™ tijA^P
Anew award for my section this month rat fans!

Worse than a turd even! This award will be given
once a month to the worst drawing of the month only.

Next month, maybe I'll dish out another award but

who knows! I'm like that you know. ».

.

x5

pq

© Me and my beautiful body,
=* Designed to kill, with a slightly

J

elegant side as well. Where's
my tail Robert Bradley?

© Excellent car this, just like

mine In fact. All It needs is

my private plates and I'm
off! Thanks to Marcus Wood.

fit



kfe-
" « Namco kick burnt That's the general opinion on the streets. Personally

Hpj I think all games suck but that's Just ma I guess. Ta Aaron Brogan.

Q Guns and violence!

Blooming heck, you people

just don't stop! Next month n

violence! Ta Adam Insan.

© Lovely bit of work this. Nice

to have a peaceful looking piece

of artwork for a change, thanks

Cass Opera. Wo love you.

bjJ 8 Excellent artwork this. Phil, Tom, Jaime and Ed never looked so

w\ good. The other character was superb too thanks to Steven '
—

;

I'M

fe
O Star Wars Is

quite the
flavour of the

'(/ month with
you lot at the

moment. This

Is one of the

Pi
best by David
Whitney.

gs
© Nice little

number from
the USA.
Thanks Jeff

Nevlnz!



WBC^WnflB^
THE ULIIMAIE COMBO fiUIDE!

After the recent PlayStation escapades of Star
Gladiator, Tobal and Soul Edge, the Yas Hunter
Play Guide Machine goes in search of some ass-

whooping combos for the equally ass-kicking Fighters
Megamix.
Fighters Megamix is jam-packed with characters from
the AM2 library - 32 to be exact - so this month the
Virtua Fighter gang become the main focus. But as
most of VF2 and VF3Ts combos are common
knowledge and can be done on Megamix in the VF
mode, these combos are for the Fighting Vipers mode.

ffi GUARD (A)

T: TOWARDS

1 HOLD TOWARDS
P: PUNCH (8)

A: AWAY
A: HOU) AWAY

It KJCK(C)

D: DOWN
D-. HOLD DOWN
I* UP

U: HOU) UP

'NOTE THAT THE TIMING FOR ALL THE
COMBOS SHOULD BE ALTERED IF YOUR
OPPONENT RECOVERS' IN MID AIR.

' STAGGERING AERIAL RECOVERY
Staggering was one of the of main ways to attack in Virtua Fighter, but in

Fighting Vipers mode the stagger is so slight that it's useless as a combo
opener unless used as a counter. To top it off, most of the stagger moves
won't break through the majority of the attacks like PPPKs. So forget it.

THROW BREAKS
If you're on the end of a giant swing or a splash mountain too often, why
not break out of the throw? Press P+G to break out of all throws - except
for command throws like splash mountain, in which case you must press
t+P+G immediately.

FLOATERS
Floaters send an opponent up into the air, leaving him open for a combo
barrage. Ifs best to have a set routine in mind rather than having a
•shake out' as it's more damaging. More importantly, you have full control.

Once floated by an opponent all characters in Megamix can 'recover'

which can help put you into an offensive position. A good recovery
technique is to press A+B+C when floated and push Up and then
towards+K to plant a nice drop kick on your opponent's forehead,
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ALTERNATIVE 1 2 mom alternative colours for honey

KUMA CHAN
Kuma chan has two more alterna-

tive attires, but, unlike Honey, he

changes his appearance entirely!

Switch the machine on 31 times

or more (you can find out how
many times you've switched the

Saturn on in the Book Keeping
option). Press X on Kuma chan
on the select screen to get Niku

and Z for the AM2 palm tree.

VF1SIBA
..' you choose Siba by pressing ,,

or Z, he wilt appear in his original

VF1 AOU show form.

After completing the A course, press X or Z when choosing Honey i

lg her alternative costume. She has long stripey s

and what looks like two fire extinguishers on her back! Uh.. right.



This is the part of the magazine where you tell the rest of the gaming community why you love a particul.

game or company. We don't want endless system bashing, and we don't want personal insults (unless

they're particularly funny). We just want to hear YOU rant about your favourite things, letting everyone

know why it's the best thing ever in the hope that you can convert the world to your way of thinking.

^avuuii ^j Fan/whoever,

lgmag. I'i

been reading since i

50. Now though I just have to l
' '.

I am writing in reply

i) Jon Taylor's and Bobby Newton's you're "bais" to Sony (you Know who

:.iier in issue 185 of C&VG. I agree )

s got the right idea, Yob, he \

' ~'~'s whining r
-
*
—

ibout trie writing staff being i

.ind claiming that PlayStation

now nothing and how we are all up

since I was about five years old. I

i the games industry

arid I am going to study software

;ign at university in

s, I enjoy following the

fldeo games than you or most of your

mates, if vou have any.

great, unfortunately I can't afford it. I

also want an N64 but I r""
"'

afford it. I am I

PlayStation tho

why couldn't the I

, anyone who's played this

epic (sorry) masterpiece will tell you

the same. "What i

you cry. I

it, looks like it's going to be the best

thing since sliced Moogle. But where

are Locke, Celes. Mog and company?

FFIII, nothing is

same. Who's th

Motorbikes? Get real! What kind of a

name is Red XVIII? This isn't the

Final Fantasy we all know and love!

Enough of that, though - what it

comes down to is this. Final Fantasy

lit is a superb game, no,

experience, the likes of i

be surpassed. In Japan and the

States (where they can get their
""'"",

straight off the shelves,

without having to resort to [hnngh]

importers), the internet is chocka

with FFIII fanatics championing their

ble to forget them. Even Shadow's

fighters have lives of their

Artifii

cannot say about any other

It's like taking Sonic,

it can't pull off transparency red overalls and sayin^, .._

effects. I don't though because I know I'm sure any true FFIII fans will agree

Uiat it is a class frames machine-, it is with me.

Offensive paragraph to Bobby Newton
'
(o protect the young)

II kids, if you don't like the

lich game is the best. If

. PlayStation. Saturn and you've read my opening statement

that's the only game I am talking about. It is neither

Tekken 1 or 2. it is not Virtua Fighter

1 or 2, it isn't ,~ '

i
blah, and on he goes, mentioning

it Mario 64 with tl

machine, and after
i

to say, "believe the hype", Mario in

lal experiei

Soon afterwards I rented Turok from



WRITE FOR
I FREEPLAY

FreePlay is YOUR section of the magazine. It needs YOUR input to
make It what it is. Here's YOUR chance to contribute anything
you think will be of interest to our other readers, or to sell off

some old junk you don't want anymore. If you've got an idea for a
new section which we could create In FreePlay, let us know. If your
idea is good enough and we think that our readers will be interested,
we'll give it a try! Whatever you do, don't forget your Most Wanteds!

TIPS
y month we aim to give you the
,t cheats for all the biggest games.

f you stumble across one yourself (not

I In another magazine) then send ft in and
you could be rewarded with the game of
your choice! If you think you know every-
thing about a game, send us a complete
guide - with maps or diagrams if you
want - and we'll take a look at that tool

The High Scores page Is where we
And out who are the best games
players In the country. If you think

that ft could be you, send us your
high scores for the latest games ir

the arcade or on a home system.
Don't forget to Include your three-

letter arcade tag name so that every-

one can look out for your scores!

Hunter the grumpy dog wants your drawlns.

Send in anything game-related that you've
done and he'll print his favourites - who
knows, you may even get given a bone!

e want t<it to know what you want to know
II Whenever you send anything to

•, write the five games or machines you
most want, in order of preference, on the
back of your envelope. Every month we
compile a chart and put the top 10 on the
front page of FreePlay. if you are
selling something in Classifieds, fill in the
space for your Most Wanteds below!

IHifiKRIMIDIrKl
You're bored of your 32 or 64-bit

console and you want the latest

128-bit machine, right? No problem!

Just fill In the form below, send ft to
us and we'll print your advert in the
magazine! We'll take adverts for

anything game-related Just so long

as It's legal. Any copiers and we'll

pass your name on to the law!

FREEPLAY FAE
Tell everyone why your favourite game Is the
best. Let them know why you love a certain

programming team. But please don't write in

moaning about other games machines. Boring!

.-'AIIZIIIES
If you make a fanzine yourself, send us a
copy to have a look at. If you also include all

the details of how to get the latest issue,

we'll print them in the magazine. Who knows,
you could be the next Tim Boone!


